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Abstract 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Aligarh 
Mushm University, AUgarh. The thesis has been divided into seven chapters. 
Besides the introductory first chapter, second chapter deals with Jacobi type 
and Gegenbauer type generahzation of certain polynomials, third and fourth 
chapters concern with g'-analogues of the Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type 
generalized polynomials and certain classical polynomials respectively. The 
last three chapters i.e. fifth, sixth and seventh deal with the generalization 
of the exponential operators obtained by Dattoli and his collaborators. 
Each chapter is divided into a number of sections. Definitions and equa-
tions have been numbered chapter wise. The section number is followed by 
number of equation e.g. (4.3.2) refers to equation number 2 of section 3 of 
chapter 4. 
A brief review of some important special functions, the classical orthog-
onal polynomials, some generating functions, integral transformations, expo-
nential shift operators, Hermite Karape de Feriet polynomials, basic hyperge-
ometric series, basic numbers, ^-analogues of some polynomials, q'-analogues 
of some identities and the definition and notations that commonly arise in 
practices are given in chapter-I. 
Chapter-II considers Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type generalization 
of certain polynomials and their generating functions. Relationships among 
generaUzed polynomials have also been included. 
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Chapter-Ill refers to g-analogues of Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type 
generalization of certain polynomials studied in chapter-II. Moreover, q-
analogues of their generating functions have also been established. 
In chapter-IV, g-analogues of Bateman's polynomials. Pasternack's poly-
nomials, Shively's pseudo-Laguerre polynomials, Cesaro polynomials, Got-
tlieb polynomials, generalized Hypergeometric polynomial set obtained by S. 
D. Bajpai and M. S. Arora, have been studied. Further g-analogues of their 
generating functions have also been derived. 
Chapter-V deals with the generalization of exponential operators used by 
Dattoli and Levi for translation and diffusive operator which were utilized 
to establish analytical solutions of difference and integral equations. The 
generalization of their technique is expected to cover wide range of such 
utilization. 
The aim of Chapter-VI is to introduce and use the generalized expo-
nential shift operators, operators on the base a (a > 0 . / 1), to deal with 
the families of Pseudo-Kampe de Feriet polynomials, which can be viewed as 
the natural complement for the theory of fractional derivatives and partial 
fractional differential equations of evolutive type. We show that these fami-
lies allow the possibility of treating a large variety of exponential operators, 
operators on the base a (a > 0,7^ 1), providing generalized fractional forms 
of shift operators. 
The objective of the last chapter is to introduce the generalized exponen-
tial operators and to use it for dealing with the families of partial differential 
equations of evolution type and to treat the problems involving fractional 
operators. Further, the properties of the families of special polynomials or 
special functions (like the Riemann ( function) are naturally associated with 
the proposed formalism. 
In the end an exhaustive and up to date list of writings and original 
papers of the subject matter of this thesis have been provided in the form of 
a bibliography. 
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Preface 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Ahgarh Mus-
hm University, Ahgarh. The thesis has been divided into seven chapters. 
Besides the introductory first chapter, second chapter deals with Jacobi type 
and Gegenbauer type generalization of certain polynomials, third and fourth 
chapters concern with g-analogues of the Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type 
generalized polynomials and certain classical polynomials respectively. The 
last three chapters i.e. fifth, sixth and seventh deal with the generalization 
of the exponential operators obtained by Dattoli and his collaborators. 
Each chapter is divided into a number of sections. Definitions and equa-
tions have been numbered chapter wise. The section number is followed by 
number of equation e.g. (4.3.2) refers to equation number 2 of section 3 of 
chapter 4. 
A brief review of some important special functions, the classical orthog-
onal polynomials, some generating functions, integral transformations, expo-
nential shift operators, Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials, basic hyperge-
ometric series, basic numbers, ^-analogues of some polynomials, ^-analogues 
of some identities and the definition and notations that commonly arise in 
practices are given in chapter-I. 
Chapter-II considers Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type generalization 
of certain polynomials and their generating functions. Relationships among 
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generalized polynomials have also been included. 
Chapter-Ill refers to g-analogues of Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type 
generalization of certain polynomials studied in chapter-II. Moreover, q-
analogues of their generating functions have also been established. 
In chapter-IV, g-analogues of Bateman's polynomials, Pasternack's poly-
nomials, Shively's pseudo-Laguerre polynomials, Cesaro polynomials, Got-
tlieb polynomials, generalized Hypergeometric polynomial set obtained by S. 
D. Bajpai and M. S. Arora [4], have been studied. Further g-analogues of 
their generating functions have also been derived. 
Chapter-V deals with the generalization of exponential operators used 
by Dattoli and Levi [34] for translation and diffusive operator which were 
utilized to establish analytical solutions of difference and integral equations. 
The generahzation of their technique is expected to cover wide range of such 
utilization. 
The aim of Chapter-VI is to introduce and use the generalized expo-
nential shift operators, operators on the base a (a > 0,7^ 1), to deal with 
the families of Pseudo-Kampe de Feriet polynomials, which can be viewed as 
the natural complement for the theory of fractional derivatives and partial 
fractiongil differential equations of evolutive type. We show that these fami-
lies allov/ the possibility of treating a large variety of exponential operators, 
operators on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1), providing generalized fractional forms 
of shift operators. 
The objective of the last chapter is to introduce the generalized exponen-
tial operators and to use it for dealing with the families of partial differential 
equations of evolution type and to treat the problems involving fractional 
operators. Further, the properties of the families of special polynomials or 
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special functions (like the Riemann ( function) are naturally associated with 
the proposed formalism. 
In the end an exhaustive and up to date list of writings and original 





1.1 Special Functions and its Growth 
A special function is a real or complex valued function of one or more real 
or complex variables which is specified so completely that its numerical val-
ues could in principle be tabulated. Besides elementary functions such as 
x^, e^, logx, and sin a:, "higher" functions, both transcendental (such as 
Bessel functions) and algebraic (such as various polynomials) come under 
the category of special functions. The study of special functions grew up 
with the calculus and is consequently one of the oldest branches of analy-
sis. It flourished in the nineteenth century as part of the theory of complex 
variables. In the second half of the twentieth century it has received a new 
impetus from a connection with Lie groups and a connection with averages 
of elementary functions. The history of special functions is closely tied to 
the problem of terrestrial and celestial mechanics that were solved in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the boundary-value problems of elec-
tromagnetism and heat in the nineteenth, and the eigenvalue problems of 
quantum mechanics in the twentieth. 
Seventeenth-century England was the birthplace of special functions. 
John Wallis at Oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma 
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function long before Euler reached it. Wallis had also the first encounter 
with elliptic integrals while using Cavalieri's primitive forerunner of the cal-
culus. [It is curious that two kinds of special functions encountered in the 
seventeenth century, Wallis' elliptic integral and Newton's elementary sym-
metric functions, belongs to the class of hypergeometric functions of several 
variables, which was not studied systematically nor even defined formally 
until the end of the nineteenth century]. A more sophisticated calculus, 
which made possible the real flowering of special functions, was developed 
by Newton at Cambridge and by Leibnitz in Germany during the period 
1665-1685. Taylor's theorem was found by Scottish mathematician Gregory 
in 1670, although it was not published until 1715 after rediscovery by Taylor. 
In 1703 James Bernoulli solved a differential equation by an infinite se-
ries which would now be called the series representation of a Bessel function. 
Although Bessel functions were met by Euler and others in various mechanics 
problems, no systematic study of the functions was made until 1824, and the 
principal achievements in the eighteenth century were the gamma function 
and the theory of elliptic integrals. Euler found most of the major properties 
of the gamma functions around 1730. In 1772 Euler evaluated the Beta-
function integral in terms of the gamma function. Only the duphcation and 
multiplication theorems remained to be discovered by Legendre and Gauss, 
respectively, early in the next century. Other significant developments were 
the discovery of Vandermonde's theorem in 1722 and the definition of Legen-
dre polynomials and the discovery of their addition theorem by Laplace and 
Legendre during 1782-1785. In a slightly different form the polynomials had 
already been met by Liouville in 1722. 
The golden age of special functions, which was centered in nineteenth 
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century German and France, was the result of developments in both mathe-
matics and physics: the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable on 
one hand, and on the other hand, the field theories of physics (e.g. heat and 
electromagnetism) and their property of double periodicity was published by 
Abel in 1827. Elliptic functions grew up in symbiosis with the general the-
ory of analytic functions and flourished throughout the nineteenth century, 
specially in the hands of Jacobi and Weierstrass. 
Another major development was the theory of hypergeometric series 
which began in a systematic way (although some important results had been 
found by Euler and Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the 2^1 series in 1812, 
a memoir which was a landmark also on the path towards rigour in mathe-
matics. The 3F2 series was studied by Clausen (1928) and the iFi series 
by Kummer (1836). The functions which Bessel considered in his memoir of 
1824 are 0-^ 1 series; Bessel started from a problem in orbital mechanics, but 
the functions have found a place in every branch of mathematical physics, 
near the end of the century Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric func-
tions of two variables, and Lauricella generalized them to several variables in 
1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, 
applied mathematics in 1950. In physical science special functions gained 
added importance as solutions of the Schrodinger equation of quantum me-
chanics, but there were important developments of a purely mathematical 
nature also. In 1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop a new theory of 
Gauss's hypergeometric function 2^1- Various generalizations of 2F1 were 
introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, MacRobert, and Mijer. From another 
new view point, that of a differential difference equation discussed much 
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earlier for polynomials by Appell (1880), Truesdell (1948) made a partly suc-
cessful effort at unification by fitting a number of special functions into a 
single firamework. 
1.2 Orthogonal Polynomials 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special functions in 
general and hypergeometric functions in particular. The subject of orthogo-
nal polynomials is a classical one whose origins can be traced to Legendre's 
work on planetary motion with important apphcations to physics and to 
probability and statistics and other branches of mathematics, the subject 
flourished through the first third of the century. Perhaps as a secondary 
effect of the computer revolution and the heightened activity in approxima-
tion theory and numerical analysis, interest in orthogonal polynomials has 
revived in recent years. 
The ordinary hypergeometric functions have been the subject of exten-
sive res(5arches by a number of eminent mathematicians. These functions 
play a pivotal role in mathematical analysis, physics, Engineering and al-
lied sciences. Most of the special functions, which have various physical and 
technical applications and which are closely connected with orthogonal poly-
nomial and problems of mechanical quadrature, can be expressed in terms of 
generalized hypergeometric functions. However, these functions suffer from 
a shortcoming that they do not unify various elliptic and associated func-
tions. This drawback was overcome by E. Heine through the definition of a 
generalized basic hypergeometric series. 
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1.3 Definitions, Notations and Results Used 
Frequently occurring definitions, notations and results used in this thesis are 
as given under: 
The Gamma Function and Related Functions 
The Gamma function has several equivalent definitions, most of which are 
due to Euler, 
/•oo 
T{z) = / f-^e-' dt, Re{z) > 0 (1.3.1) 
upon integrating by part, equation (1.3.1) yields the recurrence relation 
T{z + 1) = zT{z). (1.3.2) 
The relation (1.3.2) yields the useful result 
r (n + l)) = n!, n = 0,1,2, ••• 
which shows that gamma function is the generalization of factorial func-
tion 
The Beta Function 
Beta function B{p, q) are defined by 
B{p,q) = I x^-'il-x)"-' dx, Re(p) > 0, Re(g) > 0 (1.3.3) 
Garama function and Beta function are related by the following relation 
B[P, q) = ^ 1 ^ , P, g 7^  0, - 1 , - 2 , • • • (1.3.4) 
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The Pochhammer Symbol 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„ is defined by 
^^^"~ | A(A + l)---(A + n - l ) [ if n = l , 2 , 3 , - - - ^ -^^ '^ ^ 
In terms of Gamma function, we have 
iX+_ 
r(A) (A). =^%^, A ^ 0,-1,-2,-•• (1.3.6) 
Further, 
(A)^+„ = (A)„i(A + m)„ (1.3.7) 
( A ) _ „ = - t l l l , n = l , 2 , 3 , - - - , A7^0,±l,±2, (1.3.8) 
iX)n-rn ^ ^^^^^^ , 0 < TU < U. (1.3.9) 
(1 - A - n}m 
For A = 1, equation (1.3.9) reduces to 
(n-m)\ = \ \ ' , 0 < m < n . (1.3.10) 
Another useful relation of Pochhamer symbol (A),i is included in Gauss's 
multiplication theorem: 
m 
{\)mn = (mr'Ui^^^ j ' w = 0,1,2,--. (1.3.11) 
where m is positive integer. 
For m = 2 the equation (1.3.11) reduces to Legender's dupUcation for-
mula 
(A)2n = 22"(^^j (^ ^ + ^ j , n = 0,1,2,-•• (1.3.12) 
In particular, one has 
(27i)! = 22''(^) n!and(2n+l)! = 22"/'^] n\ (1.3.13) 
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The Error Function 
The Error function erf{z) is defined for any complex z by 
cvf{z) = ^rexp{~t^)dt (1.3T4) 
V7r./o 
and its complement by 
2 f°° 
erk{z) = l - e r f ( ^ ) = ^ exp{~t^) dt. (1.3.15) 
Note tliat 
erf(O) = 0 , erfc(O) = 1 1 
erf(oo) = 1 , erfc(oo) = 0 J ' :i.3.16) 
1.3.1 Gaussian Hypergeometric Function and Gener-
alization 
The second order linear differential equation 
, d'^iu , , , , dw , , 
z{l - z)-— + [c-{a + b + l)z] — - abw = 0 (1.3.17) 
has a solution 
w = } — - ^ 
to (c)n n\ 
Where a,b,c are parameters independent of z for c neither zero nor a negative 
integer and is denoted by 2F\{a,h] c; z) i.e. 
,F,{a,h,c-z) = f i ^ ^ f ! , (1.3.18) 
which is known as hypergeometric function. The special case a = c, 6 = 1 
oo 
or b = c, a = 1 yields the elementary geometric series ^ z", hence the term 
n=Q 
hypergeometric. 
If either of the parameter a or 6 is negative integer, then in this case, 
equation (1.3.18) reduces to hypergeometric polynomials. 
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Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function defined in equation (1.3.18) can be generaUzed 
in an obvious wa,y. 
pJ- q 
v^ {ai)n • • • {ap)n £^ 
= pFq{ai, • • • Qp] Pu---Pq: z), (1.3.19) 
where p,q are positive integer or zero. The numerator parameter a j , • • -ftp 
and the denominator parameter Pi,- • • [3^ take on complex values, provided 
that 
p, + 0 , - 1 , - 2 , - - - , J = \X---A 
Convergence of ^Fq 
The series pF, 
(i) converges for all | 2; |< oo if p < 5 
(ii) converges for | ^ |< 1 if p = g + 1 and 
(iii) diverges for all z, 2 7 ^ 0 i f p > g + l 
Further more if we set 
Vi=i i=i / 
the pFq series with p = g + 1 is 
(i) Absolutely convergent for | 2; |= 1 if Re(co') > 0 
(ii) Conditionally convergent for | 2 |= 1, 2; 7^  1 if - 1 < Re (a;) < 0 
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(iii) Divergent for | z |= 1 if Re(a;) < — 1. 
An important special case when p = q = 1, the equation (1.3.19) reduces to 
the confluent hypergeometric series iFi named as Kummers series [182], (see 
also Slater [197]) and is given by 
When p = 2, 9 = 1, equation (1.3.19) reduces to ordinary hypergeometirc 
function 2-P\ of second order given by (1.3.18). 
1.3.2 Hypergeometric Function of Two and Several Vari-
ables 
Appell Function 
In 1880, Appell [2] introduced four hypergeometric series which are general-
ization of Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1 and are given below: 
/ i [a ,6,6; c; a;,?/] = }_^ — — , (max{| a; |, ] ?/|} < 1) 
m.n=0 \C)m+n'm\n\ 
(1.3.21) 
7-1 r . 7/ / 1 v ^ \P')m+n\P)m\p jn"^ V n i , i |\ , i 
;i.3.22) 
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The standard work on the theory of Appell series is the monogrph by and 
Kampe de Feriet [3]. See also Slater ([197] and Exton [[47]; p.23(28)) for a 
review of the subsequent work. 
Humbert Function 
In 1920, Humbert has studies seven confluent form of the four Appell func-
tions and denoted by $] , $2, ^i-, ^ 1 , ^ 1 , -E'l, -E'2 four of them are given below 
(see, [199]): 
{\x\<l,\y \< 00) 
m,n=0 \ l)m+n HI'- "'• 
(I .T |< 00,1 y |< 00) 
m,T,x,v\= f ( f ^ ^ . (1.3.27) 
(I X |< 00,1 y |< 00) 
,,.,,.,.,,..,y,. tjjfr^^^. , ,3.28) 
( | a : j < l , | ? / l < o o ) 
(I a; |< 00,1 y |< 00). 
1.3.3 The Classical Orthogonal Polynomials 
The hpergeometric representation of classical orthogonal polynomial such as 
Jacobi polynomial, Gagenbauer polynomial, Legendre polynomial, Hermite 
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polynomial and Laguerre polynomial and their orthogonality properties, Ro-
drigues formula, recurrence relation and the differential equation satisfied by 
them are given in detail in Szego, [202], Rainville [191]. We mention few of 
them: 
Jacobi Polynomial 
The Jacobi Polynomials Pj^^'^\x) are defined by generating relation 
Y: PlC^^\x% = [1 + 1/2(.T + l ) r [1 + l/2(x - l)tf (1.3.30) 
Re(a) > - 1 , Re(/3) > - 1 
The Jacobi Polynomials have a number of finite series representation ([191] 
p.255) one of them is given below: 
k p(«,5)^,.U ^ y - (1 + Q')n(l + » + fi)n+k (X-r 
(1.3.31) 
For p = a the Jacobi Polynomial P,"'"(x') is known as ultraspherical poly-
nomial which is connected with the Gegenbauer polynomial C^^\x) by the 
relation ([1]; p. 191) 
(1 + 2a}n 
For a = /? = 0, equation (1.3.31) reduces to Legendre Polynomial P„(x). 
Hermite Polynomial 
Hermite Polynomial are defined by means of generating relation 
oo J.2 
exp{2xt-t') = Y.Hn{x)-, (1.3.33) 
71=0 " • 
valid for all finite x and t and one can easily obtain 
^W - E ^ l ; % • (1.3.34) 
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Associated Laguerre Polynomial 
The associated Laguerre Polynomial L,^ f ^  (x) are defined by means of gener-
ating relation. 
n=0 ^'' ^ 
xt (1.3.35) 
For a = 0, the above equation (1.3.35) yield the generating function for sim-
ple Laguerre Polynomial L„(x). 
A series representation of LI^\X) for non negative integers n, is given by 
(1.3.36) L^:\x) = t (-i)'("+«)'^' 
for a = 0, equation (1.3.36) gives the definition of Laguerre polynomial. 
Laguerre Polynomial L,^ f ^  (x) is also the limiting case of Jacobi Polynomial 
2x\] L^^Hx) = lim P^^Ml 
/5 
1.3.37) 
1.3.4 Hypergeomertic Representations of the Polyno-
mials 
Some of the orthogonal polynomials and their connections with hypergeo-
metric function used in our work are given below: 
Jacobi Polynomial 
Pi«-^)(i) a + TV 
n 
iFi 
\ - z 
:i.3.38) 
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Gagenbauer Polynomial 
c?A n^ + 27 - r 
n 
2-f^l 
-n, 27 + 7i ; 





= pr\z) = 2F, 
1 /z + V 
r(i-f2) U - b 





~n, n + l ; 
1 - IJ. ; 





H„ {2z] n T? 2^0 n n 1 
" 2 ' ~ 2 ' ^ 2 ' 
. . -2 
Laguerre Polynomial 
;i.3.42) 
L[?\ [l + a] 
n\ 
iFi[-n] 1 + «; z] 
1.3.5 Integral Transforms 
[1.3.43) 
Integral transforms play an important role in various fields of applied math-
ematics and physics. The method of solution of problems arising in physics 
lie at the heart of the use of integral transform. 
Let f{t) be a real or complex valued function of real variable t, defined on 
interval a<t<b, which belongs to a certain specified class of functions and 
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let F(p, t) be a definite function of p and t, where p is a complex quantity, 
whose domain is prescribed, then the integral equation 
0[/W;p] - tF{p,t)f{t) dt (1.3.44) 
• ' a 
where the class of functions to which f{t) belongs and the domain of p are 
so prescribed that the integral on the right exists. 
F{p,t) is called the kernel of the transform (j)[f{t),p], if we can define an 
integral equation 
fit) = f'F{t)<(>[fit),p]dt (1.3.45) 
•Ic 
then (1.3.45) defines the inverse transform for (1.3.44). By given different 
values to the function F{p,t), different integral transforms are defined by 
various authors like Fourier, Laplace, Hankel and Mellin transforms et cetera. 
Fourier Transform 
Fourier transform is defined as 
^[ / (x) ; i] = (27r)-i/2 / f[x)e'^^ dx (1.3.46) 
J —oo 
the Fourier transform of f{x) and regard x as complex variable. 
Laplace Transform 
Laplace transform is defined as 
/•oo 
^[/(O; P] = / /We-^* dt (1.3.47) 
the Laplace transform of /( t ) and regard p as complex variable. 
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Hankel Transform 
Haiikel transform is defined as 
nAfit); ei = / fit) um dt 
•Jo 
[1.3.48) 
where ^ is a complex variable. 
The following definitions, notations, etc. shall be used in the developments 
of ^-analogues of the polynomials. 
g-Hypergeometric series r</>s 
The g-analogue of the hypergeometric series or r<pg basic hypergeometric 
series is defined as [[50]; eq.(1.3.22), p.(4)] 
^,{ai,a2r • • ,ar]bi,b2,- • • ,bs;q,z) 
O] , 02, • • • , 0 ^ 
hiM,-
; § , 
-\ l+s~r 
[1.3.49) 
with n{n~\) 2 ' where g 7^  0 when r > s+2.1. Parameters 61, 62, • • •, bs, are 
such that the denominator factors in the terms of the series are never zero. 
g-Shifted Factorial 
{a;q)n = 1, n = 0, 
n = l ,2 , - - - . 
(1.3.50) 
^ {l-a){l-aq)---{l-aq--'] 
is the g-shifted factorial and it is assumed that the denominator parameters 
b / g"™ for m = 0,1, • • •. 
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g-Number 
A g-number or basic number is defined as 
r 1 ^-f 
1 - 9 ' 
q^l. :i.3.51) 
g-Factorial 
The g-nnmber factorial of n\ is defined for a nonnegative integer n by 
(1.3.52) M.! = nw 5' 
fc=l 
g-Number Shifted Factorial 
The corresponding g-number shifted factorial is defined by 
7 1 - 1 




hm n o! = nl, hm aL = a, 
li^[a]q;„, = (a),,,. 
Corresponding to 
(a i , a2 , •••,«m;«?)n = («l;?)7^(«2;g)n• ••(«»«; g)n 
the compact notation is used 
[a i , 02, • • • , « ; 
'mjq;n [0'l\q;n[(l2\qm ' ' " [aTOj?;7i-
Similarly, the compact notation for the eq. (1.3.1) is given as 
\+s—r 
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g-Binoniial Theorem 
y-arialog"Lie of the binomial theorem is defined as (see [[50]; eq.(1.3.2), p.(8)]) 
iMa-.-,q,z) = £ 1 ^ . - = ^-p^, |z |<l, U|<1, (1.3.55) 
^ 0 W; QU [z] q)oc 
g-Exponential Functions 
Gasper and Rahman |[50]; eqs.(1.3.15), (1.3.16), p.(lO-ll)] define two q-
analogues of the exponential function as given below 
eq{z) = i</)o(0;-;g,2) = E 7 ^ = 7 ^ ' I - l< 1- (1-3-56) 
and 
oo „ 2 ( ^ 
than 
e,(^)i?,(-z) = 1, e,^i(z) = £',(-g^). (1.3.58) 
The g-Identities 
The following easily verified identities shall be used in this exposition 
{a;q)n = 7^%- ' (1-3-59) 
(ag"; q)oc 
{a-'q'-'':q)n ^ [a-qU-a-'Tq^^X 
{a;q)n , ..-\^k(\y^^ 
(1.3.60) 
< « ^ " » - = ( ; F ^ # ^ ( - " ' ' « ^ ^ ^ • ('•^•"i 
(a;5)„+fc = {a;q)n{aq'^]q)k, (1.3.62) 
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{q~'\q)^ {q;q)n {q;q)n^k -lyq 





1.4 Jacob! Type and Gegenbauer Type Gen-
eralization of Certain Polynomials 
In 1947, Sister Celine (Fasenmyer[48]) obtained some basic formal properties 
of the hypergeometric polynomials. Sister Celine's Polynomials are defined 
by the following generating relation 
{l-t)-\F, 
which yields 
o i , . . . , a ;^ 
5i, . . . ,6s; 
ixt 
{l-tf 2_j Jn 
n=0 
Q-l, . . . , Gp, 
bi,...,bs; 
X r (1.4.1) 
fiai] hi] x) = /n(ai, 02, • • •, a ;^ 6i, 62, • • •, bg] x) 
—n, n + 1, a i , . . . ,0^; 
= r4-2Ff r+2-rs+2 X 
1, 5, 61 , . . . ,6s 
(1.4.2) 
(n is non-negative integer) in an attempt to unify and to extend the study 
of certain sets of polynomials which have attracted considerable attention. 
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Her polynomials include as special cases of Legendres polynomials P,j(l — 
2x), some special Jacobi polynomials, Rice's polynomials i/,j(^,p, z^ ), Bate-
man's Zn{x), Fn{z) and Pasternaks F^{z) which is a generalization of Bate-
man's polynomials F„(z). 
The Bateman's Polynomials 
Bateman defined the following polynomials (see [191], [199]) 
3^2 
- n , n + 1, ^(1 + z); 
1 
1, 1; 
Bateman ([7], [8]) obtained the following generating functions 
E Fni^r = Y37 2^ 1 
n=0 
1 i I 1 . -
2 ' 2 ' 2 ^ ' 
1: 
-At 






Fn{z - 2) - F„(;r)]f 2i 
; i - i ) 2 2^1 
r 3 i . i 
2 ' 2 ^ 2 ' 
2; 
-At 
( l - i ) 2 (1.4.5) 
The Pasternack's Polynomials 
The generalization of the Bateman's Polynomial due to Pasternack is given 
below: 
71 \ — HF<: 3-f^2 
- n , n + 1, l{z + m-\-1); 
1 (1.4.6) 
1, m + 1; 
which is a generalization of Bateman's polnomials F„(z). Generating function 
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In 1936, Bateman [191] was interested in constructing inverse Laplace trans-
forms. For this purpose he introduced the foUowing polynomial 
Zn{x) = 2F2 
-n, n + 1; 
1, 1; 
X (1.4i 
Rainville (see [191], p. 137, Theorem 48) writes the generating function as 
follows: 





( l - t ) 2 :i.4.9) 
In 1939, Pasternack [191] obtained the following generating function of Bate-
man's polynomials: 
E f™(-2n utH 
n=0 ni 
e-'Z^it) 
l + f Y^Fn{~2m~l)e = ( i _ i ) — i ( i + t)-p^ U Z 
n=() f • 
(1.4.10) 
(1.4.11) 
The Rice's Polynomials 
S. 0 . Rice made a considerable study of the polynomials defined by 
-n, re + 1, ^; 
HnitP,!^) = '3F2 V 
1, V, 
;i.4.i2) 
The generalized Rice's Polynomial due to Khandekar [178] is given below: 
TV. 
1 + a -^"•''He,P,^) = 3i^ 2 
-n, n + Q; + /3+ 1, {; 
u ;i.4.13) 
1 + a, p\ 
Generating function of the generalized Rice polynomial due to Khandekar 
[178] is given below: 
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[1 -1)-"'-^-',F2 
A(2; a + /? + !), C; 
1 + a, p] 
Aut 
{l-tf (1.4.14) 
The Hahn Polynomials 
Hahn polynomial is defined as 
Q„(,T;a,/?, N) = 3^2 
-n, n + a + l3, —x\ 
1 + a, -A^; 
Q;, /3> - 1 , n,x = 0,1, ••-,]¥. :i.4.15) 
The following generating functions are satisfied by the Hahn polynomial 
(1.4.15): 
n=0 vP r J-jn'^-
.T; 
a + 1; 
iFi 
x~N; 
P + i; 
X = 0,1,---,A^, J 
(1.4.16) 
and 
^ i~N)n g„(x;a,/?, iV)r = 2i^ o 
X 2^0 
-X, - x + /? + A^+l; 
X — N. —x + a + 1: 
X = 0,1, ••- , / / . 
(1.4.17) 
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Motivated by the Jacobi type generalization of the Rice's polynomials ob-
tained by Khandekar [178], we shall study Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type 
generalization of certain polynomials and their generating functions in chap-
ter 2. 
1.5 On Some Generating Functions of q- Ana-
logues of Jacobi Type and Gegenbauer 
Type Generalized Polynomials 
The chapter 3 deals with g-analogues of the polynomials studied in the chap-
ter 2. Thus, chapter-3 has been divided into two broad sections. The section 
3.2 of this chapter deals g-analogues of the Jacobi type generalized poly-
nomials and their gojnerating functions relation while section 3.3 and their 
generating functions treats g-analogues of the Gegenbaur type generalized 
polynomials. 
1.6 On Some Generating Functions of Cer-
tain ^'-Polynomials 
In chapter 4, a study of the g-analogue of the Bateman's polynomials Fn{z), 
Zn{x), Pasternack's generalization of Bateman's polynomial F^^{z), Shively's 
pseudo-lagurre and other polynomials Rn{0; x), Cesaro's polynomials g^^^x), 
Gottlieb polynomials /^(x; A), and generalized Hypergeometric polynomial 
sets has been made. Further g-analogue of their generating functions rela-
tions have also been detemined. In addition to the polynomials noted in the 
introduction section of chapter 2, some more polynomials and their gener-
ating functions are also included whose g-analogues shall be studied in the 
next consecutive sections of this chapter. 
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Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre Polynomials 
Shively studied the following pseudo-Laguerre set 
Rn{a, x) (a) 2n 
n\{a)n iFi{—n; a + n; x) 
which are related to the proper simple Laguerre polynomial 
:i.6.i) 
Ln{x) = iF i ( -n ; 1; x) :i.6.2) 
by 
Rn{a, x) 1 y - ( Q ^ l)n+kLn-kix) (« - l)n t'o k\ 
Shively obtained Toscano's other generating relation 
;i.6.3) 
^Rn{a,x)r 
n=0 12 '^ 2^) 
e'' oFi V - xi 
| + |a: 
;i.6.4) 
Cesaro Polynomials 
Cesaro polynomials [199] are defined as 
,«w = r+" hF> 
—n \ • 
—s — n; 
X 





—s — n; 
and eq. (1.6.5) satisfy the following generating functions 
:i.6.5) 
j:9i'\xr = {I - tr-\i - xtr' 
71=0 
;i.6.6) 
E(\^')e(-r - ii-tr-^-M-^tr9^:\^ ;i.6.7) 
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Gottlieb Polynomials 
Gottlieb polynomials are given below (see[5], [191], [199]): 
Ux;X) = e-^'Y. nXSr^ 1^ \ X \ , x\k 
fc=0 k \ k 
1-e'Y (1.6.8) 
or 
/„(x;A) = e - " S F i 
—?i, —X] 
( 1 - e ^ 
satisfy the following generating functions (see [191], [199]): 
n=0 
;i.6.9) 
J3/n(.x;A)t" = ( l - t ) ^ ( l - t e - ' ) - ^ - i , | i | < l (1.6.10) 
e 2 t 
J2^x]^)—r- = exp(te 2) ^Fi 
71=0 n! 
-x: 
62 — e 2 j t 
1; 
(1.6.11) 
r ZUx-A)^ = eSFi 
72=0 nl 
x + h 
- (1 - e-^)t (1.6.12) 
(c)r j ; - ^ ^ / „ ( x ; A ) r = ( l - t e - ^ ) - S F i 
n=0 n\ 
C, 2 ,^ 




n + k 
Z { " ' y ] ln+k(x; \ r = (1 - tf-H^ - te-'r-\{x, a), (1.6.14) 
n=0 \ 
where a = log e ^ - 1 
1 - t 
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Generalized Hypergeometric Polynomial Set 
In 1994, S. D. Bajpai and M. S. Arora [4] studied some properties of the 
generalized hypergeometric polynomial set, given below: 
UniP;7;^) = 2:"2Fi -n,P:j; 1 [1.6.15) 
where n is a non-negative integer and x is any non-zero complex variable and 
p, 7 are independent of ?7, for if/3, 7 dependent upon n then many properties 
which are valid for /?, 7 independent of n fail to be valid for /3, 7 dependent 
upon n. 
In 1997, I. K. Khanna and V. Srinivasa Bhagavan [179] derived generating 
function of generalized hypergeometric polynomial set (1.6.15) in terms of 
Gottlieb Polynomials, is given below; 
Un{-x;l;{l-e')-') = {e-'-ir%{x-X) (1.6.16) 
Recently, M. A. Khan and M. Akhlaq [137] defined two variable and three 
variable analogues of the Gottlieb Polynomials. Of which, the two variable 
analogue of Gottlieb polynomials is given below: 
lnix,y;X.ti) = e-"(^+'^)ir 
or in other words. 
-n : -x; -y; 
1-e^, l-e" 
;i.6.17) 
/„(x.,,;A,,) = ,^^iu.f^ti^M-^u-yui-emi~e^y 
r=0 s=0 r!s! r r+s 
[1.6.18) 
and the three variable analogue as follows [137]: 
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ln{x,y,z;X,fi,ri) = 
^-n(\+ii+ri) p - n : : - ; - ; - ; - x ; -y\ ~z\ 
1:: - ; - ; - ; ) ) J 
l - e ^ , 1-e'^, 1 -e ' ' 
1.6. 9) 
or in other words, 
ln{x,y,z;X,jj,,ri) = 
r=Q 5=0 fc=0 r\s\kl{l)r+s+k 
1.6.20) 
They [137] obtamed the following generating functions similar to (1.6.14) 
Y,ln{x,y:X,fj.)r = {l~te-''Y{l-te'~^Y{l-te~^-'')''-y~\ \t\<l 
(1.6.211 




1^ _ te^(^+'')"'')i^ 
c: - x ; -y; 
t(e^-l)e-(^+'') t(e'"-l)e-(^+'") 
and for result (1.6.18) as 
1.6.22) 
i: Ux, y, z- A, /., 7?)r = (1 - te-(^+"))^(l - te-(^+''))^ 
n = 0 
x (1 - te-(^+^')^(l - te-(^+^+''))^-^-^-\ 
U k i 
;i.6.23) 
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c:: - ; - ; - ; - x ; - j / ; - 2 ; 
t(e^-l)B~<^ + '' + "' t ( e"- l )e - (^+"+' ' ' t ( e ' ' - l ) e~ '^ + "+''' 
(1.6.24) 
1.7 Generalized Exponential Operators and 
Difference Equations 
In 2000, Dattoli and Levi [34] discussed general methods for the solution of 
difference equations, arising in physical and biological problems.Their tech-
nique play crucial role in unifying the generalized families of the difference 
equations. 
The chapter 5 deals with the generalization of exponential operators used in 
[34] to operators of the type o/^ *^^) ,^ where base a (a > 0, a ^ 1) is a real 
number. In particular when a = e, the operator reduces to the operators 
used by Dattoli et al. [34]. 
The action of the generalized exponential operator on a generic function f{x) 
is defined as 
= f{F-\X\n{a) + Fix))). (1.7.1) 
where F{x) (called the Similarity Factor (S.F.)) denotes the function 
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F{x) = J -^ d^ 
9(0' 
and F^^{a) is its inverse. 
For q{x) = 1, the SF is given b}^  
F{x) ^ di = X, (1.7.2) 
therefore F~^{x) — x, then the operator (1-7.1) reduces to the ordinary 
translation or shift operator as fohows: 
cMj{x) = f{F-\Xln{a)+x)) 
= /(Ahi(a)+a;). (1.7.3) 
Another example of application of the operator (1.7.1), for q{x) = x, the 
SF is given by 
Fix) = / " I = ln(:r), (1.7.4) 
so that F^^{x) = e^, and hence the operator (1.7.1) reduces to the dilatation 
operator 
a'-^^f{x) = f{F^\X\n{a) + \n{x))) 
= /(e^'n(«)+i"W) = / (a\x) . (1.7.5) 
The ordinary shift operators and their properties play a central role within 
the context of the theory of difference equations [54]. One can, therefore, 
suspect that the above generalized exponential operators and the wealth of 
their properties can be exploited to develop tools which allow the solution of 
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different forms of difference equations. 
Particukir case: Tfie substitution of a = e, into tlie eqs.(1.7.1), (1.7.3) and 
(1.7.5) reduce to the eqs. (1), (2') and (3) of Dattoli et al. [34]. 
A simple example of how the exponential operators can help us to solve 
difference equations may be illuminating. Let us consider the linear dilatation 
difference equation of the type 
bifia'x) + b2f{ax) + h^j\x) = 0, (1.7.6) 
which, according to eq. (1.7.5), eq. (1.7.6) can be written in the following 
form 
bi a^ '-^ s^  + 62a-^s + 63] f{x) = 0. (1.7.7) 
Suppose J{x) = i?'"(^\ we have 
a^^i^/j-M^) =: gAln(a).T£^ln(x)_ 
where 
q{x) — x. so that F(a:) = In(.T) and F ^{x) = e^ 
or 
F-\Xln{a) + ln{x)) =e^'"(«)+in(x) ^ .^^  
therefore, 
a^^^i^ l"^ = jf^H^a^) ^ j^\ln(a) j^lnx ^ (1.7.8) 
Hence we can associate with eq. (1-7.7) the characteristic equation 
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J^^^21„(a) ^ ^_^^ln(a) ^ ^^j^lnCr) ^ Q 
or 
6ii?2'"('^ ) + M*"(")+63 = 0, (1.7.9) 
whose roots Ri \ and R2 allow to write f{x) in terms of the following 
hnear combination of independent solutions: 
fix) =: c^Rr> + cR'i \n(x) ^\n(x) E<^^Ra^^^- (1.7.10) 
a=l 
The above example indicates that we can extend well-established methods 
of solutions of difference equations to other types of equations reducible to 
ordinary difference equations, after a proper change of variable implicit in 
eqs. (1.7.1), (1.7.3). 
Particular case: The replacement of a with e in the eqs. (1.7.6), (1.7.7), 
(1.7.8) and (1.7.9) give raise to the eqs. (5), (6), (7), and (8) of Dattoli et 
al. [34]. 
To give a further example of the flexibility of the formalism associated with 
exponential operators, let us consider the generalized Heat Equation of the 
following type 










Q(x,Aln(a)) = 0, 
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which can formaUy be solved by considering this as ordinary hnear differential 
equation of order one, whose I.F. is determined as 
we 
can, therefore, find its general solution as 
Q(.x,Aln(a))a"-M9(-)^]' = C, 
where C in any constant and using the given initial condition, we get 
Qix,0) = g{x) = a 
and finally, we obtain the solution of the Heat equation (1.7.11) as 
Q(x, A ln(a)) = a^[''(^^^]'(7(a;). (1.7.12) 
The use of the identity 
y TT J-oo 
d]2 replacing b"^ with Aln(a)[g(a;)^]^, we have 
Aln(a)[9W|:]2 ^ .A[9(x)|:]2 
e-^+V^i"(«)?fl!^, (1.7.13) 
•\/7r . / -oo 
with the use of the eq. (1.7.1), finally yields the solution of eq (1.7.11) in the 
form of an integral transform, which can be viewed as a generalized Gauss 
transform 
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a^[^Wj|l'^(,T) = ^ r'^e'^'g{F-\2^Jx\n{a) + Fix)))d^. (1.7.14) 
x/vr ./-oo 
or, in other words, we have 
Q(.T,Ahi(a)) = - = / e-^ g{F'\2^^\Ha) + F{x)))dl (1.7.14)' 
It is evident that the formaUsm associated with generahzed exponential op-
erators can be exploited in many flexible ways in finding the general solution 
of a large number of problems. This chapter is devoted to the discussion of 
methods which provide the solution of the classes of "difference" and gen-
eralized "Heat" equations and we shall see that the techniques we propose 
offer reliable analytical tools and efficient numerical algorithms. 
Particular case: To put a = e, in the eqs. (1.7.11), (1.7.12), and (1.7.14) 
give raise the same forms of the eqs. (10), (11) and (13) respectively of 
Dattoli et al. [34]. 
1.8 Shift Operators On The Base a (a > 0, / 1), 
Pseudo-Polynomials and Monomial Type 
Functions 
In what follows, we consider analytic function j\x) so that the corresponding 
Taylor expansion 
oo \k 
/(•^ • + A) - Elf/'H:^-), (1-8.1) 
converges to corresponding value of / in a suitable neighborhood of x. 
In 2003, Dattoli et al. [39] discussed the exponential operators, the operators 
on the natural base e. 
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In chapter 6, we generalize the exponential operators [39] on the base a {a > 
0,^ 1), as follows: 
i„ = a'ifJ ;i.8.2) 
In the case when m = 1, it reduces to the ordinary shift operator, while for 
m = 2 it can be identified with the operatorial version of the Gauss transform 
a^ii^)f{x) = /(a; + Aln(a)) 




-e+2bi dL :i.8.4) 
we find 
a \'>^-') f{x) = 
2^/7rJ- exp 
-e + 277rAln(a)e^ f{m 
or 
2v^ 
e-^ f{x + 2iJ\\n[o))di 
a \^'' J f{x) = 1 (1.8.5) 
2y'7rAln(a)-^-<^ 
after a suitable change of variables. 
Both the eqs. (1.8.3) and (1.8.5) are solution of the partial differential equa-
tion: 
—F{x,X\n{a)) = K ^ ) I ^ F{x,X\n{a)), 
_ F(.T,0) = f{x), m = 1,2. 
(A) 
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0 
In case when m > 2, the exponential operator A^ — a^^ -^* provides formal 
solution for the generalized heat equation. It does not seem possible to 
associate it to any transformation of the Gauss type. We must, however, 
emphasize that the Hermite-Karnpe de Feriet polynomials [3] of the type 
Ht\x,yln{a)) = n l f T^-Cvl^^ = 9n{x,yHa)) (1.8.6) 
or equivalently the Gould-Hopper polynomials [[199], p. 76, eq. (1.9)]: 
^ 77 ' 
C(x,?/In(a)) = T.^^,^^:^^/'-''iyHa)y 
are a solution of 
—F(,x,Aln(a)) = ^"(a) I — j F(x,Aln(a)), 
W 
F(;r,0) = x'\ 
or in other words[136] and [157] 
. -^) a;" = H^;^'\x,y\xi{a)) (1.8.7) 
This last result is particularly important, since it allows the conclusion that 
if f{x) is an analytic function defined by the series expansion 
f{x) - 5]c„.x" (1.8.8) 
n 
then, by Taylor Theorem, we write 
a^W.) f{x) = J2^nHJr\x,yhi{a)) (1.8.9) 
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The polynomials H^"^\x,y\n{a)) will be said to be the polynomials of index 
n and order m. 
Particular case: The replacement of a with e into the equations of this 
section give raise to the eqs. given in the first section of Dattoli et al. [39]. 
1.9 Generalized Operational Methods, Frac-
tional Operators and Special Polynomials 
In 2003, Dattoli [37] used operators on the natural base e for determining 
fractional operators, integral transforms and new family of special polyno-
mials. For determining the new family of polynomials, we introduce and use 
operators on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1). 
It is well known that Hermite and Laguerre polynomials are defined through 
operational identities (see[33]) i.e. through the exponential operators defined 
on natural base e [37]. 
We define Hermite polynomial through the operational identities, the expo-
nential operators defined on the base a (o > 0, ^ 1), as follows: 
ayi^x"" = e^'"(^)£x" 
h '^ '^  h {n-2T)\r\ 
or 
a^^.T^^ = Hn{xM{a)y). (L9.1) 
Similarly, we define Laguerre polynomial through the operational identities, 
the exponential operators defined on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1), given below: 
















^ " ( - i r (yln(a)r ' - .T^ 




= Ln[x,y\i\{a)). :i.9.2) 
which will play crucial role in apphcations [208, 209]. 
The polynomials (1.9.1) and (1.9.2) are generalized forms of Hermite and 
Laguerre polynomials and are linked to the ordinary case by 
[-i)\y\n{a)y-i Hn I IX \2v/yln(a) 
l)''n! 
= ( - z ) " ( , l n ( a ) ) t t 'z^^. 
2ix 
n—2r 
r=0 rl(n — 2r)! 











wln(a) = (?/ln(a))'^ V V ^ - ^ - ^ ^ .=0 ( r ! )2(n-r ) ! 




^ (riy^in - r)! 
( y l n ( a ) r L J - j ^ j =Ux,yln{a)). (1.9.4) 
The use of the following identity [209] 
^B2 = e '^'" '^^ ) = -^ r exp{-^'^ + 2BJh^)0dt (1.9.5) 
enables us to concentrate on the eq. (1.9.1), in particular on the generalized 
exponential operator, which, according to the standard procedure [27], can 
be written in the following form 
a«S? = e''^ '"^ ''^ ^^  
= ^l"jxp(~e + ^ ^^/yH^)^]d^- (1-9.6) 
The use of the above identity and of the following fact 
a'^fix) = /(:r + Aln(a)) (1.9.7) 
allows to conclude that the polynomials Hn{x,y\n{a)) satisfy the integral 
representation 
Hn{x,y\n{a)) = - ^ | " exp (^-e + 2^^yH^)^) ^''d^ 
1 r°° 
or 
| ~ exp(-e')exp U^yln{a)~] x^'di 
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1 f°° I 
Hjx,yln{a)) = -= exp{-e)[x+ 2^^yhi{a)rdC (1.9.8) 
The above example shows 
(a) it. is possible to define polynomials by means of an operational identity, 
(b) such operational identity can in turn be used to derive integral represen-
tation. 
Particular case: The substitution a = e, into the eqs. (1.9.1), (1.9.2), 
(1.9.3), (1.9.4), (1.9.6), (1.9.7) and (1.9.8) reduce to the results (1), (2), (3), 
(4), (5) and (6) due to Dattoh [37]. 
Methods employing the combined use of generalized exponential operators 
and integral transforms provide a powerful tool for the solution of P.D.E. of 
evolution type. An appropriate example follows from the equation associated 
with the Black-Scholes financial model [210] 
AiS,0) = f(S) 
which can be rewritten as 
(1.9.9) 
1 d 




>i A - 1 
:4^¥' 'X + l 
which is a linear differential equation in A. 
whose Integrating Factor is 
A 'X + l A 
{ln{a)fA = 0 [1.9.10) 
exp 
^dS^ 2 , 
'A + l~ (Ha))'-T 
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and which admits the formal solution 
A{S,T{ln{a)f) = exp (ln(a))V m 
exp 




exp -e^  + 2(^^ + \^]v^in(a)e f(S)d^. 
or 
A(5,r(ln(a))-^) = 
exp - (A±l) r(ln(a))2 
X / exp 
oo 
-e + (A - l)^V^ln{a)] exp ( ' 2 ^ 1 n ( a ) 5 ^ j /(5)c?C, (1.9.12) 
by the dilatation operator, we have 
a^^'Lf^x) = exp I A ln(a).r—j = f{xa^) ;i.9.i3) 
from the eqs. (1.9.12) and (1.9.13), we have 
A{S,T{Ha)f) -




exp - e ' + (A - l)i^/^Ha)] /(exp(2ev^ln(a))5)de 
(1.9.14) 
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or 
A{S,T{lnia)Y 






-e + {X~mV^ln{a)]f{a'^^S)d^ ;i.9.15) 
This result shows that methods employing operational techniques can be 
used in fairly wide context and allow noticeable flexibility. 
In the last chapter we introduce new families of special polynomials starting 
from a suitable definition. It shall also be shown that the concept we develop 
is useful in different variety including the theory of fractional derivatives. 
Particular case: When we put a = e, into the eqs. (1.9.9), (1.9.10), (1.9.11), 
(1.9.13) and (1.9.15) reduce to the results (7), (8), (9), (10) and (11) due to 
Dattoli [37]. 
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Chapter 2 
Jacobi Type And Gegenbauer 
Type Generalization Of Certain 
Polynomials 
ABSTRACT: This chapter deals with the Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type 
generahzations of certain polynomials and their generating functions. Rela-
tionships among those generalized polynomials have also been indicated. 
2.1 Introduction 
In 1947, Sister Celine (Fasenmyer[48]) obtained some basic formal properties 
of the hypergeometric polynomials. Sister Celine's Polynomials are defined 
by the following generating relation 
[l-t)-',K 
which yields 
(ii,.. • , tij-i 
bi,...,bs 
(l-t)2 — 2_^  in 
n=0 
flj,. . . , Op, 
5i , . . . ,6 , ; 
(2.1.1) 
/(a^; hi\x) = /„(ai, ag, • • •, o^;6], 62, • • •, h^]x) 
-n, n + 1, ai,. . . ,0^; 
= r+9-r.< r+2^s+2 X 
1 , 21 ^ 1 ) - • • ,bs: 
43 
(2.1.2) 
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(n is non-negative integer) in an attempt to unify and to extend the study 
of certain sets of polynomials which have attracted considerable attention. 
Her polynomials include as special cases of Legendres polynomials P„(l — 
2x), some special Jacobi polynomials, Rice's polynomials Hn{E,,p,i'), Bate-
man's Zn(x), Fn{z) and Pasternaks F^(z) which is a generalization of Bate-
man's polynomials Fn{z). 
The Bateman's Polynomials 
Bateman defined the following polynomials (see [191], [199] 
Fniz) 3F2 
-n, n + 1, ^{1 + z); 
1, 1; 






1 i _L 1. 









3 i l l . . . 
2 ' 2 '^ 2"^' 
-At 
(1-iP (2.1.5) 
The Pasternack's Polynomials 
The generalization of the Bateman's Polynomial due to Pasternack is given 
below: 
FT( 3-^2 
-n, n + 1, i^{z + m + i) 
1, m + 1; 
(2.1.6) 
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which is a generahzation of Bateman's polnomials Fn{z). Generating function 
of generalization of Pasternack's polynomials is given below: 
L FT{z)f 1 
n = 0 [l-t) 
iF, 
i , \{z + m + l)] 
it 
{i-tf (2.1.7) 
m + 1; 
In 1936, Batema.n [191] was interested in constructing inverse Laplace trans-
forms. For this purpose he introduced the following polynomial 
Zn{x) 2-^2 
—n, n + 1; 
1, 1; 
(2.1.8) 
Rainville (see [191], p. 137, Theorem 48) writes the generating function as 
follows: 
E Zn{xr 
n = 0 \ - t 
iFi 
h n + 1] 
-4xt 
(l-tf (2.1.9) 
In 1939, Pasternack [191] obtained the following generating function of Bate-
man's polynomials: 
l)t^ = J2FU-'2n-iy—  = e-%,(t) 
n=0 '^• 
(2.1.10) 
] r F „ ( - 2 m - l ) r = {l-ty"'--\l + tY'Pr, 
71=0 
1 - t2 1 • (2.1.11) 
The Rice's Polynomials 
S. 0 . Rice made a considerable study of the polynomials defined by 
-n, n + 1, {; 
HniLP,'^) = •iF.2 V 
1, p; 
(2.1.12) 
The generalized Rice's Polynomial due to Khandekar [178] is given below: 
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n! 
.1 + a)n H!C'^\^,P,I^) - sF-i 
- n , n + a + p + 1, ^; 
(2.1.13) 
1 + a, p; 
Generating function of the generalized Rice polynomial due to Khandekar 
[178] is given below: 
^ (2a_+2k (^ _^ ) 
; i _ t ) — ^ - i g F a 
A(2;a + /3 + l), C; 
1 + a, p; 
(2.1.14) 
The Hahn Polynomials 
Hahn polynomial is defined as 
Qn{x;aJ, N) = 3i^ 2 
-n, n + a + P, —x; 
1 + a, -N; 
a, P> -I, n,.T = 0,1,---,A^. (2.1.15) 
The following generating functions are satisfied by the Hahn polynomial 
(2.1.15): 
oo f (-N) 






/9 + 1; 
x = 0,l,---,iV, 
(2.1.16)' 
and 
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Si^^"*-^--"' '^ "" = ^^» 
X 2^0 
-X, ~x + P + N + l; 
X — N, —,x + a + 1: 
X = 0 , l , • • • , ^ ^ • 
(2.1.17) 
Motivated by the Jacobi type generalization of tlie Rice's polynomials ob-
tained by Khandekar [178], we aim here to obtain Jacobi type generalization 
of the polynomials mentioned in the first section of this chapter. 
2.2 Jacobi Type Generalization of Certain Poly-
nomials and Their Generating Functions 
Before obtaining the Gegenbauer type generalization of the polynomials, we 
shall first discuss the Jacobi type generaliza,tion of the polynomials. The 
Gegenbauer type generalizations of the polynomials shall be discussed in the 
next section of this chapter. 
The Jacobi type generalization of Sister Cehne's polynomial is given below:. 
2.2.1 The Sister Celine's Polynomial 
Generalized Sister Celine's Polynomials are defined by means of the following 
generating relation 
[i-ty 2+rF2+s 
2 ! 2 ' ""1' • • " ' r; 
l + «, ^ + 0;, bi,...,bs] 
Axt 
(l-t)2 
7 . Jn 
n=0 
2' 2 ' 1' ) '^pj 
X 
1 + a, I + «, 6i,. . .,6,5; 
(2.2.1] 
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which produces the following relation 
fn 
£ 1±£ n n • 
2 , 2 ' " 1 ; • • • I "^pi 




-n, n + c, Qi, . . . , a^  
x 
l + a, i + a, fei,...,6s; 
Proof Let us rewrite eq. (2.2.2) in the following form 
—n, n-^r c^ Oi, . . . , a ;^ 
n=0 
Z! "TT 2+'-^ 2 2+s 
1 + a, 5 + a, 6],...,fes; 
(2.2.2) 
t" 
v ^ (c)n y - (-n)fc(n + c)fc(Qi)fc • • . {ar)kX^ „ 
~ (c)n " (-l)fen! {n + c)k{ai)k..-{ar)kX^ ^n 
n=0 fc=0 
{c)n+k{a\)k • • -Mki-^Y 
+ Oi)k{\ + a)k{h)k...{h)kk\ e 
^ ^ (c).+2.(ai),...(a.)fc(-xt)fe 
n=Ofc=0 "'• + a)k{^ + a)k{bi)k . • • {bs)k 
y (c)2fc(Qi)fc...(a.)fc(-xt)^ ^ {c + 2k)n^,, 
t m + a)k{l + a)kibi)k •.. ibs)k to «' 
:i-rT 
fc=0 fc!(l + a)fc(| + Q)fc(6i)fc...(6,)fc(l-t) 2fc 
— [l —t) ^' 2+r^2+s 
c i±£ n n • 
2 , 2 1 u - l ) • • • ) W'r) 
1 + a, 5 + a, 6i, . . .,6s 
(l-/,)2 
which is the required eq. (2.2.1). 
Case(i) For a = 0, it reduces to 
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,1 — t) '^ 2+rF2+s 
r c 1+c . 
9 1 9 ) U.] , . . • , U7-, 
J-, 9 J t ' l , . . . , O5 , 
( l - i ) 2 
2^ /n 
n=0 
£ 1±£ ,7 n • 
1, ^, 61, . . . ,6s; 
(2.2.3) 
Case(ii) For a = 0 and c = 1, it reduces to original Sister Celine Polynomial 
(see [191] eq.(l) pp.290 of Rainville ) and eq. (2.1.1). 
Case(iii) For c = 1 + a + /?, it gives Jacobi type generalization of Sister 
Celine's polynomial 
^ (1 + a + /?)„ ^ 
2_j Ti 2+r-r2+s 
?i=0 n\ 
-n, n + I + a + 0, a i , . . . , a ;^ 
1 + a, l + a, bu...,bs; 
X 
K. 
'1 _ ty+a+l3 ^+r^2+s 
2 ) 2 1 " ' 1 ) • • • ) " "? • ; 
4.-Et 
( l - t ) 2 (2.2.4) 
l + tt, l + a, 61,...,6^; 
Proof Substituting c= 1 + a + P, in equation (2.2.2), we have 
-n, n + 1 + tt + /3, a i , . . .,0^; 
1 + a, l + a, bi,...,bs] 
2^ n 2+)--r2+s 
n=0' 71! 
V (1 + ^ + /^)^ V (-^)fc(» + 1 + a + /3)fc(ai)fc • • • (Qr)fc3;fe 
^ -• e. (1 " n=0 '^ fc=0
(l + a)fc(| + a)fc(&i)fc--.(?>s)fcfc! 
~ ( l + a + /3). " (-l)^n! (n + 1 + a + P)k{ai)k • • • Mkx'' ^ 
n=0 n! 
^ J^ ( l + a + /J)„+,(aO,...(Q,)fc(-.x)^- ^, 
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y {l + a + P)2k{ai)k---{ar)k{-xtf ^ (1 + a +/3 + 2fc)„^„ 
,^0 fc!(l + a)fc(i + a)fc(6i)fc...(6,)fc ( 1 - ^ ) en  2fc 
1 
(1 - t)l+"+/5 Fo. 2+r-r2+s 
2 5 2 ) ' ^ l ) • • • 5 *Vi 
4a< 
l + a, 5 +Of, hi,...,h^\ 
For a = P, we get the following ultraspherical type generalization of Sister 
Celine's polynomials 
" ; i+2a )„ 
?i.=0 
2+r-p2+s 
—K, n + 2a + 1, a i , . . . , Cr-; 
1 + tt, 5 + «, 6i , . . . ,65; 
X t" 
Ui,. . . , u ^ , 
bT,...,L: L (^i 
Case(iv) For c = 1 + « + /5 and r = s = 0, 
we have 
4at 
( l - t ) 2 (2.2.5) 
^{l + a + P)n J, 
1^ ^ 2^2 
n=0 n! 
- n , n + 1 + Q; + /5; 
1 + a , ^ + a; 
X e 
[i-ty +a+li 2F2 
l+a+li 2+a+/3. 
2 ' 2 ' 
1 + a, \ + a; 
4.Tt 
(l-/,)2 (2.2.6) 
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Proof 
^ ( l + a + /3)„ p 
2 ^ -; 2^2 
n=0 n! 
—n, n + 1 + a + /?; 
1 + «, I + a; 
x t" 
^ {l + a + P)n A (-n)fc(n + l + a + /?)fc.T '^^ ,, 
n=0 
n=0 n\ ^Qin-ky.{li-a)kil + a)kkl 
?n?.n!fl 
l + a + /3),,+2fc ( -a : i ) \„ 
n=ok=o-y- + '^)kil + o^)k k^-
^ (1 + g + /3)2fc(-.xt)^ ^ (1 + ft + /? + 2k)n 
fe=0 a)fc(| + a)fcfc! ,-^ n! 
;i-o Sn ^o(l + a)fc(i + a)fcA:!(l-t)2'= 
^ l_^ ) l+a+ /3 2-^2 
l+a+j3 2+a+/3. 
2 ' 2 ' 
. 1 + a, ^ + a; 
4a;i 
(l-t)2 










: i - ^ ) ^ 
(2.2.7) 
2.2.2 The Bateman's Polynomials 
In 1999, M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [102] defined the Jacobi type gener-
alizaton of the Bateman's polynomials as follows: 
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F ^ ^ ' ) ( p , 2 ) = 3F2 
-ra, 7ii-a + P + l, ^{1 + z); 
1 (2.2.8) 
1 + a, p; 
We define the generating function for the Jacobi type generalization of Bate-
man's polynomials defined by Khan and Shukla [102]. 
^ {1 + nU+p (,^ )^ _ ~ (1 + nUp " (-n)fc(n + a + /j+l)fc(j(l + z))fcf 
n=0 Uia+/3 „==0 U M + Z ? fe=0 '1 + a)fe(p)fcA;! 
71=0 V-'^/a+/3 fe: ^ 0 ( ^ - ^ ) ! (H-a)fc(p)fcfc! 
^ f f (-l)^(lUa+,/3+fc ( | ( l + ^))fet" 
,t^oto ('^-^)-' (l)a+/?(l + a)fc(p)fc^ '^ 
^ ~ ~ ( - 1 ) "(l)n+a+/3+2/c (^ ( l + 2))fci^ "' 
n=0 fc=0 n! [l)a+/3(l + a)k{p)kk\ 
^ {l)a+0{l + a + P)2k{\il + z))kHf ^ ( 1 ± « + /? + 2A;)n^ "' 
k=0 '\)o,+l3{l + a)k{p)kk\ n = 0 n! 
1 ^ 22^(^±f±^),(^±f±^),(|(l + 2))fcH)^' 1 
; i _ ^ ) n - a + / . ^ /c=0 :i + a)fc(p)fc/c! :i - tf^ 
Fo 
''I _ ^)l+a+/? 3-f^ 2 
l+a+/3 2+a+/? i / i , 
2 ' 2 ' 2V ' 
1 + a, p; 
4t 
( l - i ) 2 . (2.2.9) 
Another kind of generating function can also be defined for the Jacobi type 
generalization of the Bateman's polynomials given below: 
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^ {l + n)^+p ^ {-n),,{n + a + I3 + I)k Ul , 
to a w h (l + c^hiPhkl ^'^^ ^ ' k \^ J k. 
t (11 E^:^^'li^^r,".tir,^M(-^)f^(i+-ii ^^" °° (1 + n).+^ fc-i 
°° » ' - i j ' +HlW+s+t ( i ( i + 2))t-i«" 
n=0 /fc=] n -fc)! ( l U ^ ( l + a)fe(p)fe(A;-l)! 
h h i^-k- 1)! (1)„+ (^1 + a)k+iip)k+,k\ 
EE 
n+fe-2 
! ! - l ) '(l)n+a+/3+2fe ( 3 ( 1 + ^))fc^ 







n! (l)«+/3(l + a)fc+i(p)fc+i/c! 
:i),+;3(l + g + /?),+2fc+2(i(l + ^))fc(-t) 'r 
(l)a+^(l + a)k+i(p)k+in\k] 
l + a + I3U3 + a + /3)n+2fc(|(l + z))k{-t)H^ 
{l + a)k+i{p)k+in\k\ 
,,^ , ^, ^ ( 3 + « + /J)2fc(i(l + ^ ) ) f c ( - t ) ^^ (3 + a + /? + 2A:)f 
,l + a + /?)2^ ,, , ,^v ,^ v^ ,^,^ , L 
fe=0 [l + a)fc+i(p)fc+in!A;! ?i=0 n\ 
;i + a + /?)2^2^'= 2fc/'3+a±/5\ / i+o+^N / I k[\{i + zM-fr 1 
:i - 0'+"+^ to (1 + «)(2 + «)fc(p)(l^  + ^)kk\ (1 - t) 2fe 
:i + a + /3)2 
;i-t)3+«+/?(l + a)(p) 3-p2 
3+a+/3 4+a+/3 l / i , \ 
5, , 2 , „ \ ^ i - r ^ ; 
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For a = /3, we get ultraspherical type generalization of Bateman's polyno-
mials 
Fi'^'^^Kp^z) = 3^2 
-n, n + 2a + l, 1(1 + 2;); 
(2.2.11) 
1 + a, p; 
Generating function for the ultraspherical generalization of Bateman's poly-
nomials is given below: 
:i + 2a)5 
[l-t)3+2«(l + a)p >Fi 
3+2a 
2 ' 1(1-+^); 
p + i; 
At 
(l-t)2 (2.2.12) 
2.2.3 The Pasternack's Polynomial 
Khan and Shukla [102] obtained Jacobi type generalization of pasternack's 
generalized Bateman's polynomial F^{z), given below: 




1 -I- a, 1 + m/, 
We derive here the generating function of the Jacobi type generalization 
of Pasternack's generalized Bateman's polynomials obtained by Khan and 
Shukla [102] given below: 
[I + n)a 
n 1 )rT+/? „ _ n -I- }n4-S 7._n 
(1 + n)«+^ " i-n)k{n + a + P+ 1)^(1(1 + z + m.))kf' 
„=0 (-Oa+Z? ,1=0 ( l )a+/? fc=0 il + a)kil + m)kk\ 
00 





(n - fc)! {l + a)k{l + m)kk\ 
00 M /' 1 ^fc 
EE 
71 = 0 fc=0 
-l)^{lUa+l3+k {Ul + -+m))kf 
k)\ {l)a+pil + a)k{l + m)kk\ 
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~ ^ (-l)Hl)n+a+/3+2fc ( | ( 1 + Z + m))kf^^' E 
n=0 fc=0 n! (1)^+^(1+ a)fc(l+m)fcfc! 
^ (l)a+/?(l + a + /3)2fc(|(l + z + m)\[-tf ~ (1 + a + /3 + 2^),,^^ 
A;=0 :i)„+^(l + «)fc(l + m)fc^ -! 1=0 n! 
1 ^22'^(i±f±^)fe(2±f±^),(|(l + ^ + m ) ) , H f 1 
(1 - t)i+"+^ .t'o (1 4- a)fc(l + m\k\ (1 -1)2^-
1 
; i_^)l+a+/3 3-^2 
i±ft^, ?±f±^, | ( l + z + m); 
4< 
( l - i ) 2 . (2.2.14) 
1 + Q;, 1 + m; 
Substitution of a = /?, in the Jacobi type generalization of Pasternack's 
generalized Bateman's polynomial gives us its ultraspheriacal type general-
ization 
Fh'f^iz) = :,F, 3-^2 
-n, n + 2a + 1, | (1 + 2 + m); 
1 (2.2.15) 
1 + af, 1 + m; 
The following is the generating function of the ultraspherical type generalized 
of the polynomial (2.2.15) 
E ''^^Fi;-\..r 
a=0 V-noi 1)^  
"•''•'fr' Univeti'^ ^^ 
' V^  
{l-t) l+2a i^^ l 
l+2a i | 
2 ' 2 ' 1 + 2 + m); 
1 + m; 
At 
(l-t)2 (2.2.16) 
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2.2.4 The Bateman's Polynomial Zn{x 
Jacobi type generalization of Bateman's polynomials Zn{x) and was con-
sidered to be new in the last decade. For « = /? = //— i, it reduces 
to Gegenbauer generalization of the Bateman's polynomials and also for 
a = /3 = 0, reduces to Bateman's polynomial. Khan and Shukla [102] 
adopted the symbol Z^'^^ {b, x) to denote the Jacobi type generalization of 
Bateman's polynomial Zn{x). 
-n, n + a + (3 + 1; 
Z^^)(5,x) = 2F2 X (2.2.17) 
l + a, 6 + 1 ; 
We determine the following generating function for the polynomial Z^'^\b, x): 
g (l + nU^^fa,/?)^^ ^^^„ ^ g (1 + nUp " {-n),{n + a + p + l)kxH-
„_n (l)fv4-fl n ( l ) a ^ ~ 71=0 la+P n=0 *+/? fc=0 [l + a)kib+l)kk\ 
^ (1 + n)^+0 " ( - l ) ' ( l )n in + a + p+ l),xH^' 
n=0 
-l)Xl)n+a+/?+fc .xH'' 
S S i'^-^y- (lW(l+«M6+l),fc! 
n=0 fc=0 
' - 1 ) (l)n+a+/?+2fc k-fn+k xH 
ni {l)a+(3{l + a)k{b+l)kk\ 
^ {l)a+0il + a + P)2k{-xtf ^ (1 + cv + /? + 2k\r 
h ( lW(l + «M6+l)fc/c! t^ n\ 
hQ + fl 2_y 
00 22fc(i±|±i?),(2±|±^),(_.^t)^-
l-t)i+"+%t^o (l + «)fc(f'+l)feA;! ( l - f )2^ 
Fo 
'I _ t)HQ+^ ^ 
l+g+ff 2+a+/3. 
2 ' 2 ' 
l + a, 6+1; 
Axt 
(i-ty (2.2.18) 
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The generating function given below establishes a relation between Fj^;^^ and 
FL^fi^) = sF, 
-m, m + a + (3 + 1, | (1 + 2 + n); 
1 + a, 1 + m; 
(2.2.19) 
j:F^^f{-2n-l) -ty 
n = 0 n! n=0 fc=0 
-m)fc(m + ft + /3+l)fc(-n)fc(-tf 
(l + a)fc(l + m)fe/c!n! 




-m)fc(m + a + /j + l ) fc(- l f(- i t ) 
o i ^ (l + a)k{l + Tn)hk\ nl 
Y Hr y^ (-m)fc(m + « + /?+ l)fct^ ^ 
2F2 
~m, m + a + P + 1; 
t = e-'Z^y\m,t) (2.2.20) 
1 + a, 1 + m; 
For Q; = /3, we get the ultraspherical type generalization of it, as given 
below: 
Finl^\z) = ,F, 
—m, m + 2a + l, Ul + z + n); 
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e-' 2F2 
—m, m + 2a + l] 
- e-'Zt-\m,t) (2.2.22) 
1 + a, 1 + m; 
In particular, for a = P, we obtain the ultraspherical generalization of Bate-
man's polynomial due to Khan and Shukia [102] 
—n, n + 2a + l; 
zir\h., X 2F2 X (2.2.23) 
1 + a, 6 + 1 ; 
Generating function for the ultraspherical generalized Bateman's polynomials 
is given below: 






Substitution of a = /? reduces Khandekar's polynomial to ultraspherical type 
generahzation of Rice's polynomials, therefore, we have 
- n , n + 2a + 1, ^; 
ni 
: i+f t ) . -^^'^He,P,^) = 3F2 z^  . (2.2.25) 1 + a, p; 
Generating functions for the ultraspherical type generahzed Rice's polyno-
mial is given below: 
V (2« + l)n (! + «)» f^  (-n);^.(n + 2ft + lUOki^'t^ 
)x=0 V-^  + '^)n f^- k^Q [l + a)k{p)kk\ 
^ " (-l_)'=(2ft + l) , (n + 2ft + l)k{Ok^H^ 
71=0 /t=0 (n-A;)!(l + ft)fc(p)fc^! 
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71=0 fc=0 
fcj-n {2a + l)„+2fc(e)fc(-t/t)fef 
n!(l + a)fe(p)fcfc! 
^ (2ft + l)2fc(Ofc(-z t^)^ ^ ~ (2a + 1 + 2fc)t" 
A~0 + 0()k{p)kk\ n=0 n! 
^ ^ ^ + a),{l + a),{0,{-ut)' 
k=Q 
1 
:i+«)fc(p)fcfc! ( i - t ) 2a+H-2fc 
~ (l+«)fc(Ofe(-4 /^t)^ • 
;l-i)''^^^eo (PM^KI-^) 2/c 
' 1 _ ^ ) 2 a + l 2-^1 
l + a, ;^ 
p; 
( l - i ) 2 (2.2.26) 
Ultraspherical type generalization of the Hahn polynomial is given below: 
Qn{x]a,a, N) = 3F2 
—n, n + 2a+ 1, —x; 
1 (2.2.27) 
1+a, -AT; 
Polynomials given by (2.2.27), satisfy the following generating fmictions 
1 t ^~^Q.{x;a,a, Nr = j ~ ^ ^ ,f, 
71 = 0 n\ 
it 
N-. 
( l - t ) 2 
(2.2.28) 
2.3 Gegenbauer Type Generalztion of Cer-
tain Polynomials and Their Generating 
Functions 
In this section we determine Gegenbauer type generalization of the polyno-
mials mentioned in the introduction section of this chapter. 
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2.3.1 The Sister Celine's Polynomial 
Let us define Gegenbauer type generalization of the Sister Celine's polyno-
mials is given below: 




-n, n + 2p, ai, 
X (2.3.1) 
l + u, u, bu •••, bs\ 
Generating function of the Gegenbauer type generalization of the Sister Ce-
line's polynomial is given below: 
2_j „ , 2+r-r2+s 
n=0 n! 
-n, n + 2i', Oj, • • •, dr] 
\ + p, V, bi, •••, bs] 
X 
^ (2i.)„ " i-nUn + 2uUai)k • • • iar)k xH^ 
h «•' h C2+'^wub,,)k---ibs), k\ 
(-l)^(2f/Ufc(ai)fc---(a,)fe XHJ' 
n ? o £ (^ - ^)'(i + ^)k{v)k{bi)k • • • {bs)k k\ 
hhkKl + ^)k{^)k{bi)k---{bs)k n\ 
Y {'^^)2k{ai)k---{ar)ki-xt)'' ^{2v + 2k)X 
h k\{b,),.--{bs), t,~ n\ 
1 E (Qi)fc---(Qr)fc {-^xtf 2fc l - tp^eQfc!(6i ) /c- - - (Mfc( l - t ) 
; i - ^ ) 2v T^ S 
U j , • • • , d j - , 
?>!, 
4,-ct {l-tf (2.3.2) 
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2.3.2 The Bateman's Polynomial 
The Gegenbauer type generalization of the Bateman's polynomial Fn{z) is 
given below: 
FtKp,^) - 3i^ 2 
-n, n + 2z/, 1(1 + z); 
u + ^, p; 
(2.3.3) 
One of the Generating functions of the polynomials (2.3.3) is determined 
below: 
- ( 2 ^ ^ ( , ) , , „ _ - ( 2 ^ " ( - n ) , ( n + 2^) , (^( l + .~))fcr 
^ -' " ^^ '^ ^ - 2 . „, 2 . (^  + i).(;.).^ ^! 71=0 n! n=0 ^- fc=0 
^ ^-{-l)k{2u)n+k ( | ( l + ^))fct" 
n=0 fc=0 
(n -A; ) ! (j. + i)fc(p),A:! 
l)'=(2^)„^_2a|(l + ^))i^^"^' 
n! (i^  + |)fc(p)fe/^! 
^ (2//)2fc(|(l + 2:))fc(-^)fe ~ {2iy + 2kW 
/c=0 [y^\)k{v)kk\ n = 0 72! 
1 ^2^\vUv^\)^{\{\^z)\[-tf 1 
^ (^ + |)fc(p)fcfc! ( l - t ) 2 ^ ;i - i)2'^ fc=0 
( l - t ) 2 - >Fi 




Another generating function of the polynomial (2.3.3) is obtained below: 
Y.^^{F^\vr^-^)-F^\v.zW 
7X = 0 
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t^^t'^^m^iai^^^^)) -(u^^^uv^ fo "^ ! t'o 0^  + i)fe(p)fc^ !^ ^V2 
- (2.) " (-l)^n! (n + 2 . ) , [ / I X 1 
~ " (-l)fc+i (2 
n=Ofc ^ j (n - fc)! (,/ + lUp),{k -1)\\W ^ ^^Jk-ij 













. (1(1 + ^ ;))fet"+'=-2 
('^ + |)fc+i(p)fc+i^^! 
a(l + 2))fcr+^ 
n\ {ly + l)k+i{p)k+ik\ 
^ i2u){2iy + l)2fc(|(l + Z))k{-tf ^ (2?/ + 2k + l)nf 
fc=0 (i^  + |)fc+i(p)fc+ifc! n = 0 n! 
(2//) - 2'\u + lUu + lUUl + zM-t)>^ 1 
;i - ty+^-^ E 
fc=0 >^+2)k+liP)k+lk^- ;i-o 2fc 
(2^) ^ 2^ (^z. + l),{u + l)fc(|(l + zM-tf 1 
:i - 0^+2' fc=0 (^ + |)(^^ + i)feP(P + l)fcfc! ( 1 - ^ ) 2/c 
(2Z.) 
; i_ t ) i+2. (^ + i)(p) i w X 3-^2 
z^  + | , Z/ + 1, 1(1 + 2); 




Another Gegenbauer Type generalization of Bateman's Polynomials Zn{b, x) 
is given below: 
—n, n + 2u: 
Zi'\b, F, 2-^2 X 
i^+l, 1 + 6; 
(2.3.6) 
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Gegenbauer type generalized Bateman's polynomial (2.3.6) satisfies the fol-
lowing generating function 
k+n {2u)n^{-n)k{n + 2u)kxH 
n = 0 0^ «•' to i'^+l)kil + b)kk\ 
~ {2u)n A (-l)'^"n! (n + 21^ )^ 0;'^ -^  
EE 
,1=0 '"• fc=0 
CO n / T\k/Oi,\ . ™fcj.n 
„=o..o (^-^)'- {^+lUl + bhk\ 
00 00 
= EE 00 00 f^l^k^2p)n+2k XH''+^' 
71=0 fc=0 n! (^ + |)fc(l + ?>)fcfc! 
(2z/)2fc(-xt)^ ~ (2// + 2A;)„f 
OQ o2fc 
E 2''\u)k{v + M-xtf 1 
l - 0 ' % = o (^ + 5)fc(l + ^U^' ( 1 - ^ r 
1 
( l - t ) 2 - l i^l 
i^: 
it 
1 + 6; 
(l-i)2 (2.3.7) 
2.3.3 The Pasternack's Polynomial 
We define here the Gegenbauer Type Generalztion of Pasternack's general-
ization of the Bateman's Polynomial F^{p, z) as given below: 
Fi%{P,z) = 3F2 
-n, n + 2i^, ^{z + m + 1); 
^ + h P] 
1 (2.3.8) 
For the above polynomial (2.3.8), we easily obtain the following generating 
function relation 
n=0 n< n = 0 ^ - fc=0 
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^ {2ul, » (-l)^n! (n + 2u)k{l{z + m + l))^^ 
^ " (- l )H2i/Ufe( | (^ + m + l))fcr 
EE 
n=0 fc=0 n\ 0^ + l)fc(p)fcA;! 
^ {'2i^)2k{U^ + m + l))fc(-t)fe ^ (21/ + 2k),r 
fc=0 [v + |)A,(P)A.A;! n=Q n\ 
1 ^ 2^\v)k{y + ^)fc(K^ + ^ + l))fc(-^)' 1 
:i - tf^ 
: i - ^ ) 2i/ 
^Fi 
I/, i(2 + m + l); 
4i 
( l - i ) 2 
p; 
(2.3.9) 
Another generating function for the polynomial (2.3.6) is obtained as given 
below; 
FiK i^ 3-^2 
—m, m + 2J/, | ( l + 2; + n): 
;r F4t(-2^ -1) {-tf 
n=Q n\ 
i/+ | , 1 + m; 
^ A ( - m ) f c ( m + 2z/)fe(-n)fc(-t)'-
„t^o.=o (^ + |)fc(l + m),fc!n! 
(2.3.10) 
oo n 
= 2 . 1 . 
-m)k{m + 2v),, (_l)fc(l)„(_t)n 
,t^o t 'o (^ + I)fc(l + "^)fc^!"'! (^ - ^ ) ' 
oo oo (-m)fc(m + 2/y)fc (-l)fc(-t)"+fc 
n=0 "'• fc 
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e-* 2F2 
—m, m + 2v\ 
^ + i 1 m; 
-'Zt\m^). (2.3.11) 
2.3.4 The Rice's Polynomials 
With the steps taken by Khandekar [178] in the definition of Jacobi type 
generaUzation of Rice's polynomials, we define Gegenbauer generaliation of 
Rice's polynomials as follows: 
n\ jyHi^\tp,u) = ,F, 
z^  + i p; 
(2.3.12) 
We now find the generating function of Gegenbauer type generalization of 
the Rice's polynomial as follows: 
j i=0 l '^ "T 211^ 
y (2/^ )n {y+\)n ^ ^-n),.(n + 2v)k{0ki^H^ 
S ) (^ + \)r fc=0 [y + \)k{p)kk\ 
kj.n 




^ ^ {2iy)nM0k{-iyt)H^' 
hh n\{u+\Up)kk\ 
- (2v)2k{i)k{~vtf ~ [2v + 2k)e 
k=0 i^ + l)k{p)kk\ n=Q n\ 
^ ^2^{vUi^+\Ui)k{-vi)^ 
fc=0 V I 2^ [p + \)k[p)kk\ l-t) 2v+2k 
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trto iP)kkK^-t) 




2.3.5 The Hahn Polynomials 
We define the Gegenbauer type generalization of Hahn's polynomial as given 
below: 
Q^:\x- N) = 3F2 
—n, n + 2v, —X] 
1 (2.3.14) 
The following generating function is satisfied by the Hahn's Polynomial: 
f(MliQH^^.N)r = y-(2'^)nf (-^M^ + 2^ )^fc(-3:).i" 
11=0 n\ n=0 ^ - fc=0 V2 + iv)fc(-7V),fc! 
^ ; " {-lf{2vUk{-x)kt^ ^ ^ ^ (-l)H2^).+2fc(-x)fcr+'-
. to i^o(^-^^)K | + ^M-A^).fc! nt^ ofc=o n!( | + ^),(-iV),A:! 
V (-l)'(2^)2fc(-3:)fct^ ^ {1p + 2A:)„r 
fc=0 V2 + v)^{-N)kk\ ^ 0 n! 
1 ^ 2 2 ^ » f c ( | + i^)fc(-.T)fc(-t)'= 
i^-ty^to {\+^)k{-N)kk\{^-t) 2k 






On Some Generating Functions 
Of g'-Analogues Of Jacobi Type 
And Gegenbauer Type 
Generalized Polynomials 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the present paper is to determine g-analogue of 
the Jacobi type and Gegenbauer type generahzations of certain polynomials. 
Moreover, g-analogue of their generating functions have also been established. 
3.1 Introduction 
In the chapter 2, motivated by the work done by Khandekar [178] in the 
Jacobi type generalization of the Rice's polynomials, we have studied Jacobi 
type and Gegenbauer type generalization of certain polynomials and their 
generating functions. 
The present chapter deals with q'-analogues of the polynomials studied in 
the chapter 2. Thus, this chapter has been divided into two broad sections. 
The section 3.2 of this chapter deals g-analogues of the Jacobi type gener-
alized polynomials and their generating functions relation while section 3.3 
67 
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and tlieir generating functions treats g-analogues of the Gegenbaur type gen-
eralized polynomials. 
3.2 The g'-Analogue of The Jacob! Type Gen-
erahzation of Certain Polynomials and Their 
Generating Functions 
In view of the definitions, identities available in q'-analysis [50], we begin 
with the g-analogue of the Jacobi type generalization of the Sister Cehne's 
polynomial, given below: 
3.2.1 The Sister Celine's Polynomial 
The g-analogue of the Sister Celine's polynomials are defined by means of 
the following generating functions 
( l - t ) < 5+r(P8-l-s 
1.- J-i- J-( 
0 , ( j 2 ' , - < ; 2 ' , , ; 2 ^ 
>+" ^ J + " n2+" 
: q, T.t 
_ ^ if; q)n . 
which produces the following relation 
y , 1 / , y , . . . , y 
;?, t^ 
(3.2.1) 




„ - n „n+c „oi. „ar 
H 1 H -I H 1 • • • ) ^ 
y ) y ) y^ ) y^ ) y ) 
;<?, 9"a; 
• • •, g 
(3.2.2) 
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Proof Let us rewrite eq.(3.2.2), we have 
y 5 y ) y ) • • • ) y 
y ) y ; y-^ 1 -g^+", q^\...,q^' 
,q, q''x 
,iro (g;9)n ,t^o (9^+";g)fc(-g^+^9)^(9^+";g)fc(-g^+";?)fc(9''';9)^ • • • (g"^;9)^(9;<ih 
- " ( g - g ) , + f c ( g - - g ) , . . . ( g « ^ ; g ) , [ ( - l f g V 2 ; ] .+4- r , , fc in 
71=0 k = 0 (9; g)n-fc(gi+2"; g)2fc(g''^ ; g)fc • • • {q^']q)k{q] q)k 
n=0 fc=0 
iq';qU2k{q''';q)k.. •{q''-,q)k[{-irq^ ' n'^'"'{xt)H 
{q; qUq'-^^""; q)2k{q^' ;q)k..- {q''-^]q)k{q; q)k 
{q';q)2k{q''';q)k-..{q''-,q)k[i-irq fc„V 2 I]s+4-r(^4.\k 00 / c+2fc. ^^ j-Ji If) " (?'+^*; ?)„t" E 
fc=0 (9'+''^;g)2fc(g''^g)fc...(g''^;g)i-(g;(?)fc ;^o (?;?) 
E 
fc=0 (g^+'"; g)24g^^; g)^ • • - iq'-,q)kiq; q)k (1 - )^oo 
s+4-r/„j-U-
(1 - Oc fct^o (?'+'"; 9)2^(9"^; g)fc • • • (g'-'; g)fc(g; g)fc(g=i; q)2k 
xty 
:i - ^x b+r(Pd.+s 
0, q 2 ' ' , - g 2 ' " , i)2<'- + ' \ - , 2 ' ' ^ + ' ' . n" 1 
Ix. , 1 
9 ' , • • • , 9 
' +" , -9>+", , i + " , - , 4 + " , (,••t)'/^ -(q'ty\ w+U)"\ -(7=+l*)'^^ 9"', 
; g, xi 
which is the required eq. (3.2.1) 
Case(i) For a = 0, it reduces to the following generating function 
: i - t ) , 08 S+rV^S+s 
0, q2'', - , 2 " , , ,2<'^+'' , - ^ 2 ' ' ^ + ' ' , , " I , . . . , , ' " ' 
9 3 , - 9 5 , 9, - 9 , (<ft)'/\ -(q'--t)y\ ( 9 ' + ' ( ) l / ^ - ( 9 ' - + ' 0 ' / ^ 9''=, 
; 7- -ct 
• . < ? -^  
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n=0 vV)Hjn 
-q-^ 
. 9 ^ 
f^n+c „0i „ar 
H ) y ) • • • ! y 
-qK 9, - 9 , ?'",•• • A ' ' 
•,q, q^x e 
(3.2.3) 
Case(ii) For a = 0, and c = 1, it reduces to the following g-analogue of 
the generating function of Sister Celine's polynomial 
1 - ^ l+r<f'4+s 
0, q^^.-.A"'-
_ {qt)K -{qt)K {qH)K -{qH)K q'",---^'" 
oo 
2 ^ r+20s+4 
n=0 
- q-n^ qn+l^ 
. q, -q, q^, 
q"',-. 
- 9 2 , 







n = 0 
H ) y ) y ) • • • ) y 
9, - ? , 9^, - 9 2 , q^\...,q^' 
\q, q'^x 
| 2 . » (g -^ ;g ) fc (Q"+l ;g ) , (g«^ ;g) , . . . (g"^ ;g ) , [ ( - l ) fcg l 2 /](s-r+3)gnfe^;=^n 
n=:ofc=o (g; g)fc(-?; 9)fc(?^; 9)fe(-g^; q)k{q^'; g)^ • • • {q''-';q)k{q; q)k 
yy{q;qU-l)'q^ ' ^ ' " ' ( 9 " + ^ 9)^^(9"^ g).^. • • (g"-g)fe[(-l)^'g( ' )](s-r+3)^ nfc^ ,^/=^n 
n=0fc=O (9; 9)n-fc(9; 9)2fc(9'''; 9)fc • • • (9'''; q)kiq; q)k 
^j.{j,qUkiq''';q)k..-iq''-,q)k[{-lfq^ ' y](-^ +%/c '^^  
n=0 /t=0 (9; 9)n-fe(9; q)2k{q^']q)k • • • {q''';q)k{q; q)k 
n=0 fc=0 
(9;g),,+2fc(9°^;9)fc-.-(9°-;9)fc[(-l)'9^ ' ^]^'-'^'K^^^t)H-
(9; 9)^(9; 9)2fc(9'''; 9)fe • • • (9*^; 9)fc(9; 9)fc 






(g'^-g),.. .(g^';g)fc[(-l)^gV 2 ;](-'-+4)(^t)fe(i_g2fc+i^) 
(g'";g);fe...(g''-g)fc(g;g)fc ( l - i ) c 
1 - ^ ^ i , (?*; (i)2k{q^' \q)k--. {q^'; g)fc(g; q)k 
1 
1 - t H-r¥^4+s 
0, g « \ . . . , , vdr 
;g, xt 
L(9t)2, _(gi)2, (g2t),, - (g2t)5 , g^i, . . . , g"^  
it was to be proved 
Case(ii i) For c = 1 + a + /3, it gives the g-analogue of the Jacobi type 
generahzation of Sister CeUne's polynomials 
1 
' 1 - t : l+a+/9 
X 5+^0 
'8+s 
0, , i ( '+"+f*>, - ^ i c + o + f ^ ) , , i (2+"+'i)^ _,i(2+<-.+/i), ,o g° l , . . . , g " ' -
„1 + ", _q l+" , „i-l-", - . ; i + " , ( , '+°+'^t) '^^ -( , '+°+'^f , ) ' '" , (<(2+" + '*(,)''^ -(„='+"+'Jt)'''2q'., , . . . , , , ( . . . 
; (/, ;L't 
f{q'^'''-^;q)n 
2+rV^4+s 
H 1 y ) y ) • • • I y 
gi+", -g^^'*, g H " , - g l + ° , q^\...^q^^ n=o (95 g)n 
Proof Substituting c = 1 + a + /3 in the eq. (3.2.2), we have 
;g, g"x t" 
(3.2.5) 
^ ( 9 ^ - ' - " + ^ ; 9 ) n 
n=0 (?;9)n 
E 777TA 2+r<A'4+5 
„-n 7i+l+a+/3 „ai a.r 
y ) y ) y ) • • •) y 
y 5 y ) ' / ' ' ) y ^ i q ^ • • • ^q 
]q, g"x 
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~ (gi+«+^;g)„ 
11=0 {q-.Q)i 
^{-^ (9-";g)fc(9"+'+"+^;9)fe(g"';g)fc---(g"'-;g)fc[(-i)'g^' JY+^--q->'xH^ 
to (g'+"; 9)fc(-g^+"; 9)fc(g5+"; g)fe(-g5+"; g),(g''i; g ) , , . . . (g"- g)fc(g; g), 
= EE 
n=0 fc=0 
(g; g)n(g^+2a; q)^^{qbi; g);. . . . {qb^-q)k{q- q)^ 
{q'^"^^\q)2k{q''';q)k.-.{q''-,q)k[{-l)'q^ ' ^ ]'-"'''(xt)' ~ (g'+^+^+^/c. ^ y n 
fc==0 {q'^^'';q)2k{q''']q)k-. •{q''-.q)k{q]q)k E 71=0 (g;g)r 
~ (gl+a+/? ;g)2 , (g- i ;g) , . . . (ga^;g) , [ (_ l ) fcgV 2 ;].+4-r(^.^)/c ( j _ gl+a+/?+2fe^)^ 
E 
fc=0 {q'^^'']q)2kiq'";q)k.-.{q'-,q)k{q;q)k ( l - ^ ) c 
1 - (g^+"+^;g)2fc(g'^^g)fc...((?'^';g)fc[(-l)'9^' ^]«+4-'-(a-t) E 1 - t)i+«+/3 fct^o (9'^""; 9)2^(9"'; g)fc . . . {q'-.q)k{q] q)k{q'+''+^t; q)2k 
;i-o l+a+H 
^ 5+r08+s 
0, ,,5(' + ° + ^ )^, _ „ i ( ' + " + '5), „ i (2 + "+/^), _ J ( 2 + " + /i) „a, 1 S • • , 9 
; c;, X t 
<,'+", - „ 1 + " , , 2 + " , - , 2 + " , ( , l + - + '^() l /2, -(5'+<-< + SJt))/2, ( ,2+a+/i t) l /2^ - (,2 + " + «()l /^q^l , . . , , ,'-„ 
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this completes the proof of the eq. (3.2.5). 
For a = /3, we get the following g-analogue of the Ultraspherical generaliza-
tion of the Sister Celine's polynomials 
2^ 7 ^ 2+r(pA+s 
y 5 y ; 
. y ) y 5 
g « \ . . 
g5+", 
• , g"'-
_gH", q"',- •,q'' 
• q, q^x e 
[i-t] l + 2 a 
l+r(P4+s 
0. , j ° i , . . . , ? " ' -
( , ' + 2 o , ) l / 2 ^ _ ( ^ , + 2 c t ) l / 2 ^ (^2 + 2 a j ) I / 2 ^ ^ ( ^ 2 + 20^)1 /2^ q"j , . . . , ,"• ' 
: q, xt (3.2.6) 
Proof 
E / s 2+r'pA+s 
[q^qjn 
S^{q'^"';q)n 
i^Q (?; q)n 
' n"^ „7 i+l+2a ^a i 
y ) y ) y 5 • • 
. y 1 y ! y^' ) 
•.q'' 
;g, g'\T 
.. y (g~";9)fc(9"+^+'";9)fc(9"';9)fc---(9°'-;9)fc[(-i)'g^' yjs+3-r^nfc^fc^n 
/ io (gi+«; g)fc(-9i+«; 9)^(95+- g)fe(-gi+-, 9)^(9"'; q)k • • • (g"^; <?)/.-(?; g)fc 
^ " (gi+^";g).+fe(g'-';g)fc...(9"-g)fc[(-l)fegV ^ ^l^+^-'-.x^" 
;S) fc=o (9; g)n-fc(g^+'"; g)2fe((?''^ ; g)fc... (g"-; q)k{q\ q)k 
71=0 fc=0 [q; q)n{q^+^''] q)2k{q^'\q)k • • - iq^-']q)k{q; q)k 
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^-^ / ' ^ . 6 ^ • ^ ^ . / '^bs. ^ V Z ^ - ^ \ . - ^ 
k=0 {q^^\q)k-.-{q^'\q)k{q\q)k n=0 (9; g)n 
E 
fc=0 
(g'^';g)fc...(g'^-;g),[(-l)'=gV ^ ;j,s+4-r(^^)fc (^ _ ^i+2a+2.^) 
{q^';q)k---{q''-']q)kiq;q)k ;i-4 
E ((?''';g)fc...(r;g)fc[(-irg^' ^r'-'^ G'?^^) 1)^0 ( 2 ) 
s+4-r /„ jU-
1 - t)i+2a fa (g"'; 9)fe • •. (g^S <?)fc(g; q)k{q'+'% q) 2k 
: i-o l+2a 
l+r^Pi+s 
0, ( , " 1 . . . . ^ , - , " 
:</,:(:( 
Case(iv) For c = 1 + a + /? and r = s = 0, we have 
1 
:i-o .l+a+/3 
X s,^®. 5+rV-'8+s 
0. Jj'+^+i'K _„i('+'-'+'<) ,,i(2+'^ + «), _„i(2+'-'+/^) 
i j - . v 1 
•' '1. ^'^ 
„ ' + " , -< ) '+ " . „ 2 + ' \ -< ;2+" , (<,'+"+'^(,)l/2^ _(qI+"+/<,.)l/2^ {q^ + " + l-<fy/'^. -.(g2 + " + Ht) l /2 
^ g(g^+'^+^;g). 
"0 (^; 9)' 
2+r<f'4+s 
jy-n ^n+l+a+/3 
y ) y T q^' 1 ~q^ 
;g, g"x 
(3.2.7) 
Case(v) When a = /3 = r = s = 0, we get the following form of the 
^-analogue of the Jacob! type generalization of Sister Celine's polynomial 
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1-t 3(P4 
' 0, -q^, -q 
; q, xt 















L 9> <?^ 
t" 
-1)'=«V 2 J l 
^ y y (9-";9)fc(g"+^g)fc[(-l)'9^ ^ ^ ] 9 " V r ^ ^ ^ (9;g)„(g"+i;9)fc9^^ ' ^ ^ ' i ' 
n=ofc=o WA)k{<i'^\q)k{q\q)k "ofc=o (?; a)7i-fc(g; 9)fc(g2; g)fc(g; g) 
2f M 2^  ^ 
f y {q-,q)n+kq^'^xH^ ^ f f (9'' ^ )n+2kq ^ ' ^ {xtft^ 
n=0 fc=0 {q\q)n-k{q]q)k{q^\q)k{q\q)k n=0 fc=0 {Q;Q)n{q]q)k{q^]q)k{q;q)k 
_ ^^{q;q)2ki^'Hxtf^{q''^';q)n^n ^ {-q;q)k{-qhq)kq'^'\xt) 




0, - g 2 , -q 
(gt)5, - ( g t ) 5 , (g2t)| , _(g2^)i 
;g, xt 
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3.2.2 The Bateman's Polynomials 
In our research paper [167], we have defined Jacobi type generahzation of 
Bateman's polynomial [191]. Here we define its g-analogue as follows: 
and this satisfies the following generating function 
q-n^ ^n+a+l3+l^ q^O+z) 
qi+a^ qP 
•,q, q''q (3.2.9) 
1=0 (95 ^)a+/3 W2 
-n^ n+a+P+1^ q^{l+z) 
•A, qq 
qi+a^ qP 
y^ (g^+";g)a+/? ^ {q-\q)k{q''+''^^^'\ q)kiq'^^'^'^;q)kq^q^H^ 
1=0 (9; g)a+^ fc=0 {q]q)k{q^^''-A)k{q^-A)k 
yiq'^'';q)a+py{q;q)n[{-l)'q^ '^]{q-^-+^^';qUq'^('+^^;q)kqH-
:o (9; q)a +P fc=0 (g; q)n-k{q] q)kiq^+''; q)k{q^] q)k 
f^f^{q\qU.^M^''^^^'A)k{q'^'^'^\q)k[{-lfq^ ' ^]q'f' 
h h (9; q)a+0iq] q)n-k{q'+"; q)k{q] q)k{q^\ q)k 
^ y f {q:qUa-,pMq^^'^'^;q)k[{-lfq^ ' niqift'' 
^ {q;q)a^H2k{q'^^'^'^;q)k[{-irq^ ' ^]iqtr ^ (g^+«+/^+^^ g)„^„ 
fc=0 {q;q)a+ft{q;q)k{q^'^"]q)k{q^;q)k 71=0 (?; g)n 
/c=0 
(gi+'^-^^;g)2fc(g^(^+^);?)fc[(-i)'=g^' ^] (gt ) '=( i -5^+"+^+'4) 
{q]q)kiq'+''A)k{qP;q)k ;i-4 
-w' Ace, N'o 
,•6 





[I - t),+a+0(l ~ q'^^^^t) 2k 
E {q'^''^^\q)2k{q^^'^'^\q)k[{-lfq^'h{qtf 
oo / ]+a+/3. 
1 - t)i+«+^ ^^ [q- g)fc(gi+"; q)k{qP] q)k{q^+^^H- q)2k 
.1 - 't)l+a +P 
5<A'5 
0, g5+«, -g5+" , -9 i+«, 95(1+^) 
(?^+«+^0^, -(gi+"+^;^)5, (g2+«+/3^)|, _(g2+a+/?^)i^ ^P 
(3.2.10) 
The ^-analogue of the ultraspherical type generahzation of Bateman's poly-
nomials is given by 
;q, qt 
•' n,q \y> '^ - 3<A'2 
g-n^ ^n+2a+l^ q^(l+z) 
ql+a^ qP 
;q, q"q (3.2.11) 
and its generating function is determined below: 
,^0 fe?)2a ^ 0 (g;?)2a gl+a^ gP 
;g, g"g 
y^ (g^+";9)2a y . (^^ig)^!?"^'"^^ 9)fc(g^ '^+'^ ; g)^?'^"'^'^ 
n=0 (? ; ?)2a fc=o (?;g)fc(?'+";?)fc(?^-?)fc 
y^ {q'^'\q)2a ^ (g;g)n[(-l)^g^ '^ )](g'^ +^"+^g)fe(g^(^+^);g)fcg^^" 
i^o (g;9)2a ^ 0 iq;q)n-kiq;q)k{q^+'^]q)k{qP;q)k 
^ y ^ (g;g)n+2a(9"+^"+^9)fc(g^(^+^^;g).[(-i)^9^ ^ j^g^^ '^  
^ ^ (g; q)2aiq] q)n~k{q'+''] q)k{q; q)kiq''; q)k 
n=0fc=0 
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- EE 
\k4.n 
71=0 fc=0 {q; q)2a{q; q)n{q'+''; q)k{q; q)k{q''\ q)k 
^ {q:q)2aMq^^'^'^:q)k[{-lfq^ ' ^]{qtf f. iq'^'"^'';q)n^n 
fc = 0 {q]q)2a{q]q)k{q^+'';q)k{q^;q)k n = 0 {q; q)r 
E 
A-=0 
iq'^''';q)2k{q'^^'^'^;q)k[{-in^ ' ^]iqt)>'(1 - q'^'^^'H) 




{q;q)k{q'+"]q)k{q^;q)k [I - t)i+2a(l - q'^'-t) 2k 
oo („l+2a. 
•i-t) E l+2a ;,=o 
iq'^"';q)2kiq'^^'^'^:q)k[i-l)'q^'^]{qt) 
{q\q)k{q'^''\q)k{q^\q)k{q^+^''t-q)2k 
:i - 1 ) b(P5 l+2a 
0, 0 5 + « , - f l 5 + « , - a l + " , 05(1+^ g 2 ' - , - g ^ ' " , q-^ 
•,q, qt 
(^ l+2a^) l^ - ( g l + 2 « i ) i , (g2+2a^)i^ - ( g ^ + S a ^ ) ! , gP 
(3.2.12) 
The g-analogue of the Jacobi type generalized Bateman's Polynomial Z^"^'^'' (6, x) 
is given by 
and the its generating function is given below: 
„ - n n+o+/3+] 
ql+a^ g H l 
; q, q'^x (3.2.13) 
^ { q ,q)a+0ry(a,g)^, x,„ _ V - (q >g)«+/? , 
n=0 W'9i«+/3 n=0 {q^q)»+P 
-n ^n+a+P+1 
qi+a^ qb+i 
; 9, q''x 
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^ 0 {q-q)a+p h iq-^q)n-k{q;q)k{q'+'':q)k{q'+']q)k 
= ZE 
k 
, i ^ ; to ('^ J ?)«+/?(?; ^)n-fc(?; ?)fc(?^+"; q)kiq''^-^; q)k 
yf^ {q:.qUp+nM{-^fq^''\\^tn'' 
h h (?;9)a+/3(9;qUq;q)k{q'+'';q)k{q''^':q)k 
"o (95 g)a+/3(9; g)fc(9^+"; g)fc(g''+^ 9)^ ,^0 (?; ?)" 
^ (gl+a+/3.g)2^[(_l)fcgV 2 ;]2(^^)fc (1 _ gl+a+/3+2/c^)^ 
/t=0 
k 
f^iq'^''^^:q)2k[hl)'q^' ^nxtf 1 
fc=0 
1 - (q'^'"-'';q)2k[(-l)'q^'\'{xt)^ E (1 - t)r+a+p to (9; g)fc(g'+"; q)k{q'^'; q)k{q'+^^<'t- q),^ 
1 
X 5<^ 6 
(1 — t)i+o,_,./9 
0, g5(l+a+/3)^ _g|(l+"+/?)^ ^i(2+a+/3)_ _^i(2+a+/3) 
;g, xt 
gi+", g l+^ (gi+«+^t)^, - ( g i + « + ^ t ) i , (g2+«+/?t)l, _(^2+a+/3^)i 
(3.2.14) 
which is the required g-analogue of the generating function for the polynomi-
ial (3.2,13). 
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3.2.3 The Pasternack's Polynomials 
The q'-cinalogue of the Jacobi type generahzed Pasternack's polynomial (1.18) 
is defined below: 
F^fHp,z) = sh 
„ - n „ n + a + / 3 + l ^3(1+2) 
gl+a^ qm+1 
;g, q^'q (3.2.15) 
and its generating function is derived as follows: 
„ - n „n+Q+/9+l „^(H-2) 
q J q ) </"' 
;g, r g 
„ l + a „ m + l 
y ) y 
y^ (g^^ ";9)a+/? y (9-";g)fc(9"+"+^^^g)fc(9^^^^"'^ ^^;9)fcgV'^ " 
n=o (9;9W fc=o (g;9)fe(9^+";g)fc(9'"+^g)fc 
y . (g^^";g)a+/3 A (g;g)n[(-i)^^g^' )](g'-+^+^+\-g),(gi(-+"^+^);g)fcgfef-
^ ^ (g;g)n+a+/?(9"^"+^+^g)fc(g^<-+'"+^);g)fc[(-i)^-g^^ ^ ]9 ' r 
00 00 
71=0 fe=0 
(n-(g;9)„+^^^+2i-(9^^^+"^+^^;9)fe[(-i)''g^ ^ ^](gt)^-r 
(9; 9)a+/3(9; g)n(g'+"; g)fc(g; g)fc(g'"+^ q)k 
k \ 
k 00 / l+a+P+2k. 
^ ^f^ {q;q)a+pMq'^'^''''-'^:q)k[hi)'q^' hjqt)' ^ (9 
-^ ^ (g; q)a+0{q; g)fc(g'+«; g)fc(r+^ g)fc i^o fc:=0 {q;q)n 
' 9jn ,,1 
^ (g^+"+^;9)2fc(g^^^+"'+^);9)fc[(-i)^'g^ 2 J](gt)'-^(1-g^+"+^+^4), 
;t=0 (9;9),(gi+":g)fc((7"'+i;g)/ ( l - ^ ) c 
00 / 1+Q+/3 
= E (g^+"^^;9)2fc(9^^^+"^+^^;9)fe[(-l)^'9^ ' ^]{qt) 
fc=0 (g;g)fc(5i+«:(7)fc(<?"^+i;g)fc (l-t)i+«+^(l-gi+-+^t)2fc 
E (9^+"+^;g)2fe(g^(^+"^+^);g)fc[(-l)'g^' ^](9^)' 
00 / l + a + / J . 
(1 - t)i+,+^ ,t^o {q- g)fc(gi+«; g)fc(g-+^ g)fc(gi+«+^t; g)2fc 
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[1 - t)l+a+l3 5<P5 
0, g i+« , - 9 5 + " , - 5 I + " , Q 5 ( ^ + " ' + 1 ) 
]Q, Qt 
(gl+«+^i)^, - ( g l + " + / ' t ) ^ (^2+a+0^)i^ _^^2+a+/3i)i^ ^m+1 
(3.2.16) 
3.2.4 The Rice's Polynomials 
We define the g-analogue of the Rice's Polynomials due to Khandekar [178] 
as follows: 
3<P2 
r q-"", g"+i+"+/5, qi 
qi+«, qP 
;g, gV {Q]q)r 
(g^+«;?)n 
Hii:fH^, p, ^)- (3.2.17) 
The polynomial (3.2.17) satisfies the following generating fmiction 
n~0 (? '+*;9)n 
y. (g^+"+^;9)n(9^+";9)ny (9'-";9)fc(g"+^+"+ ;^g)fc(g ;^9)fc9"Vt" 
^ (9^ +"+ ;^9)n ^ (9-";9)fc(9"+^+"+ ;^g)fc(9 ;^9)fcg"'vV^ 
,i^ o (9;9)n ,t^ o (9;g)fe(g^ +'^ ;g)fc(g^ ;?)fc 
^ (g^+-+^;9). ^ (9;9)n[(-i)^^9^ ^ ]^(g"+^+"+ ;^9)^ (9 ;^g)fc/A-
^0 l?;?)- i'o (9;9)n-fe(g;g)fc(g^ +";g)fc(g^ ;g)fc 
^ ^ ^ (9^+"-^ ;^9)n+fe(g ;^g)a(-i)^ 'g^ ^ ^]^^r 
,i^ o h (g; g)n-fc(q^ +«; g)fe(g; g)fc(q^ ; q)k 
k 
\kA 2 
h h (9; q)n{q'^^\ q)k{q\ q)k{q^: q)k 
Ptff kj.n 
^ y (9^+"+ ;^g)2.(9 ;^g)fc[(-i)^gV' ^]{ytY ^ (9^ "^+^+^^ ;9)n^ n 
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fc=0 (g; q)k{q'^^; q)k{q^: q)k (1 - t)i+.+/3(l - q'^'^^^tU 
1 ^{q'^''^^;q)2k{qhq)k[{-lfq^')]{ytf 
;i - t)i+a+0 h (9; q)k{q'^''-.q)k{q^-^ g)fc(gi+«+/^t; q)2k 
0, g^ g|(l+a+/3)^ _g|(l+a+/3)^ g|(2+a+/3)^ _^|(2+Q+/3) 
'1 - t)i+a+0 en / , gi+", (?i+«+^i)^ -{q'-^^+H)-2, (g2+«+/5^)l, -((;2+"+/3t): 
(3.2.18) 
;g, i^  
eq.(3.2.18) completes the proof of the generating function of the polynomial 
(3.2.17). 
3.2.5 The Hahn's Polynomials 
We define the ^-analogue of the Hahn's Polynomials as follows: 
Qn,q„N{X] a, P, N) = 302 
\q-\ 
g l + Q 
„7l+l + Q+/3 
g-^ 
q' 
q, q^q (3.2.19) 
the above polynomial (3.2.19), satisfies the following generating function 
00 / i + a + / 3 . y 
^Q (g; q)n 
\q)n Qn,q„N{x] a, P, N)f 
^ (9^+"+^;9)n ^ (9-";9)fc(9"+^+"+^;g)fe(g-^;9)fcg"'t" 
^ ( 9 ^ + ' ^ + ^ 9 ) n ^ ( g ; g ) n [ ( - l ) ^ g ^ ^ ^ ] ( g " + ^ + ' ^ + ^ ; 9 ) f c ( 9 - ^ g ) f e g V 
,^0 (9;'?)n t o (9;9)n-fe(g;g)fc(gi+";g)A:(g-^;g)fc 
^ ^ ^ (g^+°+^;9)n+fc(9--9)fe[(-i)^9'^ ^ ^]9^t" 
n=o t o (9; g)n-fc(g^+«; g)fc(g; g)fc(g-^; g)^ 
y y^ (g^+"+^;g)n+2fc(9-^g)fe[(-l)'9^ ' ^]iqtff' 
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ko {q;Q)k{q'+'';q)k{q-'';q)k ^ i^-^^)n 
n,n 
h {q;q)k{q'^"-,q)k{q''';q)k {i-tU 
^ ^{q'^''^^;q)2k{q-^;q)k[i-l)'q^'\{qtY 1 
h (?' q)k{q'+"-^ q)k{q-''\ q)k (l - t)i+«+^(l - q'^'^'-HU 
1 ^ (9^+"+^;9)2fc(r";g)fc[(-l)'9^ ' )]{qtf 
( i - ' ) i + „ 
1 
, - " , „ '+", (<,'+°+3t)i, -(<)'+"+"t)2, („2+o+0t)i, - ( r '+"+^' t )5 
(3.2.20) 
this completes the proof of the generating function of (/-Jacobi type gener-
ahzed Hahn polynomial (3.2.19). 
3.3 The ^-Analogue of the Gegenbauer Type 
Generalization of the Certain Polynomi-
als and Their Generating Functions 
The main objective of this section is to derive g-analogues of those polyno-
mials and their generating fmiction relations whose Gegenbauer type gener-
alization were obtained in the chapter 2. 
3.3.1 The Sister Celine's Polynomials 
To begin with we define g-analogue of Gegenbaur type generalized Sister 
Celine's polynomial as given below: 
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(?;g)n 2+rSt'4+.s 
„ - n „n+2v „ai „ar 
y 1 y ) y i • • • i y 
gi+-^ - g H - , g-, - g - , g " ' , . . . , ? " ' 
; g, g"a^  
(3.3.1) 
which produces the foUowing generating function 
1 
(1 - t)2. 
X i+^04_|_3 
0, g'^S...,g"^ 
(g2''t)^/2, -(g2''t)i/2, (g2+^-t)V2^ -(g^+^^t)!/^, g ' ' S . . . , g 
- Z^ ~7 ;^— 2+r<p4+s 
y ) y ) y 1 • • 
_ g^+^ - g ^ + ^ g^ 
.,q^^ 






Proof To derive the generating function of the polynomial (3.3.1), we pro-
ceed as follows: 
oo /„2v 
E (r;9)n 
n=0 (9'9)n 2+r<f'4+s 
y ) y ) y ) • • 
_ g5+^ - q H ^ g-, 
.,g«" 





,, y (g-";g)fc(g"+^^9)fe(g°';g)fc---(9"-;g)fc[(-i)'g^ ^ -^r^' 
'^  t o (g5+^ g)fc(-g2+^ g)fe(g''; g)fe(-g'^; g)fc(g*^ ; g)fc - • - (g" ;^ g)fc(g; g)^ 
( k \ 
\k„\ 2 J]s+A~r^ki-n y y jq'''; g)n4-fc(g°'; g)fc • • • (g"- 9)fe[(-i)'g' 




oo / a\ 
{q"';q)n+2k{q''^;q)k...{q'-,q)k[{-l)'q^ ' JY+'-'{xt)H 
(g; q)n{q^''; q)2k{q^'; Q)fe • • • (Q'' '; q)k{q] q)k 
y (g°';g)fe...(g°-;g)fc[(-l)^gV^^]'^+^-(st)^- ^ (g^'^^^^g),.^ 
fc=0 ]q)k---{q^';q)k{q;q)h n=0 (9;g)n 
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= E {q''^:q)k.--{q''-,q)k[{-l)'q^ ' ^^^'-^{xt)'{I - q^'^+'H) 
fc=0 {q'''-.q)k---{q^-';q)k{q]q)k ( i - t ) c 
(g'^-g)fe...(g«-g)fc[(-lfg kA 2 l]s+4-r(^+\k xty 
1 - ^)2v t o ('?'"; 9)fc • • • (?''•'; Q)fe(Q; 9)^ (9^ "^ ; 9)2^  
; i - ^ ) 2J^  
X i+r<i>-'4+s 
0, g" i , . . . , g ' ' ' -
;g, .rt 
(q2-t)l/2, - (q2 - t ) l / 2 , (g2+2at)l/2^ _(g2+2ai)l/2^ Q '^S . . . , g''^  
This completes the proof. 
3.3.2 The Bateman's Polynomials 
The g-Gegenbauer type generahzed Bateman's polynomial is defined below: 
F'^l^V.z) W2 




;g, g^g (3.3.3) 
and its generating function 
y-(g'^g)np,M. .^ n ^ f (g''^ ;g)n y^ (g""; g)^ (g"+^ '^ ; g)fc(g^ <^ +^ ); g)fcg'^ g^^ -t" 
f (g '^^ ;g)n A (g;g)n[(-i)^g^ ^ ^](g"+^^g).(g^^^+^>;g)feg^y 
n=o (9;?)n fc=o iq]q)n-k{q;q)k{q''^'^;q)k{q^\q)k 
^ yj^{q'''-AUk{q^^'^'hq)k[{-lfq^ ^ ^k^^ 
n=o fc=o (g; q)n-k{q''^'^]q)k{q] q)k{q^\ q)k 
n=0 fc=0 
^ g (g '^^ ;g)2fe(g (^^ +-);gM(-i)^ gV' hjqtf ^ {q'''^'';q)n^n 
fc=o {q]q)k{q''^~']q)k{q^;q)k h> W,q)n 
{q"';q)nMq^^'^'^-q)k[{'ifq^' niqift"^ 
{q\q)n{q''^'^]q)k{q:.q)k{q^]q)k 
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h {q;q)k{q'''-'^;q)kiq^;q)k :i - 1 \ 
fc=0 
{q"';q)2kiq'^^'^''>;qU-l)'q^'h{qt)' 
[I - t)2.(l - q'n) {q\q)k{q''^"^-A)k{q^\q)i 
1 ^{q^'':q)2k{q'^'^'^;q)k[{-lfq^^ )]{qtf 
2k 
1 
(1 -1 )2 . to (<?; g)fc(?"+^; q)k{q^; q)k{q^''t- q^k 
0, g^ -q", -q'+K q^ 
(1 - t)2. 5</^5 
,<v+i ^i(l+^) 
;?, qt 
{q^n)\, -{q^n)l, (g2-+it)^, -(g2-+it)i, q^ 
(3.3.4) 
Next, let us obtain the g-analogue of the Bateman's polynomial Z^^\b,x) as 
given below: 
Zi:l{b,z) = 202 
„—n „Ti+2i^ 
y 1 y 
g^+l, g(l+6) 
;g, g"g (3.3.5) 
which satisfies the following generating functions 
r g-n^ gn+2^ 
3(/^2 
[ g^+3, g(b+l) 
;q, g"q e 
y iq"';q)n ^ (g-";9)fc(g»+^^9)fe[(-l)^9V ' ^ J g ^ V r 
n=o (9;9)n .t^ o {q;q)k{q''+';q)k{q^'^'^;q)k 
^ y {q"':q)n ^ {q;q)n[{-l)'q^ ' ^]^(g"+^-; 9).9^t" 
n=o (5;g)n h{q;q)n-k{q;q)k{q''^'^]q)k{q^'+'^:q)k 
EE 
^^(9^'^;9U2.4(-i)^'g^^^P(9^)^t'-
n=Oit^ O (g; g)n(g'^^5; g),(g; g),(ga+6); g), 
(g^'^;9)n+fe[(-i)^gV^^]Vr 
^ok^o{q;q)n-k{q'"^^;q)k{q]q)k{q^^+^^]q)i 
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to {q;q)k{q''^';q)kiq^'^'^;q)k h il'^Q^ 
]''n\ ^ f^{q''';q)2k[{-l)'q^'^'{qt)Hl-q"''-''t)c 
h {q:q)k{q''^kq)k{q^'^'hq)k (1 " Ooo 
h {q:qUq''^hq)M'^'^\q)k (1 - )^2.(1 - ^^ ^^ O^ , 
: i - t ) 2 . \<Pb 
1 - t)2. to (?; qW^hq)M'^''^;q)k{q^n- qhk 
0, g^ - g ^ -g-'+i 
g(l+6)^ (g2-t)3, - ( g 2 - t ) i (g2-+li)5, -(g^^+l^)! 
;g, 9* 
(3.3.6) 
3.3.3 '^he Pas ternack 's Polynomials 
g-Gegenbauer type generalized Pasternack's polynomial is defined as 
pi'^) 
n,TO,g\ 3^2 
„ - n „n+2i/ „Jr(2+m+l) 
q ^ q ) y-^  
g-^+S, g"^+i 
;g, g"g (3.3.7) 
the polynomial (3.3.7) satisfies the following generating function 
„ - n „n+2iv i (2+m+l) 
q 1 q 1 q^ 
v "^ ) g 
;g, g"g 
y^ (g^^g)n A (r";g)4g"+'^g)fc(g^^^+'"+^);g)fcg"'"g^^t" 
rt^ o (9;Q)n .t^ o ('?;9)fc(g^+^;g)fc(g™+^g)fc 
^_ y {q"';q)n ^ ( g ; g ) n [ ( - i ) ' g ( ' )](g"-^'^g)fc(g5(^+-+i);g),g'=r oo I Jlv. 
n=o (9;g)n fc=o (g;g)n-fe(9;9)fc(g"+^;g)fc(g"^+^-?)fc 
EE (g'^9)n+fc(g^(^+'"+^^;g)fc[(-i)'=gV 2 ;]gfc^n 
n=o fc=o (g; q)n-k{q''^^; g)fc(g; g)fc(g"'+^ g)fc 
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oo oo f„2i/. 




oo I Jiv. 
fc = 0 
= E 
(g; 9)fc(g""'^; g)fc(g"^+'; g)fc .t '^o (?; ?)n 




{q"':q)2k{q^^''''^^'^\q)k[{-lfq^''\qtf E 1 - t ) 2 . fct'o (g;g)fc(g"+^;g)fc(g™+';?)fc(9''^t;g)2fc 
: i - i ) 2 . 59^ 5 
0, g ^ - g ^ - g ^ + ^ g^(^+"^+i) 
(g^'^t)?, - ( g 2 ^ t ) 5 , (g2-+i t ) t , - (g^ '^+i t )? , g .,m+l 
;g, g^  
(3.3i 
which was to be proved. For another g-analogue of the generating function 
for the Pasternack's polynomials, we have 
E ^ ' m , n , , ( - 2 n - l ) - -tY 
n = 0 n\ 
EE {q-\ g)fc(g-+2- g)fc(g-- g)fcg"'=g'=(-t)" 
n=o fc=o {q"""'; g)fc(g^+"^; g)fe(g; g)fc(g; q)n 
f^f^{q-'^-,q)k{q'^'-"';q)k[{-l)'q^ ' \q'{-ty 
= EE 
n=0 fc=0 
^0 fc=0 (g''+2 ; g)fc(gl + m; g)^(gj g)^(g. g)^_^ 
( 2 ) i r _ . 
{q''^';q)k{q'+"']q)k{q;q)k{q]q)n 
,1=0 (g; gjn fc=0 
' q~"\ 
= e-qi-t) 202 
(g'^^^; 9)^(9^+"^; g)fe(g;g)fc 
q 1 q 
\q> -qt 
H ^1 q 
e,{-t)Zi;:Um,-qt) (3.3.9) 
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The Q-analogue of the Gegenbauer type generaUzation of Pasternack's gen-
erahzed Bateman's polynomial is given below: 
Fi%.niP,z) = 302 




•,q, q''q (3.3.10) 
The polynomial (3.3.10) satisfies the following generating function 
[1 - t)2u 5 ^ 5 
i^-^l Mz+m+1) 0, g^ - g ^ -q"^-^, q 
g^ {q^ny^, -((?2-t)i, (g2-+it)i, -(g2-+it)i 
;9, qt 
(3.3.11) 
3.3.4 The Rice's Polynomials 
We define the g-analogue of the Gegenbaur type generalized Rice's polyno-
mials as follows: 
•i(P2 
q-"", g"+2^ q^ 




-i/M(^, p^ ^) (3.3.12) 
and its generating function is given below: 
,^ 0^ (9;g)n s (g;9)fc(g"''^ ;g)fc(? ;^g)fc 
y (g '^^ ;g)n A (g;g)n[(-i)^g^ ^ ]^(g"+^^g)fc(g ;^g)fc^ ^^ '^ 
n=o (9'9)n fc=o {q;q)n~k{q]q)k{q''^^;q)k{qP;q)k 
^j.{q"';qUk{q^;q)k[{-l)'q^ ' ^uH^' 
n=ofc=o (9;q)n-k{q''^ '^ ;q)k{q]q)k{q^]q)k 
g g (g '^^ ;g).+2;c(9 ;^g)fc[(-i)^-9^ ^ ^](^t)^r 
n=0 fc=0 (5; 9 ) n ( g ' ' ^ 5 ; g )^ (g ; g)fc((?P; g )^ 
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h {q]q)k{q'''-'^;q)k{q^]q)k h fe'?)^ 
y {q"'-^q)2k{q^;q)k[{-irq^ ' h{i^t)>^ (1 - q'^^^'^tU 
k=0 {q\q)k{q'"^'';q)k{qP;q)k 
0° (r.lv 
= E (g'^g)2fe(g«;g)fc[(-i)'g^'^](^0 1 
1 ^fo'^^a).i.fo^;o)J(-l)'=a^ ^(g'^g)2fc(g^;g)fc[i-irg' 2 ^\{vtf 
1 
1 - t )2 . fct'o (g;g)fc(g'+5;g)fc(gP;g)^.(g2.^;g)2fc 
0, g«, g^ -q\ -q-^\ 
;i - O2. 5(^5 gP, (g^'^t)^, -(g2'^t)i (g^'^+ii)!, -(g2-+it)i 
;g, i^ t 
(3.3.13) 
3.3.5 The Hahn's Polynomials 
We define the g-analogue of the Gegenbaur type generaUzed Hahn's polyno-
mials as follows: 
(5„,g(x; V, N) 
and its generating function 
3</^2 
„ - n „n+2i/ ^-x 




yii:23kQ U. ,. mju _ y{q'-';q)n^{q~'';q)k{q''^"';q)kiq-^;q)kq'''f' 
n=o (g-?)n '^''^^ ' h iq-^q)n to {q^ q)k{q-'^h q)k{q-^; q)k 
g (9^^g)n ^ (g;g)n[(-l)^^9^ ^ ^](g'-+^-;g)fc(9-^;9)feg^^r 
n=o (9;g)n jt=o {q;q)n~kiq]q)k{q''^^]q)k{q~^;q)k 
^ y j2 iQ"'-^qUk{q~';q)k[{-l)'q^ ' j^g^ t^'^  
n=ofc=o (g; g)n-fc(g''+2; q)k{q; q)k{q''^\ q)k 
^ y y {q"';qU2k{q-';q)k[{-l)'q^ ' hiqt)H-
n=Ofc=o {q; q)n{q''^'^]q)k{q; q)k{q'^] q)k 
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h {q;q)k{q''^'-;q)k{q-'';q)k h (9;'?)n 
oo t/2v. 






(q; q)k{q''-'^; 9).(g-^; q)k (1 - i)2u{l - q'^thk 
oo (^2u. 
E {q''';q)2k{q-';q)k[{-irq^ ' ^]{qtr 1 - th. to (g; q)kiq''^'^; q)k{q-''; q)k{q'n- q^ 
;i -1)2 . 5V5 
0, g-^ g^ - g ^ -g ' I' „i^+7 
;g, g* 
L g""", (g '" t ) i -(g2>'t)t, (g2-+H)t, -(g^^+H)^ 
(3.3.15) 
this completes the proof of the (/-analogue of the the Gegenbauer type gen-
eralized Hahn polynomials. 
Chapter 4 
On Some Generating Functions 
Of Certain g-Polynomials 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with the g-analogues of certain 
polynomials and their generating functions 
4.1 Introduction 
In the present chapter a study of the g-analogue of the Bateman's poly-
nomials Fn{z), Zn{x), Pasternack's generalization of Bateman's polynomial 
Fj"'{z), Shively's pseudo-lagurre and other polynomials Rn{a, x), Cesaro's 
polynomials g!;^\x), Gottlieb polynomials /„(.'r;A), and generalized Hy-
pergeometric polynomial sets has been made. Further g-analogue of their 
generating functions relations have also been detemined. 
Apart from the polynomials noted in the introduction section of chapter 
2, some more polynomials and their generating functions are also included 
below whose g-analogues shall be studied in the next consecutive sections of 
this chapter. 
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4.1.1 Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre Polynomials 
Shively studied the pseudo-Laguerre set 
[0')2n 
n\{a)n 
which are related to the proper simple Laguerre polynomial 
(4.i.i: 
by 
Ln{x) = iFi{~n; 1; x) 
o . ^ 1 ^ (a - l)n+kLn-k{x) 
in n=Q k\ 
Shively obtained Toscano's other generating relation 
E KnXa,X)t 2t rr. 
,1=0 V2 ^ 2 " / " 
4.1.2 Cesaro Polynomials 
Cesaro polynomials [199] are defined as 
«i^ 'w= r r 
t^ - xt 
i + ia-2 ^ 2 ' 




- n , 
—s -
—ri, 1; 












|('\^*)ew«" = (i-r--(i~.xr'ji"(^) (4.1. (4.1.7) 
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4 . 1 . 3 G o t t l i e b P o l y n o m i a l s 
Gottlieb polynomials are given below: (see[5], [191], [199]) 
/,,(:r;A) = e-^'Y. 
k=0 
n u (^ -*)' (4.1. 
or 
^„(.x;A) = e - " S F i 
- n , -x; 
1; 
( 1 - e ^ ) (4.1.9) 
Above Gottlieb polynomials satisfy the following generating functions (see 
[191], [199]) 
oo 
J^ k{x: A)r = (1 - 0"(1 - te^^)-'-\ \t\ < 1 (4.1.10) 
n=0 





X X , 









5 : ^ / „ ( x ; A ) r = ( l - i e - ^ ) - S F i 
c, -:r; 
( l -e-^) i 
1; 
(4.1.13) 
77, + A: 
E k r"+'^(-^'^)^" = {l-tr-\l-te''r-%{x,a), (4.1.14) 
n=0 
where a = log e ^ - 1 
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4.1.4 Generalized Hypergeometric Polynomial Set 
In 1994, S. D. Bajpai and M. S. Arora [4] studied some properties of the 
generalized hypergeometric polynomial set, given below: 
X 
(4.1.15) 
where n is a non-negative integer and x is any non-zero complex variable and 
ft, 7 are independent of n for if /?, 7 dependent upon n then many properties 
which are valid for f3, 7 independent of n fail to be valid for /3, 7 dependent 
upon n. 
In 1997, I. K. Khanna and V. Srinivasa Bhagavan [179] derived generating 
function of generalized hypergeometric polynomial set (4.1.15) in terms of 
Gottlieb Polynomials, is given below: 
W , ( - . T ; l ; ( l - e V ) = (e'^ - 1 ) - % ( . T ; A) (4.1.16) 
Recently, M. A. Khan and M. Akhlaq [137] defined two variable and three 
variable analogues of the Gottlieb Polynomials. Of which, the two variable 
analogue of Gottlieb polynomials is given below: 
lnix,y;X,iJ.) = e-'^(^+^)F 
-n : -X- -y; 
1: - ; - ; 
(4.1.17) 
or in other words. 
r=Os=0 ''^•S-[i-)r+s 
(4.1.18) 
and the three variable analogue as follows [137]: 
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/„(.T,y,z;A,/i,?7) 
g-n(A+; j ,+7 ; )^ 
n.. , , , Xy y, z, 
T i l : ! ) 
l - e \ 1-e^, l ~ e ' ' 
(4.1. 9) 
or ill other words. 
ln{x,y,z;X,fi,r}) 
-n(A+.+.) ^ ^ " V ^ ^ " x ^ " ^ {-nUs+k{-x)r{-y)s{-z)k EE E 
r = 0 s=0 k=Q 
1 - e^)''(l - e^Yil - e^^)^ 
r[s[k[{lUs+k 
(4.1.20) 
They [137] obtained the following generating functions similar to (4.1.14) 
5:U^;,?/;A,^,)t" = {l~te-ni-te~'y{l-te~'^r-y-\ \t\<l 
(4.1.21) 
n = 0 
t" 
E(c)7i^n(-^',?/;A,//.)-T = 
n = 0 n! 
;'l - te-(^+^)-nF 
c: - x ; -y ; 
1: - ; - ; 
(4.1.22) 
and for result (4.1.18) as 
Yjnix,y,z;X,iJ.,ri)f 
n=0 
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(1 - f.e-<''+"')"••(! - ie-(^+'"'))''(l - te-(^+">)^(l - te-(^+M+')))^-!/-^-i^ | ^ j< i (4.1.23) 
t" 
5 ] ( c ) A ( a : , 2 / , z ; A , / 7 , , ? ] ) - = ( l- te-(^+'^+")- '^ 
n=0 n\ 
xF 
-x; —y: —z\ 
f ( e ^ - l ) r i ~ < - ^ + ' ' + ' ' ' t ( e " - ] ) n ~ t ^ + " + ' ' ) f ( > ^ " ^ ) ) e ' (A + ,..+ .j) 
l - ( e - ( ^ + ' ' + ' ' > ' l - t e - ( ^ + > ' + 'll ' l _ f e - { ^ + / ' + ')) 
J 
(4.1.24) 
Adotivated by the above works, we investigate here generating functions of 
certain g-polynomials. For this we require the definitions and notations of 
the g-theory (see [50] and Chapter 1). 
4.2 g-Analogue of Certain Polynomials 
We define the g-analogues of the above mentioned polynomials and their 
generatnig functions as follows: 
4.2.1 g-Bateman's Polynomial 
we define the g-analogue of the Bateman's polynomial (2.1.3) in the following 
iTicinner 
Fihq{z) ••i<P2 








Another g-analogue of the Bateman's polynomial is given below: 
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Fm.q{~2n - 1) = 302 
g-", g"+\ g-" 
q, Q 
.q, q" (4.2.3) 
4.2.2 g-Pasternack's Polynomials 
The g-analogue of the Pasternack's generahzation of Bateman's polynomial 
is given below: 
= 30: <P2 ;? , g" 
9, q m+l 
(4.2.4) 
4.2.3 g-Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre Polynomials 
The g-analogue of (4.1.5) is given below: 




4.2.4 g-Cesaro Polynomial 
The g-analogue of the Cesaro's polynomial is defined below: 
2'/>l 
q ", q 
•,q, X (4.2.6) 
4.2.5 g--Gottlieb Polynomials 






^k{k-iyxk^^ _ g^^^^^fe (4 2 J ) 
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K(-A)}"E (g; Q)n t^G (9; 9)fc(9; (i)n-k (9; q)k{q\ q)x-k 
using the following identity (see [50]) 
['^'f^\ q'^'-'^-'^'il-e.iX))' 




" ^ i ) ^ - ^ " ; ? ) ^ ? " ^ ' ^ ^ " ^ - ! ) ' ! ? - ^ ? ) ^ ? ^ ' 
fe +xk 
{q]q)k (9; 5)fc 
_ f^c(fc-i)-..fc(^ _g (^^ ))fc 
w-)r|;^^.»*a-e,(A)f 
or 
''n;g\ r;A) = { E , ( - A ) r 2 0 i 
" q-'\ q ^ 
q 
; g, g"(l - e,(A)) (4.2.8) 
4.2.6 g-Generalized Hypergeometric Polynomial Set 
The ^'-analogue of the generahzed hypergeometric polynomial set (4.1.15), 
the hypergeometric polynomial set derived by S.D. Bajpai and M. S. Arora 
[4], is given below: 
^n;q{f3\7;q,x) = x"" 2.01 
" ?-", q' 
q' 
! 5 ' X (4.2.9) 
4.3 Generating Functions of Certain ^-Polynomials 
The following are the generating functions of the above mentioned g-polynomials 
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4.3.1 Generating Functions of g-Bateman Polynomials 




z)e = = 1 _ , 5 0 5 
q, qt, -qt, (qt)^, -{qt)l 




( 1 - t ) . 5</^5 
9 ^ - 9 2 , -q'^. q2(^+^\ 0 
q\ qH, -qH, {qH)l, -{qH)^ 
',q, qt (4.3.2) 
^ Zn,,{x)r - Y~t'^ 
n=0 
-9, QK ~qK 0 
g, gt, - g t , (gt)2, - (g t )2 
;g, xt 
(4.3.3) 
4.3.2 q- Pasternack Polynomials' Generating Functions 
In (1939), Pasternack derived the following generating function for the Bate-
man Polynomials as follows: 
00 t ±\n 
j :F„ , , ( -2n~l) )—^ = e,(-t)Z^,,(-tg-'^). 
n=0 \"-> q)n 




- g , g i - g 5 , 55(^+"'+i),0 
(gi)i , - (g^ ) i , (g2^)i, -(g^^)^, g-+i 
;g, ^ 
(4.3.5) 
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4.3.3 Generating Function of Pseudo-Laguerre Set 
The generating function for the Toscano's other generating relation obtained 
by Shively[191] whose g-analogue is given below; 




; q, xt 302 
q2^'-^ —q2^'-^ q2^2^^ 
; q, t 
0, g"+2fc 
(4.3.6) 
4.3.4 Generating Functions of g-Cesaro's Polynomials 
The g-Cesaro polynomials satisfy the following generating functions 
^gMMf = " - " ' " * ' " 
?i=0 : i - ^ ) 
(4.3.7) 
s+l 
4,3.5 Generating Functions of g-Gottlieb Polynomials 
The following generating functions hold for (jf-Gottlieb Polynomials (4.3.7) 
J]/„;,(.T;A)r = (l-ti?,(-A))-S0i 
71=0 qtE,{-X) 
; g, -~{l-E,{-X))t 
(4.3i 
oo ,n 
Y^kqi^-^)-?—-^ = ec(t^g(-A)) 301 
ji=o W' y in 
tW^L..,i..x)e 
• q, -{l-E,{-X))t 
(4.3.9) 
S) (5;9)r 
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= eME,{-x)y- ]</^l 5, -(K(A)}-^-K(A)}^)i . (4.3.10) 
n=0 W) Hln 
[1 - tq'^E,{-X)\ 
{l-tE,{~\)U 2(P2 
g^ q ^ 
q, tq'E,{-\) 
:q, -{1-E,{-X))t (4.3.11) 
4.3.6 Generating Function of g-Generalized Hyperge-
ometric Polynomial Set 
The generating function for the g-analogue of the generaHzed hypergeometric 
polynomial set (4.1.15), the hypergeometric polynomial set derived by S.D. 
Bajpai and M. S. Arora [4], is given below: 
^i;q -X] q\ q, l - e , ( A ) , {E,{-X)-l)--k;,{x-X). (4.3.12) 
Proofs of the Generating Functions Mentioned in the Section 4.3 
Let us prove one by one the generating functions from (4.3.1) to (4.3.12). 
Proof let us determined the generating function (4.3.1), which is satisfied 
by the g-Bateman polynomials 
5: F^^,{z)e = Y. 302 
n=0 n=0 
g-", q'^+\ g5(^ +^ ^ 
q, q 
\q. q" e 
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{q-'':q)k{q'''-':q)k{q'^^'^''>;q)k 
n=0 fc=0 
-D'^q^ 2 ) 
2+1-3 
{Q;q)k{q;q)kiq]q)k 








^ yf^iq;qUkiq'^^'^'^;q)k{-irq^' ^ n 
71=0 k- :!) {q-q)n-k{q]q)k{q]q)k{q]q)k 
^ ff{q:q)n+2k{q'^^'^'^;q)k{-i)W^ • ^.+, 
,^o^t^ {q'^q)n{q;q)k{q;q)k{q;q)k 
f iq;q)2k{q-^^'^'^;q)k{-lf'q^ ' ^^ - (g^^+^g)nt-
{q\q)k{q\q)k{q\q)k ^Q {q\q)n k=0 
(4.3.14) 
By making use of the foUowing identity (see [50]; ex-l.l(iv) p. 24) 
ia-q)2n = {a^-.q)n{-a^]q)n{{aq)^;q)ni-{aq)^-q)n, (4.3.15) 
we have 
f {-q;q)kiq'^;q)ki-q-^:q)k{q-^^'^'^;q)k{-l)'q^ ' h^ ^ {q''+';q)nf' 
{q\q)k{q;q)k ^o {q;q)n fc=0 
E 
fc=0 
[-q;q)k{q'^;q)k{-q'^-,q)kiq'^^'^'^;q)k{-l)'q^ ' H'(1 - q^'^-^H) 
{q]q)k{q]q)k : i - t ) c 
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E 
fc=0 
i-q:q),(<l';q)khq-^:q),(q-^^'^'^;qU-l)'q^ ' H^ 1 
{q;q)kiq]q)k ( i - t ) l+2/c 
1 X / 1 
fc=0 
9;9)fc(g5;g)fc(-g5;g)fc(g5(i+^);g)fe(-l)'=gV 2 y^ ^^  1 1 
{q-q)k{q;q)k ; i - 1 ) {qt)2k 
1 y (-9;g)fe(9^;g)fe(-9^;9)fc(g^^^+^);g);.(-i)^9'-' ^f^ 
'1 - )^ fc=o (9; g)fc(g ;^ q)k{-qt: q)ki{qty^]q)k{-(qty^;q)k{q; q)k 
1 
i - t 
which was to be proved. 
5 ^ 5 
-9, 9 2, — g 2 , ^2 (1+^) , 0 
;?, t 
. q, qt, -qt, (qt)^, -{qt)^ 
Proof The generating function (4.3.2) is determined as follows: 
E[Fn,,{z ~ 2) ~ F^,,{z)r = E 
n=0 n = 0 






,6^01, {q:q)kiq;q)k{q:q)k ' 
(4.3.16) 
from eqs. (1.3.65) and (4.3.16), we have 
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^oi^i (g; q)n-kiq\ q)k-i{q\ q)k{q\ q)k 
^ ff[~mq-:qUkq^ ' \-q^^'''^){q^^-'^'^\q)k^i^n 
^ok^i (*?; <i)n-k{q; g)fc-i(g; q)k{q; q)k 
n^ot^o {q;q)n-k-i{q;q)kiq;q)k+i{q;q)k+} 
since (see [50]: eq. (1.3.58), p. 8]) 
" r - 2 ) + u V * - f^ -^ '^ ) 
from eqs. (4.-3.17), (4.3.18), we obtain 
_ f f {-ir\Q-,qU2k^iQ^' ^^'^\q'^^'-'W^'^'^;q)k^nu 
^^ ^ (q; q)n~i{q\ q)k{q\ q)k+i{q\ q)k+i 
^ f f (-l)^(g;g)n+2fc+29( ^ \Hq^^'^'\q)k, .u-,n+l 
h h i^-q?iq'-,qUq';q)k{q;q)k{q;q)n ^^ ' ' 
' h h {^-q?{q'-^q)k{q':q)k{q;q)k{q-.q)n ^^ ^ 
^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ h h iq';q)kif;q)k{q:,q)k{q;q)n ^''^ ' 
(4.3.19) 
using identity (4.3.15) and eq. (4.3.19), we obtain 
jl^(l+q)t y (^''^U-^''-^<ih(-^"-^Mq'^^'^'hq)k.[{-in^ ' ) ] . .fe f {q'^'';q)n^. 
'^0 {q^\q)k{q\q)k t'o (9;9)n 
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q'^'{l+q)tY: {<l^\q)k{-q^\q)k{-q^] q)k{q^^'^^^\q)k[{-lfq 
/c=0 {q^;q)k(q;q)k 
^ ^ ^ . ( ^ , ) . ( i - . - - t ) . 
(1 - Oc 
= q'^'{^+q)tE {q'^; q)k{-q^\q)k{-q^\ q)k{q^^'^^^;q)k 
^-=o f;q)kiq]q)h 
i&i:^(,.)'. ' 
; i - * ) 3+2k 
g^^(l + g)t - (gi;g),(-gi;5),(-g2;g),(gi(-^+i);g),[(_l)'=g 
k 
kA 2 
; i - ( ) E ^ fc=0 {q^\q)k{q-.q)k{q^t-q)2k -{qtY 
(1 - )^3 .ro {q'; q)k{qH: q),{-qH- q)k{{qH)hq)k{-{qH)h- q),{q- q), ^^  
^ q-^'{\ + q)t 
which was to be proved. 
5<^5 
q-i, -q^, -q'^, q2(^+^\ 0 
q\ qH, ~q\ {qH)'^, - (g^t)! 
;?, '^^  
Proof We determine the generating function (4.3.3) as given below: 






;a, g"a; r 
7^ 0 i S (q-q)k(q;q)k 






(g;g)n(-l)fegV ^ ^ (g"+^g)fc[(-l)''g^ ^ ^ ^'q'^'t^ 
{q]q)n-k{q;q)k{q]q)k {q]q)k 
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;f^ofc^o {<i'^Q)n-k{q]q)k{q;q)k {q;q)k EE 
^^{q;q)nMi-'^)'q^'^?x't-^'' 
n^ot^o {q\q)n{q;q)k{q\q)k {q;q)k 
^ f {q;q)2k[{-l)'q^ ' ^?{xt)' ^ {q''+';qr 
fe=o (q-q)kiq;q)k{q;q)k ^0 i^'^^)n 
using identity (4.3.15), we obtain 
(4.3.21) 
y{-q\q)k{qi;q)k{-q^-A)k[{-lfq^ ' ^ ] V ) ' ( 1 - ?''^^0oo 
fc=0 (?; q)k{q; q)k : i - t ) c 
fc=0 
[~q;q)k{q'^;q)k{-q'^;q)k[{-l)'q^'^?{xt)' 1 
iq]q)k{q;q)k :i~t) l+2fc 
fc=0 
1 f {-q:q)k{q'^-q)k{-q'^;q)k[{~l)'q^ ' ^\xt)' 
1 - ^ ; ^ (q;q)kiq]q)k{qt]q)2k 
-q:.q)k{q'^;q)k{-q'^:q)k[{-l)'q^'hHxt)' 1 OO 
k^o {q; q)k{qt; q)k{-qt; q)k{{qt)^; q)k{-{qt)^;q)k{q; q)k 
1 
it was to be proved. 
A<Pb 
1 1 
- 9 , 9=, - g 2 , 0 
g, qt, -qt, {qt)^, -(gt)^ 
;g, a:^  
Proof The generating function (4.3.4) is determined as given below: 







g-" \ ^m+1^ ^-n 
h q 
; g, ?" (g;9)n 
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n=0 k-0 
(?-"", g)fc(g"^+^ g)fc(<?-"; 9)fcQ"'(-tr 
(Q; Q)kiq; q)k{q\ q)k{q] q)n 




^ ^ A (r";9)fc(g"+^g)fe[(-i)^'9^' ^]Hr 
^0 ^0 (^ ; 9)fc(<?; 9)fc(9; g)fc(?; 9)n-fe 
y (9-";g)fe(g"+^9).[(-i)^^9^ ^ ^.l(-t)^ ^ Hr 




; 9, -t 
e,{-t)Zm,q{-tq-'') 
which is the required result. 
Proof The proof of the generating function (4.3.5) of g-analogue of Paster-
nack's generahzation of Bateman's Polynomial, is given below: 
L K,(^r = E 302 
n=0 n=0 q, g^+i 
;g, q 
y y {q''\q)kiq''^';q)kiq'^^'^"'^'^;q)kq'''t^ 
h h {q-A)k{q-A)k{q'^^'\q)k (4.3.23) 
with the help of identity (1.3.65), we write 
= EL 
?i=0 fc=0 {q\ q)n-k{q; q)k{q\ q)k{q'^^\ q)k 
f A {q-AUk{q^^'^'^^'^;q)k[{-lfq^ ' ^t-
t o t o (9; q)n-k{q] q)k{q\ q)k{q"'^^] q)k 
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= EE 
77 = 0 fc=0 iq;q)n{q]q)kiq;q)k{q'''+';q)k 
f^ {q;q)2k{q'^^'^'^^'^;q)k[{-l)V'nt' y iq'^'';q)n^n 
^ {q;q)k{q;q)k{q'''-'';q)k ^o (^•^<i)n fc=0 
= E {«;9)2*{9'"+"'+";g)t[(-i)'«'- ' nt'(i - i'*"'t) 




iq]q)k{q]q)k{q'^+';q)k (1 - ^)c 
= E {q;q)2k{q'^^'-''^'-'^;q)k[i-l)'q^'ht 
fc=0 iq]q)kiq:q)k{q''''^';q)i. :i-t){l~qt)2k 
k=0 hq)kiq;q)k{q'^+']q)k{qt]q) 2k 
1 f {-q;q)k{q'^;q)k{-q'^;q)k{q'^^'^"'^'^;q)k[{-l)'q^ ' ^]t' 
^'ihiq;q)kiiqty^;q)kHqty^iq)kaq'ty^;q)ki~iq'ty^;q)kiq^+';q)k 
l - t 5(Pb 
-q, g2, - g 5 , g5(^+"^+i),0 
iqt)K -{qt)K {q't)K ~[qH)K q"^^' 
;q, t 
Proof g-analogue of the pseudo-Laguerre Set (4.3.6) obtained by Shively 
obtained Toscano's other generating relation is given below: 
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zL^ / i j - i 
(g- q) 2n E -"; qUi-D'qi ' ) (9""; )k[{~lrq^ ' ]^a;'=g'="f 
k„knj.n 




(9^; q)ni-q"^; qUi-q^^^"; q)n 
(?"; 9)n(g; 9)n 
E 
/c=0 
(g; g)„(-l)'=gV 2 j "''[(_i)fcgl 2 yj^ f^e^ fcn^ n 
(9"+"; q)n{q\ q)k 
knX 2 Ji 
^ f (g^ g)n(-g^; 9)n(-g^-^^"; q)n ^ [(-1)^9^ ^ ^ ] V t " 
i^o {q"; q)n+k to (?; q)k{q; q)n-k 
00 OO 
EE 
n = 0 /c=0 
(92; g)„+A:(-g2; g)„+A(-g2 + 2"; q\^kq ^ ^ ^a:'=r+'= 
(g"; q)n+2k (q- q)k{q; q)n 
= E 
fc=0 
(g^; q)k{-q^] 9)fc(-g^^^°; g)fcg ^ ^ ^(a;t)^ 
(g; g)fc(9"; 9)2^ 
X 
(gt+^ g)n(-9^+'; 9)n(-9^+l'^+^ g)^r 00 , ' ^ f+ fc . E 
n = 0 
•D^aV [(-l)^g 2 /]^(xt)^ - (gf+^ 9)„(-gf+fe; 9)„(-gHi"+^-; g ) , r 
.t^ o (9^-^^; g)fc(g; <?);t n=o (9"+''; i)n{q; q)n 
or 
v ^ ^"ii.g 
n = 0 (g5 + l«; g)„ 
0<^1 ; g, xt 3(P2 
ga"*"*^ , -g2"*"'^ , g2 + 2+*^  
g, t 
0, q' .a+2k 
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this was the required result. 
Proof The proof of the generating function (4.3.7), satisfied by the g-Cesaro 
polynomials, is given below: 
oo C^l+s («'«;«), 
n=0 n=0 W' 'iJn 
2(Pl 
q ", q 
•,q, X 
using the identity (1.3.65), we have 
(4.3.25) 
oo f„l+s. —nk^ Sr (9'^';g)n ^ (g;9)n[(~l)'=9^ ' ^ '""] {q]q)s+n~k ^,k,n 
^ 0 (5;9)r^  ,fr^ O (9; 9) n—k 
~ " (<)'•"''; 9),.(9;9),+n-t9''j ,„ 
= EE 
n=Ora= % {q\ q)n-k{qi q)s+n 
{q-A)s+n[{-^fq 
xH 
-i)kl 2 y-^-^^ 
°° '^  (9^+ •^ ?)«+.(?; 9)s+„? '^:^ ,^^ „ EE 
n=0 n=0 {q\q)n{q\q)s+n+k 




(9;9)r E fc=0 
9 ,y.k.n+k 
{qi+s+n.q)f, x^t" 
g (g^ -^ g^)nr g M^(3;i)fc 
,,=0 (9;?)^ ^t^ (9;9)/t 
:i - q'^'t)^ (1 - q^^'xt)^ (1 - g*x^)-i 
[1 - )^oo (1 - q'xt). [l-t) s+l 
it was to be proved. 
proof The proof of the generating function (4.3.8) for Gottlieb polynomial 
is given below: 
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Y^k,,ix;X)t- = J^{E,i-X)yT 2^^! 
n=0 n=0 
g"", q ^ 
; g, q^l - e,{X)) 
= tiE^i-Wt" t K: !!'!!• 2 '^ 'g"^ Xl - e,{X)f (4.3.26) 
from eqs. (1.3.65) and (4.3.26), we have 
- V l F f M . n - n v ( g ; 9 ) n ( - l ) n r - ; g ) f e n . ( n - ^ . 
71=0 ^Qiq;q)n-k(q;q)k{q;g)k 
e,{X)y 
= f; g (g;g)n+fc{ .^(-A)r-"^t"+^(-i)^9^' -^ (r-^ g).^ -^  _ ^ (^^ )^ fc 
n=0 fc=0 i<i;q)n{q]q)k{q]q)k 
(4.3.27) 
now making use of the following identity (see[50]; eq.(1.2.33), p.(6)], eq. 
(1.3.62)) 
{a;q)n+k = {a\q)n{aq''\q)k (4.3.28) 
substituting a = q, in the (1.3.62) identity and then placing the outcome in 
the eq. (4.3.27), we have 
^ y {q''-\qUq-';q)k{-l)'q^'ntE,{-X)ni - e,{X))'^{tE,{-X)y 
n=ofc=o {q]q)n{q;q)k 
k 
\kA 2 y (g'^;g)fe(-l)^'g^ ' HE,{-X) - 1)H' ^ {q'+';q)n{tE,{-X)y 
{q\q)k ^ 0 (9;9)n fc=0 
= E 
fc=0 
(g--g)fc(-l)'=gV 2 y(£;,(-A)-l) '=tMl-tg'=+iE,(-A)] 
(g;g)* [ i -^^ . ( -A)]c 




(?; <})k [i~tE,i-x)],^, 
.fi_,^^(_,)j-.£(£!i^)^i)^^^^^W--^)-i^ 1 
k=0 {q'^<i)k l-tE,{-\)], 
or 
71=0 
which was to be proved. 
qtE,{-\) 
q, -{l-E,{-X))t 
Proof The proof of the generating function (4.3.9) is given below: 
00 j.n oo j.n 
n=0 
^ "•, 5' ^ 
g, g"(l - e,(A)) 
f;{^.(-A)}'^ 7::^ E ^^^5#S—^"'^(i - .^(A))' (4-3.29) 
n=0 i(l'^Q)nfo {q;q)k{q]q)k 
using (1.3.65) and (4.3.29), we have 
UE,(-m''7-rE (T,<iU-m<i-';<ih nt(' ) -" '„ _ 
71=0 (9; Q)n ^ (9; ?)n-fc(g; 9)/k(9; Q)k e,iX)Y 
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or 
e 
^^nAx]X)—-—- = SgitEgi-X)) 
?i=0 (g; q)n 
which was to be proved. 
m 
; q, - ( 1 - ^,(-A))^ 
Proof The proof of the generating function (4.3.10) for the Gottheb poly-
nomial is given below: 
n=0 W' 1/n 
-Siir<"''^^»"^^' 
g ", q ^ 
q, ?"(1 - e,(A)) 
_^ f {g.(A)}^  ^ r";9)fc(g-";9)(i-e,(A))V"r 
n=0 
using the identity (1.3.65), we have 
[E,(X)]i » (,;«)„,( ^ )""Vl)'{r';9){l - e,(A))V»< 
= E^^ e^^ E 




{^,(A)}^gV ^ ^(-i)^Xg"";g)(i-e,(A))'=r+^ 
iq]q)niq;q)k(q]q)k 
ho i<i'^'i)n t^Q {q;q)k{q;q)k 
e,(t{£;,(-A)}5; 19^1 ;g , - (K(A)H-K(A)}^) t 
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which was to be proved. 
Proof The proof of another generating function (4.3.11) for the GottUeb 
polynomial is determined below: 
n=0 Vi^'iJn n=0 \Hi1)n 
g ", q ^ 
;q,q-{l-e,{\)) 
= tK^^M->')rtK;ff'y'rKi-e^r (4.3.31) 
using (1.3.65) and (4.3.31), we obtain 
_ f {Q-,q)nt\ , A (g;g)n(-l)^(g-;g). , ( \ ynk 
f f (g°;9)n+fc{£;,(-A)r^r+^(-i)^-g(' \q---.q)k,. _ ^ . , . . . 
(4.3.32) 
now making use of the following identity (see [50] ; eq.(1.2.33), p.(6)]) or eq. 
(1.3.62) 
{a\q)n+k = ia;q)n{aq'']q)k 
substituting a = q'^ , in the above identity and then placing the outcome in 
the eq (4.3.32), we have 
y y (g"lUq'-"';qUq-'^;q)k{-ifq^'){tE,{-x)}'{tE,{-x)r ,^ ^ ., 
hto {q\q)n{q\q)k{q:q)k ^ ""'^ 
f {q':q)k{q-'\q)k{E,{-\)-lf^ ,^( I ) ^ {f^'-,q)n{tE,{-\)Y 
1^0 {q\q)k{q;q)k ^o te?)" 
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to {q-A)k{q\q)k '^ [l-tE,[~X)]^ 
f (9'^ ;9)fe(r";9)fe(£ .^(-A) - 1)^  , ( ; ) [1 - tq'^E,{-X)Ui - tq'^+'^E,{~\% 
h {q-q)k{q;q)k ^ '^ [l-tq-E,{-X)]k[l~tE,{-X)U 
^ [1 - tq^E,{-X)U f ('7^-g)fc(g-^;g)fe(^.(-A)-l)^ , ( ', 
or 
2^ (^. „\ 'n;?!^" A)r 
n=0 vy; yjii 
_ ( l - t g ' - £ ; , ( - A ) ) , 
(l-tj&,(-A))oo 
which v/as to be proved. 
2^>2 
9°, g ^ 
9, tq'^E^{-X) 
:q, -{\-E,{-X))t 
Proof The proof of generating function (4.3.12) of g-generahzed Hypergeo-
metric set is detemined by replacing /3 by — x, '^hy q and x by nn}^ M)) , in 
eq.(4.3.8) we have 
Wn;g -X] q] q, 
9"( l -e . (A)) . 
{qHE,i-X) - 1))" 
= (g"(l-e,(A)))-%0i 
q ", g--^  
; g, g"(l - e,(A)) 
2'A'l 
g ", q ^ 
or 
^n;q - ^ ; ?; q, 
1 
l -e , (A)^ 
which is the required result. 




Operators And Difference 
Equations 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with the generahzation of expo-
nential operators used by Dattoli and Levi [34] for translation and diffusive 
operator which were utilized to establish analytical solutions of difference 
and integral equations. The generalization of their technique is expected to 
cover wide range of such utilization. 
5.1 Introduction 
In 2000, Dattoli and Levi [34] discussed general methods for the solution of 
difference equations, arising in physical and biological problems.Their tech-
nique play crucial role in unifying the generalized families of the difference 
equations. 
The present chapter deals with the generalization of exponential operators 
used in [34] to operators of the type a'*"^ (^ )3;, where base a (a > 0, a 7^  1) is a 
117 
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real number. In particular when a = e, the operator reduces to the operators 
used by DattoH et al. [34]. 
The action of the generahzed exponential operator on a generic function f(x) 
is defined iis 
=^fiF-\Mnia) + F{x))). (5.1.1) 
where F{x) (called the Similarity Factor (S.F.)) denotes the function 
F{x) 
and F~^{a) is its inverse. 
For q(x) = 1, the SF is given by 
F{x) = di = X, (5.1.2) 
therefore F~^{x) = x, then the operator (5.1.1) reduces to the ordinary 
translation or shift operator as follows: 
a^T. f(x) = f{F~\Xln{a) + x)) 
= f{X\n{a) + x). (5.1.3) 
Another example of application of the operator (5.1.1), for q{x) — x. the 
SF is given by 
F{x) = f ^ = ln(.7;), (5.1.4) 
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so that F''^{x) = e ,^ and hence the operator (5.1.1) reduces to the dilatation 
operator 
o'-^f{x) = f{F~\Xln{a) + ln(x))) 
= /(e/Ma)+in(,x)) ^ j(^ A_^ _^ 5^ ;^ _5^  
The ordinary shift operators and their properties play a central role within 
the context of the theory of difference equations [54]. One can, therefore, 
suspect that the above generahzed exponential operators and the wealth of 
their properties can be exploited to develop tools which allow the solution of 
different forms of difference equations. 
5.1(a) Particular case: The substitution of a = e, into the eqs.(5.1.1), (5.1.3) 
and (5.1.5) reduce to the eqs. (1), (2') and (3) of Dattoh et al. [34]. 
A simple example of how the exponential operators can help us to solve 
difference equations may be illuminating. Let us consider the linear dilatation 
difference equation of the type 
hfia'x) + b^fiax) + hfix) = 0, (5.1.6) 
which, according to eq. (5.1.5), eq. (5.1.6) can be written in the following 
form 
6i a^-'s + 62a-^s + 63] f{x) = 0. (5.1.7) 
-I 
Suppose f{x) — i?'"^-'\ we have 
where 
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q(x) = X, so that F{x) = ln(a;) and F (x = e 
or 
F-\Xlnia) + ln(x)) =:= e '^"("^+'"(^ ^ = xa\ 
therefore, 
Hence we can associate with eq. (5.1.7) the characteristic equation 
or 
6i/?''"(") + 62i?^ "^ "^  + 63 = 0, (5.1.9) 
whose roots R^^°'', and i^j" ahow to write f{x) in terms of the following 
linear combination of independent solutions: 
fix) = ci/?^^) + C2i??(^ ) = J: c^R':^^\ (5.1.10) 
tt=i 
The above example indicates that we can extend well-established methods 
of solutions of difference equations to other types of equations reducible to 
ordinary difference equations, after a proper change of variable implicit in 
eqs. (5.1.1), (5.1.3). 
5.1(b) Particular case: The replacement of a with e in the eqs. (5.1.6), 
(5.1.7), (5.1.8) and (5.1.9) give raise to the eqs. (5), (6), (7), and (8) of 
Dattoh et al. [34]. 
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To give a further example of the flexibihty of the formaUsm associated with 




Q{x,X\n{a)) = ln(a) q{x) dx Q(x, Aln(a)), (5.1.11) 
Q{x,0)=g{x), 
which can formally be solved by rewriting eq (5.1.11) as 
d_ 
dX 
Q{x,X\n{a))-ln{a) q{x) 1} dx Q(x,Aln(a)) = 0, 
which can formally be solved by considering this as ordinary linear differential 
equation of order one, whose I.F. is determined as 
we 
can, therefore, find its general solution as 
Q(a;,Aln(a))a-M'?(^)ij]' = C, 
where C in any constant and using the given initial condition, we get 
Q(x,0) = g{x) = C, 
and finally, we obtain the solution of the Heat equation (5.1.11) as 
g(a:,Aln(a)) = a^ !'^ (^ )5^ 1 (7(.x (5.1.12) 
The use of the identity 
'TT J-OQ 
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replacing b^ with AIn(a)[g(x)^]^, we have 
,Aln(o,)[</(x)|:]2 ^ „mx)£]' 
T " e-^'+^^Xl^?^^^ (5.1.13) 
./—oo ^/K . -OO
with the use of the eq. (5.1.1), finally yields the solution of eq (5.1.11) in the 
form of an integral transform, which can be viewed as a generalized Gauss 
transform 
im^)i-fg(x) = ~ r^er^'g[F-\2^J\\n{a) + F{x)))dC (5.1.14) 
VTT ./-oo 
or, in other words, we have 
Q(.x,Aln(a)) = ^ / e"? g{F-\2iJ\\n{a) + F{x)))di. (5.1.14)' 
V TT .1—CO 
It is evident that the formalism associated with generalized exponential op-
erators can be exploited in many flexible ways in finding the general solution 
of a large number of problems. This chapter is devoted to the discussion of 
methods which provide the solution of the classes of "difference" and gen-
eralized "Heat" equations and we shall see that the techniques we propose 
offer reliable analytical tools and efficient numerical algorithms. 
5.1(c) Particular case: To put a = e, in the eqs. (5.1.11), (5.1.12), and 
(5.1.14) give raise the same forms of the eqs. (10), (11) and (13) respectively 
of Dattoh et al. [34]. 
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5.2 Generalized Difference Equations 
Before discussing the problem in its generality, let us consider the eq. of the 
following type, as a further example, which reduces to ([34]; p. 655 (14)) 
when we consider a = e, we have 
N 
Y, Kf{x cos{a ln(a)) + \/l-x^sm{a ln(a))) = 0, (5.2.1) 
a=0 
which belongs to the families of generalized difference equation. This equa-
tion can be obtained by the action of the generalized exponential operator 
on the function f{x). 
N 












X M" '^-"7(:c) = 0. 
a=0 
According to the discussion of the previous section, the use of the exponential 
operator 
N 
X; b^A'^fix) = 0, 
a=0 
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where 
^ ^ ^ v T ^ ^ I : (52.2) 
allows to cast (5.2.1) in the operator form 
^{A)f{x) = 0, 
where 
*(i) = f ] «^^ "- (5-2-3) 
In this case the SF associated with (5.2.2) is 
F(a;) =sin-^(2;). (5.2.4) 
Independent solutions of (5.2.1) can therefore be constructed in terms of the 
function R^"^ ^''K which satisfies the identity 
^a^sin-^x) ^ j^a\n(a)^sm^Hx)^ ( 5 2 . 5 ) 
the general solution of (5.2.1) can finally be written as 
AT 
/(,z) = 5 : c , i ? f " ( ^ ) . (5.2.6) 
Similarly, if we consider the following example, we have 
J2 baf{xcos{a\n{a)) - Vl - a;2sin(ttln(a))) = 0, (5.2.1)' 
a=0 
which belongs to the families of generalized difference equation. According 
to the discussion of the previous section, the use of the exponential operator 
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allows to cast (5.2.1)' in the operator form (5.2.3). In this case the SF 
associated with (5.2.2)' is 
F{x) = cos-^(x). (5.2.4)' 
Independent solutions of (5.2.1)' can be therefore constructed in terms of the 
function R^°^ '^^'\ which satisfies the identity 
^aj^cos~Hx) ^ ^aln(a)^cos-^(x)_ (^ 5 2 . 5 ) ' 
The general solution of (5.2.1)' can finally be written as 
TV 
-1 
/(.T) = 5 : c« i ? r ' ^^ \ (5.2.6)' 
a=0 
where i?J^ °^^  are the roots of the characteristic equation 
^(i?'"(")) = 0. (5.2.7) 
From the above discussion it is now clear that, whenever one deals with 
equations of the type 
f2bJ{F-\a\n{a) + F{x))) = 0, (5.2.8) 
Q : = 0 
one can associate it with the generalized exponential operator 
i = a''(^)^, (5.2.9) 
which allows to cast (5.2.8) in the operator form (5.2.3) and we get the 
relevant solution in the form 
/(,x) = f; c«i?f ^ . (5.2.10) 
a=0 
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5.2(ai) Particular case: when we substitute a = e in the eqs. (5.2.1), 
(5.2.2), (5.2.3), (5.2.5), (5.2.7), (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) then these equation lead 
to the eqs. (14), (15), (16), (18), (20), (21) and (22) respectively due to 
Dattoli et al. [34]. 
A useful example is given by the equation 
^^0 y.L aln(a)a; 
hift 
the operator form (5.2.3) i.e. 
2 d 
by making use of the shift operator a^ ^s, which allows to cast (5.2.11) in 
^ 0 V a l n ( a ) - - ; 
or 
N 
^2 d V6«a-3. /(^) = 0, 
a = 0 
or 
N 
X; b^A-fix) = 0, 
Q=0 
AT 
where yl = a'^^, *(^)/(a;) = 0 and ^V{A) = Y^baiA)''. 
In this case the SF associated with (5.2.11) is F{x) = —-, Its solution can 
thus be written as 
N 
f{x) = Yc^R~a^. (5.2.12) 
a = l 
The validity of the above solutions is limited to the case in which B}^^"^ IS 
not a multiple root of the characteristic equation; this point will be discussed 
in the concluding section. 
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5.2(b) Particular case: Replacing a with e in the eq. (5.2.11) reduce to 
Dattoli et al. ([34]; p.656(24)). 
In the tunes of DattoH et al. ([34]; p. 656(26)), let us introduce the following 
operational identities: 
(5.2.13) 
i ± « ( 6 r J ) 0(x)) = 6-^ ' 510 (6'"(«)i)±«0(x) . 
valid for exponential operators of the form (5.2.9). 
We note that according to the first of (5.2.13) the non-homogeneous equation 
^{A)f{x) = Cb-^'^^, (5.2.14) 
where C is a constant and fe'"^*^' is not a root of the characteristic equation, 
admits the particular solution 
In the slightly more complicated case 
<if{A)f{x) = Cb^^ ^(f)(x), (5.2.16) 
the second of (5.2.13) yields 
f(x) = Cb-^^^ L^^M. (5.2.17) 
Further comments shall be discussed in the concluding section. 
5.2(c) Particular case: When a = e, the eqs. (5.2.14), (5.2.15), (5.2.16) 
and (5.2.17) convert into the eqs (27), (28), (29) and (30) of Dattoh et al. 
[34]. 
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5.3 Generalized Shift Operators and Jackson 
Derivatives 
In the previous section we have considered hnear equations involving discrete 
power of the generahzed exponential operator. Here we shall discuss exam-
ples in which the exponents are not necessarily integers. The introductory 
example is 
fja'x) - fix) 
Aln(a) 9[x) (5.3.1) 
where f{x) is unknown, A G C, and g{x) is an analytical function. The use 
of the dilatation operator allows to cast eq. (5.2.17) in the form of a the 
Jackson derivative [58], namely 
a^^i - 1 
Aln(a) fix) = gix). (5.3.2) 
The operator on the left hand side can formally be inverted and by writing 
the differentiation variable in terms of the inverse of the SF we find 
fie' Aln(fl) 
a^^i - 1 
9ie')- (5.3.3) 
The operator on the r.h.s. of (5.3.3) can be expanded as 
A ln(a) 
; ; ^ | T 7 ^ A l n ( a ) | + l(Aln(( 
A ln(a) 
(Aln(a)|)^ + d4-
di l + l ( A l n ( a ) | ) + l ( A l n ( a ) | ) +••• d^J ' 3 'dU 
D(' '^^k'''K(4i''K)' 







„ B,^,,,d BJ,, , ,d\ B-j/^, , dV 
B„ + _ . A l n ( a ) - + - A l „ ( a ) - + ^ Aln(«)^ + 
or 
Aln(a) ^-,g^(„,^(„„„J|^ 




BQ = 1, BJ = - - , B2 ^ -,Bs = - 1 , (5.3.5) 
are Bernoulli numbers (see [191]; p.300(9)) and D^^ is the inverse of the 
derivative operator. Since g{x) has a Taylor expansion {g{x) = y^ 6. 
we get from eqs. (5.3.3), (5.3.4) 
m=0 
00 p d 
Ke') = D7^}:^{>^Ho^)r[Tc] ( E ^ - ^ mf 
n=0 n! .^e. ^m=0 
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00 1 OO 
m=] m=0 
I OO 1 GO 
+--(Aln(a))2 E ^m(m)2e-« - -(Aln(a))^ E Umfe^^ + • 
•"••^  m=0 " m=0 
OO L 1 OO 
fco?+E-e'"^-^Aln(a)E^..e-^ 
771=1 ' " • ^ m = 0 
1 OO -1 OO 
+-(Aln(a))^ E ^mMe-« - g(AIn(a))' E ^mH'e '"^ + 
12 m=0 m=0 
\ 2 12 6 / 
/ 2Aln(a) (2Aln(a))2 (2Aln(a))^ 
^2,2^ 
12 6 e'^  + • • 






1+ - ^ j — + ^^  + + 
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bo^+ 
61 e? boe^ 
(^ ^ A]nM + ( A ] ^ + . . . ) ' 2[1 + (2AM£) + ( 2 A ^ 
^0^+TAWa 
Aln(a)6ie^ Aln(a)62e^ 
(Aln( ) (Aln(a))2 , (Aln(a))3 ' 2Aln(a) , 2(Aln(a))2 (2Aln(a))3 
1! ' 2! ' 3! T" • • • 1! I" 2! ' 3! ' 
^oe-
Aln(a)bie^ X\n{a)b2e^^ Wnja^e^^ 





m = l ^ -^  
m = l 
flAm _ I 
going back to the original variable, we get 
(5.3.6) 
/(^•) = E r^» , J : ; . + bo \n{x). (5.3.7) 
The series on the right hand side of eq. (5.3.6) provides the solution of our 
problem. 
oo / I \77i„2m+l 
Take another example g(x) = sin(.T) = Y^ ^--^ -—, we find 
, ^ B„.(Alii(a))" ( d \ " ^ (-i)-e(^".tOi 
D - E 
.2yng(2m+] 
0 (2m+ 1)! 
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DV '^>^^4^U'^'^^4hl('^^^4)' m=0 (2m + 1) 
D7' 
i o (2m+ 1)! - 2 i^ ^^ ^^ ^^ dC j „eo (2m + l)! 
lii^'-WSfj . S (2™+!)! -H""<'''5?j S (2™,+ !)! 
- . )£ 1 oo / -I \ m 
m :-o(2m + l)(2m + 1)! 2 ^ ^ ^ J 2 m + 1)! 
1 2 ^ ( - in? !^ i± l l . (2 -+ i )« - l (Aln(a ) )^ f i=in?!^i±l)! .C2". . i )? +T (^Aln(a)f F 12 0 (2m+ i: 6 ' ' ^ 0 (2m+ 1)! 
i; ; (_l)"ig(2m+l)$ 
- 'o(2m+l)(2m + l)! 
AIn(a)(2m + i; 
2 
3 / ' o ^ I i A 3 (Aln(a))2(2m+ 1)2 (Aln(a))^(2m + 1 
12 6 + 
°°^ (_l)"*e(2m+lK 
-Q (2m + l)(2m + 1) 
m=0 
Aln(a)(2m, + 1) 
1 + - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(Aln(a))2(2m + 1)^  
3! 
-\ - 1 
+ • 
or 
. ^ V- Aln(Q) (-1)"" (2m+l)$ 
n e ; Z.aA(2m+i)_i (2m+l)! 
or 
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/M-E,.t:tL,(^;7>- (5.3.8) 
It is essentially the series defining g{x), provided that bm is replaced by 
-y . If, e.g., we take g{x) = COS(.T), we find 
__ Aln(a) (-1)"' 2m .5 3 ay 
and for g{x) = e^\ we get 
m = l " 
We can therefore conclude that the primitive of a Jackson derivative can be 
constructed according to the above-quoted recipe. 
This method can also be generalized and the concept of Jackson derivative 
extended to other forms of exponential operators. In this case we consider 
equation of the type 
f{x) cos(A ln(a)) + ^l-x'^ sin(A ln(a)) / . o1n^ 
xh^) = ^(" '^ ^'-^-'^^ 
with the assistance of eq. (5.2.2), we write the eq. (5.3.10) as follows: 
A ln(a 
or 
a ^ ^ / ^ / ( x ) - f{x) 
— = gyx) 
,\vr^ 
~f{x) = 9{x), (5.3.11) 
Aln(a) 
by assuming g{x) is an odd function there taking x = sin{, we have 
d d dx d 
dE, dx d^ dx 
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(g^^ - 1) 
Aln(a) /(sinO = g{smO^ 
. Aln(a . 
/ ( smO = -TJ^—.9(sinO, 
a^^ - 1 
(5.3.12) 
let us find out the expansion of the first factor of the r.h.s. of the eq. (5.3.12) 
with the help of the eq. (5.3.4), we have 
/ ( smO = D-,' Y. 7 ^ ( ^ M a ) r f ^ j 5(sinO, (5-3.13) 
n=0 
since g{x) in an odd and analytic function, then ^(sin^), can be expanded 
oo 




-1 v ^ Dn ^ \ n oo 
/(sinC) = D^' Y. -:^i>^Ha)r ( ^  1 E ^2„^+i(sine)^"^+^ 
n=0 7 1 ! 771=0 
oo D / rJ \^ °° 
7),=0 771=0 2i 
2777+1 
OO n / , 7 \ " ' °° /) ( ,-'|2m+l 
^ f ^ r E ^ ( A l n ( a ) ) M ^ ^ V- 2^777+1 (-^) 
77 = 0 n! • • - V^ey 77t'o 22-+^ 
_g-^C^27n+l H _g2i^i2777+l 
^ c - ' 
Bi(Aln(a)) (d\ B,{\\n{a))'' / d \ - B3(Aln(a)f / d ' 
OO I / ' _ i ' \ 2 7 7 7 + l 2777+1 / r) i 1 \ 
X V - ? ^ ^ ^ ± i i — L _ _ ( _ g-^f) 2777+1 y / ^WZ-(-I . ^v2777+l-Sg[2(2777+l-s)ji^ 
n'^0 2 ' " ' + 8=0 \ '^  / 
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substituting the values of Bernoulli's numbers from eq. (5.3.5), we have 
DV (Aln(a))/d\ (Aln(a))'' / < i \ ' (X]n(aW ( d' 2 [dd'^ 12 U j 6 [df 
X t ^ ~ y P ^ E" ( ' V ' ) (-I)"e-P<--)«1^  (5.3.14) 









2 m + 1 2 / J \ 2 2m+l 2m+ 1 
['_l)Sei[2(m-s)+i]? _ 
E 02m+U-^J p - i 
02m+l S 
m=l ^ 
1 ^ / 2 m + 1 \ ^_-^^3gi[2(m-s)+l]C 
( A l n ( a ) ) 2 : ^ V 2 m + l \ . , . , . . , , . , ^ , . , 
2 L I g l(-l) [n2(m-s) + lK]e i[2(m-s)+l]^ 
(Aln(a))2 2 - + i / 2 m + l E 12 ^ \ s 
s—O 
j (-l)^[^{2(m -s) + l}^]2e^[2("-^)+il« _ 
00 I ( •\2m-\-l 
v ^ 02m+l\ — ^ j 
m=\ 22m+l 
•':?+' / 2m + 1 \ (-l)'^e^l2("^-^)+iK 
i^ o V « y ^[2(m-s) + l] 
(Ahi(a))^:^Y 2m + l 
2 .t^ o I ^ 
4)Sgi[2(m-s)+l]e 
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^ ^ E ' ( ' - ; ' ) (-i)i-{2(™ ^  ^)+i}ei.«"-'«'^ -
= E 22m+l 
2 m + l 
m = l s ) i[2{m - s) + 1] L s=0 
' l - i ^ [ . { 2 ( m - .) + 1}] + ^-^mim - s) + 1}]^  
(Aln(a))^ 
6 








?;[2(m - 5) + 1] {l + J[2{2(m - s) + l}Aln(a)] + ^[z{2(m - s) + l}Aln(a)]2 + • • •} 
= E 






2 m + 1 
;-l)*Aln(a)(e^^)2("^-^)+i 
i{2(?7i - s) + l}Aln(a)] + ^[^{2(m - s) + l}Aln(a)]2 + i[i{2(m - 5) + l}Aln(a)]3 + 
E 02m+U ^j 92m+l 
m=l "^  
^:?i' / 2m + 1 
5=0 I ' 
-lyX ln(a)(cos^ + i sin ^fi^-')+^ 
g?:[2(TO-5) + ljAln(a) _ ^ 
or 
/(sine) = E 
7 7 ^ = l 
^2m+l^_Ma) 2m+l 
22TO+1 '^  ^ 





2m + 1 \ ( - l ) ' ^ ( V l - s i n f + zsin^)^("^-^)+i" 
S / gi[2(m-s)+l]Aln(a) _ ]^  
finally, 
fix) = V ^ 2 m + l A l n ( a ) j^\2m+l 
m— 1 
22m+l 
1^0 \ ^ / o;[2(m-.s) + l]A _ 1 
(5.3.15) 
It is interesting to note that, in this case too, the criterion to evaluate the 
primitive of the Jackson derivative, associated with the operator (5.2.2), can 
easily be inferred. 
Let us note that the procedure we have discussed can also be extended to 
the cases involving the generalized Gauss transform. In fact the solution of 
a^(-^)' - 1 
Aln(a) f{x) = g{x) 
or in other words, we have 
(5.3.16) 
A In (a) 
a^(-t)^ - 1 
e ,^ then 4^ 
9[x) = 
let us suppose x 









i\ ~ fl^^\ 
a^(i|)- - 1 -9{e') = / (e 
(5.3.18) 
Further, after following the steps as we followed in getting the result (5.3.4), 
we obtain the expansion of first factor of l.h.s. as 
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A.n(a) ^_. g ^ , , , „ , „ , „ „ / < i y ; ,5_3^ ,^) 
Now by the virtue of the analyticity of g{x), we expand g{x), by Taylor series, 
i.e. 
n=0 "'• V " ? / m=0 
mo: 
proceeding of the steps as proceeded in finding the result (5.3.7), we obtain 
or in other words, if we take bo — 0, then 
m=l " -^  
Further comments on the results of this section will be discussed in the forth-
coming concluding section. 
Particular case: If we substitute a = e, in the eqs. (5.3.1), (5.3.2), (5.3.3), 
(5.3.4), (5.3.7), (5.3.8), (5.3.9), (5.3.10), (5.3.15), (5.3.16) and (5.3.20), then 
we obtain the eqs. (31), (32), (33), (34), (36), (37), (38), (39), (40), (41) and 
(42) on page numbers 657-658 due to Dattoh et al. [34]. 
5.4 The Remarks 
In the previous section we have considered linear difference equations, a (triv-
ial) non-linear example, similar to "Riccati" equation, is given blow: 
j{ax) - j[x) + 6H-)/(a.x)/(.T) = 0, (5.4.1) 
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which can be solved using the auxihary function g(x) = j ^ a n d thus getting 
f(x) f{ax) 
L ^ + ^H-.) ^ 0, 
or 
g{ax) ~ g{x) ^ b'"^'^ 
From the operator (5.1.5), we have 
(5.4.2) 
or in other words we write the above eq. (5.4.3) as 
gi^') 
^ln(.'c) 
a dx — 1 
[1 - oM]-i6'"(^) 
(5.4.3) 
= _ [ l + a - £ + a 2 - ^ £ + a 3 - £ + ...]6inW 
[6'"(^) + a i^i6>"(-^) + a2^3^6'"(^^ + a^^^sfe'" -^') + • • •] 
r^ln(x) j ^ ^in(a)^ln(a;) j ^ ^2]n(a)^ln(.x) _|_ ^3!n(a)^ln(.x) _^ . . 1 
- \ l + 5'"('^) + ^21n(a) _^ ^31n(a) _^ . _ Uln(.T) 
1 
1 - l)Ma) 
^\n(x) l)H^} 
^ln(a) _ I 
thus finding particular solution 
m 1 6'"(") - 1 g{x) 6'"(-'^ ) 
Moreover, in general, equations of the type 
(5.4.4) 
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N 
Y: bJ{F-\aln{a) + F{x))) = e[f{x)r, (5.4.5) 
a = 0 
standard perturbation methods can be used. At the lowest order in e{f = 
h + e/i) 
we find 
N 
Y.bMF-\aln{a) + F{x))) = 0 (5.4.6) 
and 
a = 0 
JV 
J2baMF-\aln{a) + F{x))) = E:' n p' 9(0 (5.4.7) 
a = 0 
where /?'"(*) is one of the roots of the characteristic equation associated with 
(5.4.5). The first-order contribution fi can therefore be evaluated by using 
eq. (5.2.15), which should be modified as follows: 
fix) = (^.rJr)^ '^^ '^ liO' •^^4-^ -, ^'(6'"(")) = dR 
if 5'"^ ") is a simple root of the characteristic equation. 
(5.4.8) 
R=b 
5.4(a) Particular case: The replacement of a with e in the eqs. (5.4.1), 
(5.4.4) a,nd (5.4.8) reduce to the eqs. (43), (45) and (49) of Dattoh et al. 
[34]. 
Let us now go back to the problem of treating exponential operators of the 
type 
(5.4.9) 
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We have seen that for m = 2 and A > 0 they can be viewed as generahzed 
Gauss transform. Before discussing the problem more deeply, we recall the 
following important relation [27]: 
' a ^ (£ rx" = i?^™)(a;,Aln(a)), 
(5.4.10) 
ir ^ ^ 
which holds for negative or positive A and if^ "'^ )(3;, Aln(a)) are Kampe de 
Feriet polynomials, and satisfy the identity 
/^-)(,x,Aln(a)) = n ! X ; ^ A M ^ l ^ 
--HJr\x,X\n{a)) = Ha) l~j Ht\x,\ln{a)). (5.4.11) 
According to eq. (5.4.8) we also find 
oo 
d 
a:<^rg[x) = a^(^)"' Y. bnx^ = E bnH^:'\x, A ln(a)). (5.4.12) 
71=0 n = 0 
It is, therefore, easy to realize that 
oo 
Am.xx = E <l>nHt\F{x), A ln(a)), (5.4.13) 
n=0 





It is clear that eq. (5.4.12) can be further handled to extend the action of the 
operators (5.4.8) to any function g{x). It is worth considering the possibihty 
of extending the definition of operators (5.4.8) to the case of not necessarily 
integer m, In the case of m = | eq. (5.4.9) should be replaced by 
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„ ( | ) . . . . . . , ^ ( A l n ( a ) r . x - i (5.4.15) 
(-) It is evident that in this case is a relation analogous to 
(5.4.10) holds, namely 
|^i?,t^^(.T,Aln(a)) = (ln(a))2 (^] Hi^\x,XHa)). (5.4.16) 
or involving semi derivatives [189] 
-^Hi^\x,X\nia))=ln{a) I^Y Hir^\x,Xln{a)). (5.4.16)' 
oX \oxJ 
This definition can be extended to any m = - (p, integer). 
5.4(b) Particular case: When a = e, the eqs. (5.4.9), (5.4.10), (5.4.11), 
(5.4.12), (5.4.13), (5.4.15) and (5.4.16) lead to Dattoh et al. [34] eqs. (50), 
(51), (52), (53), (.54), (56) and (57). 
The contents of this chapter have been accepted for publication in Italian 
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 30. 
Chapter 6 
Shift Operators On The Base 
a (a > 0, y^  1), Pseudo-
Polynomials And Monomial 
Type Functions 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the present chapter is to introduce and use the gen-
eraUzed exponential shift operators, operators on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1), to 
deal with the families of pseudo-Kampe de Feriet polynomials, which can be 
viewed as the natural complement for the theory of fractional derivatives and 
partial fractional differential equations of evolutive type. We show that these 
families allow the possibility of treating a large variety of exponential oper-
ators, operators on the base a (a > 0, / 1), providing generalized fractional 
forms of shift operators. 
6.1 Introduction 
In what follows, we consider analytic function f{x) so that the corresponding 
Taylor expansion 
143 




converges to corresponding value of / in a suitable neighborhood of x. 
In 2003, Dattoli et al. [39] discussed the exponential operators, the operators 
on the natural base e. 
In the present chapter we generalize the exponential operators [39] on the 
base a (a > 0, 7^  1), as follows: 
^ , = a'(^) (6.1.2) 
In the case when m = 1, it reduces to the ordinary shift operator, while for 
m = 2 it can be identified with the operatorial version of the Gauss transform 
a'i^:)f{x) = fix + X\n{a)) 





5x2 m 2v^ exp - e ' + 2V7rAln(a)e dx m)d^ 
/•OO I 
l^-K J-00 * 
i ^ f{^) 
2^7rAln(a)-^-o° 
after a suitable change of variables. 
00 (x~iy 
e^^MS)/(^)(i^. (6.1.4) 
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Both the eqs. (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) are solution of the partial differential equa-
tion; 
1 / f) \'"^ 
—F(x,Aln(a)) = Ma) — j F(x,Aln(a)), 
(A) 
_ F(.T,0) = fix), m = 1,2. 
In case when m > 2, the exponential operator Aj a \dx) provides 
formal solution for the generalized heat equation. It does not seem possible 
to associate it to any transformation of the Gauss type. We must, however, 
emphasize that the Hermite-Kampe de Feriet polynomials [3] of the type 
H^r\^,yH^)) = -^'E 
^2! ^ n - 2 r 
.T"-2'-(yln(a))^ 
^ {n — 2r)\r\ 
= g';'{x,yln{a)) 
or equivalently the GouldHopper polynomials [[199], p. 76, eq. (1.9) 
g:\x,yln(a)) = ^ n! 
"^Qrlin — 2r)! a-"-^'-(yln(a))' 
i^f)( ,^?7ln(a)) 
are a solution of 
r) / 0 \ "'^  
~F(x ,Aln(a) ) = ln(a) — J F(a;, Aln(a)), 
F{x,Q) = x'\ 
or in other words[136] and [157] 
w 
^A(^) ^n ^ H^^\x.,y\n[a)) 
This last result is particularly important, since it allows the conclusion that 
if f{x) is an analytic function defined by the series expansion 
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f(x) = Y:C,,X^^ 
n 
then, by Taylor Theorem, we write 
n 
The polynomials H^^^{x,y\n{a)) will be said to be the polynomials of index 
n and order m. 
Particular case: The replacement of a with e into the equations of this 
section give raise to the eqs. given in the first section of Dattoli et al. [39]. 
6.2 Exponential Operators on Base a (a > 
o , # i ) 
In 2003, extensive uses of exponential operators on the natural base e were 
used by Dattoli et al. [39]. Let us see the applications of the exponential shift 
operators on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1) used in [136] and [157], which play an 
important role in problems concerning pure and applied Mathematics [23]. 
i = a^^(-')^ (6.2.1) 
For a = e, the properties of the generalized shift operator are similar to that 
of discussed in ref. ([27, 192, 205]) and their importance for the solution of 
generalized difference equations are similar to that of stressed in ref [34]. The 
action of A on a given function f{x) has been shown to be provided by [136] 
and [157] 
Af{x) = f[F-\\\n{a) + F{x))l (6.2.2) 
where 
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Fix) = I '^^ or ~F{x) = - ^ or q{x)^F{x) = 1 (6.2.3) 
q{^) dx ^ ' q{x) "^  ^ dx 
defines the associated characteristic function of the generahzed shift operator 
and F~^{-) is its inverse. The proof of the above identity can be easily given, 
by Taylor Theorem noting that 
only if [136] and [157] 
AF{x) = F{x) + \ln{a) 
d 
9(3^)^,^(3^) 
where [•, •] denotes commutation brackets, that is: 
d (l{x)^Fix) = 1. 
More generally, we can always write [136] and [157] 
Af{x) = f[F-\X\n{a) + F{x))l 
It is evident that for q{x) = 1, A reduces to the ordinary shift operator, 
when we put q{x) = x we find F[x) — ln(x) and F'^^ix) = e^, we have 
It is evident that the operators [136] and [157] 
(6.2.4) 
f, = q{x)^ (6.2.5) 
can be viewed as an ordinary derivative, although F{x) is a function, [^(J:)]"' 
behaves, under the action oi%, as an ordinary monomial, we obtain indeed 
%[Fixr = n[F{x)] n - l (6.2.6) 
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we can take advantage from this trivial property to discuss the rule associated 
with the use of operators like 
i „ . = a^i^^r = aM^^^^r\ (6.2.7) 
for m. integer or real. 
According to the conclusion of the introductory section and to these last 
relations, we can introduce the polynomials 








r = 0 
(n + l-mr)[F(3;)]"+^-"^'' {y \n{a)y 
( n + 1 — mr)\ r\ 
-m n!y 
[ ^ ( ^ ) j n + l - m ( r + l ) (^ ^ l){y\n{a)y+' 
tr{ {n + 1 - m{r + l))\ (r + 1)! 
fn:tl^ 
= n\ Y, (n + l - mr)[F(:c)]"+i-"^'' {y\n{a)y 
r~0 (n + l ~ mr)\ ~m ri n r = 0 
[^(^)jn+i-mr r{y\n{a)y 
(n + 1 — TTirV. r! 
= {n+l)n\ Y^ {yHa)y[F{x: 
Iji+l—mr 
r = 0 r!(n + 1 — mr)! 
or 
f d 
F{x) + my ln(a) I — 
m-l 
i / f)(F(x),yln(a)) = < i ( F ( x ) , y l n ( a ) ) 
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by using the eq. (6.2.8), we have 
m—l 
F{x) + myln{a)[% 
and 
%[h^:"Hx,y\nia))] = nht\{^,y\n{a)). 
/if)(x,yln(a)) = CUx, | / l n (a ) ) , 
> (6.2.9) 
are functions satisfying polynomial type identities and 
will therefore be called pseudo H.K.d.F.. 
It becomes also evident that identities of the following type 
[F{x) + 2yln{a){%)Y = J2['l]Hn-s{F{x),yHa)){2y\n{a){f^ 
(6.2.10) 
We show that eq. (6.2.10) follows from the Weyl identity. Note that since 
F{x) and 2yln(a)(^) do not commute, therefore the use of the Newton 
binomial formula is not allowed. Multiplying the left-hand side of eq. (6.2.10) 
by ^ and summing over n, we find 
Y:-AF{x) + 2y\n{a)(% 
n=0 ni "-
J,{F{x)+2y\n{a)%] 
by using the Weyl identity, where P = tF{x) and Q = 2yt ln(a)7^ 
smce [[P,Q],P] = [[P,Q],Q]=0 
further noting that 
[P,Q] = PQ-QP = -2yln{a)t', 
and 
gP+Q = e^e'^e-il^-' 
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therefore, we can write 
^t(F{x)+2yt\n(a)Ta,) ^ ^tF{x)+y]n{a)t' ^2ytln{a)Tr 
By expanding the exponential function, we obtain 
OO J.71 OO J.S 
Y: ~Hn{F{xlyHa)) J^ ^{2yHa)%y 
77' • ^ ^ S' 
71=0 "'• S=0 * • 
c » OO j.n+s 
n\s 
E E :::^Hn{F{x),yln{a)){2yln{a)%y. 
n=05=0 
Setting k = n + s and inverting summations, we find 
J:-{Fix)+2y\n{a)%)' = E 7^ E , Ufc-.(n^),?/ln(a))(2|/hi(a)r,) 
/c=0 '"• A-0 '^' ,s=0 \ * / 
Therefore, (6.2.10) follows from the comparison of the coefficients of | i in 
the last equation. By using the eq. (6.2.8) we find the following result 
s 
F{x) + 27/ln(a) ( f , ) ] " = Y.'^2yHa)y ( ^ ) hSU^,y\n{a)) {%)' 
(6.2.11) 
s = o > ^ 
and 
a^(^'^)"7(F(x)) = e^'"(")(^^)'7(F(a;)) 
m—1, /-T-
= /(F(x) + m7/ln(a)(7;j )a^ '^^ ^^  (6.2.12) 
which realize an extension of the ordinary Burchnall and Crofton [27, 192] 
identities valid for q{x) = 1. 
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It is evident that all the wealth of properties of H.K.d.F. can be extended 
fairly straightforwardly to the functions /?4"'')(-x,?yln(a)). The use of the pre-
viously discussed rules may greatly simplify the application of different types 
of exponential polynomials. 
To give some examples, we note e.g. that 
oo ^ r 
= j : - F ( - ) ( l n ( x ) , y l n ( a ) ) , (6.2.13) 
and since 
r=0 ' • 
CO fr oo .r [ml T'^-'"^k(ni]-,^(n)]'' 
^ i ^ x'-»^fc(yln(a))^T _ y^ y^ (xt)" (7/ln(a)r^)fe 
r=Ofc=o ^' iii't")-f^'- 7i=Ofc=o "•• '^ -
n=0 ^'- k=Q 
or 
oo j.r 
J2-.Hi'''\x,yln{a)) = e^ *+ '^"(^ )*"' (6.2.14) 
=0 ' • 
or equivalently, 
oo JT-
Y, -gl^'^x^ylnia)) = e-^ *+ '^"('^ )*"\ (6.2.15) 
r=0 ' • 
by replacing t and x with n and ln(3;) respectively, for the aforementioned 
Gould-Hopper polynomials [[199], p. 86, eq. (1.11) (27)], we find that 
oM-^'^)'"(a;") = e^'"(''X-^s)'"(a^") 
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,j,7ig?/ln(a)n"' _ x " a ' ' " " (6.2.16) 
It is now evident that if f{x) is specified by any analytic function (/(x) 
E„Cn.T"), then 
/ f^  \ ''"'1 
(6.2.17) 
provided that the last series is convergent. Further comments on this last 
result will be presented in the concluding section(9.4). 
A further example of exponential operator is provided by the case 
F{x) 
for which we find 
q{x) = (x - 6)^ 
d^ 1 
ic-by (x-by 
^[(--b)^M X — b 
X 










j^(5)^e?/ ln(a)[( ,x-6)2^ 
s=0 X — b 
x — b = t, 
therefore. 








dx (x — by 
d dt 1 
dt dx ix — I 
d 
))2 dt 
3 / M 2 3 
^(6)«e^'"(«)(a7) f ^ Y^i^YHsit^yHa)) 
5=0 s=0 
,?/[ ( -^-6) '^ X - b 
X 
Ei^YHs 
s=0 X -b 
yln{a] (6.2.18) 
6.2 Particular case: The results determined by Dattoli et al. ([39]; in 2 
section) can be obtained with the substitution a = e, into the equations of 
this section. 
6.3 Fraction Order Exponential Operators a {a > 
o , # i ) 
In this section we will discuss fractional shift operators of the type 
A , = ai^^^^^T (6.3.i; 
with q{x) = 1 and // any real number such that 0 < /i < 1. 
Before entering into the main body of the discussion, we recall that the 
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Riemann-Liouville derivative of fractional order m is defined by (see [186]; 
see also [[199], p. 286, eq. (5.1) (8)]) 
d fix) 1 r/"^  r^ T-T^^ ( a : - t ) — - V ( t R (6.3.2) 
n, — u) ax, Jo \dxj ' r (m 
where m is a positive integer such that m — 1 < u < m. 
Accordingly, we get 
d V 
a\s-.) x"" = Hli'\x,y\n{a)) (6.3.3) 
where H^\x^yhi{a)) are H.K.d.F. pseudo-polynomials of fractional order, 
defined by 
ui^)( ^ I \\ IV^ x^-^^{yHa)y Hif>{x,yln{a)) = n\}_^ 
- r ( n - ^ r + l)!r!' ^^'^'^^ 
whose validity can be easily checked by direct expansion of the operator and 




Tin + D.T"-'*'' 
'3"-
(//< n + 1). , ^ . . „ _ , . (6.3.5) 
I (n — fir + l)r! 
According to the previous discussions H^^\x,y\n{a)) is the natural solution 
of the fractional Cauchy problem 
d 
u{x,yln{a)) = ln(a) 
dx u{x,y\n{a)), (B) dy 
u{x,0) = x"'. 
We must underline that the function Hll'-\x,y\i\[a)) is an extension of the 
ordinary H.K.d.F. or Gould-Hopper polynomials. 
More generally we can solve the problem {B) with the general condition 
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u{x,0) = f{x) = ^c„x' 
n 
according to the following relation 
(6.3.6) 
u x,yln(a)) = f{x) = Y.^nHli'\x,yHa)). (6.3.7) 
It is obvious that we can combine relevant to generalized shift operators 
exponential operators of the type 
d \i^ 
A, = ai''^"^^ 
With this purpose in view, we consider the problem 
d 
u{x,yln{a)) = ln(a) 
dy 






It is fairly natural to write the solution of (C) as follows: 
(C) 
u(x ,y\nia)) = Hi^\Fix),yHa)) (6.3. 
This last result completes the purposes of the present chapter aimed at pro-
viding a general framework for the families of exponential operators. 
6.3 Particular case: The substitution a = e, reduces the eqs. (6.3.1) to 
(6.3.8) to the results due to Dattoh et al. [[39]; p. 220-221, section 3]. 
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6.4 Concluding Remarks 
In the section 6.3 we have seen that the theory of exponential operators can 
be conveniently complemented by the use of functions satisfying recurrences 
of quasi monomial nature. 
In these concluding remarks we will discuss the introduction of a family of 
functions which can be viewed as a fairly natural consequence of the so far 
developed formalism. 
We consider indeed the case of logarithmic Bessel functions, whose generating 
function can be cast in the form 
00 
G(a;,^) = x''^'"(^'= J ] e'"^4(ln(x)), (6.4.1) 
Tl= —00 
where Jni^) denote the first kind cylinder Bessel functions, that is 
Uz) = U^ i E 
l „2^*' 
1 \ " ^ V 4-
It is evident that we can take advantage from the discussion of the previous 
sections, to consider the following problem 
_ gisin()9)(ln(s;)+2yln(a)a;£)^ (6 4 2) 
The exponential can be decoupled by means of the Weyl rule 
where 
[P, Q] = PQ- QP, 
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by setting indeed 
P = ^sin(^?)ln(x), 





aJ'(^^)^.X*'^'"W = 3.isin(i9)g-j/ln(a)[sin(i9)]2^ (6 .4 .5 ) 




^-yHa)[s\n{i))Y ^ J - e""'( ,,4(x,?/ln(a))). (6.4.6) 
n=-oo 
If w ^^  ^(-l)^/ /n+2.(hi(x),yln(a)) 
,4(x,?/ln(a)) = ^ 2"+2'-r!(n + r)! ' ^ ^ 
It is evident that we ended up with a Bessel type function generalizing those 
of Hermite nature discussed in ref. [33]. It is worth emphasizing that the 
above equations satisfy a partial differential equation of the type 
^ d f dV 
— { hJn{x,y\n{a))) = ln(a) hr— { hJn{x,yln{a))), 
,,Jn{x,0) = Jn{ln{x)). 
It is evident that the above considerations can be extended to any generating 
function of the type [39] 
^^F(x)M^)^ (6.4.9) 
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Before concluding we will show how the combined use of integral transform 
and the previous formalism allows the derivation of further important rela-
tions. According to the identity [206] 
^xp^ ^ ^xHa)P^ = J- r e-«'+2«V^^^d^. (6.4.10) 
y/TT J-00 
we can easily conclude that the polynomials h^^\x,y) can also be realized in 
terms of the integral representation 
aM'')hf[F{x)f = e '^''(") [''^'')^r[F(.x)]" 
= ^ r e-'-'lFlx) + 2 v / ^ k ( ^ e ] X - (6.4.11) 
Going back to eq. (6.2.17) and specializing for m — 2, the use of the above 
relations allows to state the following identity 
^ (-l)"a-^" ' _ ^ (_l)ne-2''n('^)"' 
n = 0 "•• 71=0 "'• 




-00 TT J -  
Finally since 
y r 1 .-^.-dh / ^e-'^e"'^ Ut (6.4.12) 
2^/TT JO t^Tt 
by replacing d with (ln(a)7^)2and by using the previously discussed rules we 
find 
g-y(ln(a)Xr)5 
2^/TC JO ty/t 
y roo I , 2 2_ 
2v/7r 7o ty/i 
e 'it a <^^M 
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now 
or 
71 / 'OO 1 
g-y(ln(a)r,)5 ^/..^ V I ^ 
,2 II /•OO i; 
/(a;) = - ^ / -^e-^/(F- i (F( .T) -tln(a)))dt. 
Z^TT Jo tyt 
(6.4.13) 
Which reahzes the transform providing the action of a fractional generahzed 
shift operator on a given function, the validity of both (6.4.11) and (6.4.12) 
is limited to the case in which the integral converges. 
6.4 Particular case: The substitution of a = e into the eqs. (().4.1) to 
(6.4.13) give raise to the eqs. (15) to (26) due to Dattoh et al. [39]. 
The sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.4 of this chapter have been published in Inter-
national Transactions in Mathematical Sciences and Computer, 2, No. 2, 
(2009), 453-462 and the section 6.3 has been accepted for publication in 
International Journal of Mathematical Analysis. 
Chapter 7 
Ge^neralized Operational 
Methods, Fractional Operators 
And Special Polynomials 
ABSTRACT: The aim of the present chapter is to introduce and use the 
generahzed exponential operators, operators on the base a (a > 0, / 1), to 
deal with the families of partial differential equations of evolution type, to 
treat the problems involving fractional operators. Further, the properties of 
the famihes of special polynomials or special functions (like the Riemann ( 
function), naturally associated with the proposed formalism. 
7.1 Introduction 
In 2003, Dattoli [37] used operators on the natural base e for determining 
fractional operators, integral transforms and new family of special polyno-
mials. For determining the new family of polynomials, we introduce and use 
operators on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1). 
It is well known that Hermite and Laguerre polynomials are defined through 
operational identities (see[33]) i.e. through the exponential operators defined 
on natural base e [37]. 
160 
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We define Hermite polynomial through the operational identities, the expo-
nential operators defined on the base a {a > 0, 7^  1), as follows: 
a'^5^.x" e2^M«)5^3;» 
^ g. {Ha)y&)\n 
r'=0 r! 
E {y\n{a)Yn\x' 
r „ u n - 2 r 
^ (n -2 r ) ! r ! 
or 
a^i^^rr" = F„,(.T,ln(a)?/). (7.1.1) 
Similarly, we define Laguerre polynomial through the operational identities, 
the exponential operators defined on the base a (a > 0, 7^  1), given below: 
a ^ Ox "'• dx lY' 
-X 
n\ 











00 (-l)'^+'-(yln(a))^ :£r^'' 
r\(n — r)\ 
= E [-iy'+'{yln{a)Yn\x''-'' __ " (-l)''(2/ln(a))"-''a;'' — - n. 2^ • 
r = 0 ![( ^M ^ — r 1112 r = 0 n — r]l(r\ 
or 




which will play crucial role in applications [208, 209]. 
The polynomials (7.1.1) and (7.1.2) are generalized forms of Hermite and 
Laguerre polynomials and are linked to the ordinary case by 
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-0''(yli.(a))*g„ L ^; , J = H)"(!/liiW)"E .ili(-l)'"!(i#s)' 
n—2r 
2^\n{a)) ' ' '' ' " f^, r\{n-2r)\ 
m (_^\2n 
r = 0 
lf ' !(!,ta(a))^„^,, _ _^ ,^ (),ln(a)) ^„_2, !E 3:^  = n! > -77 :r^x r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! •;e^ r!(n - 2r)! 
or 
and 
(-^)"(yln(a))t//„ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ) = ^.(^,l/ ln(a)). (7.1.3) 
r = 0 (r!)2(n - r)! 
or 
{y\n{a)rLj-^] ^ Lr,ix,y\n{a)). (7.1.4) 
The use of the following identity [209] 
a^' = e^ '^"(«) ^ ^°° ^ exp{-^^ + 2BJ\n{a)0d^. (7.1.5) 
VTT 7 - 0 0 ^ 
enables us to concentrate on the eq. (7.1.1), in particular on the generahzed 
exponential operator, which, according to the standard procedure [27], can 
be written in the following form 
a^^ = e^'"("^t2 
^ J^jxp(-e + 2^^/^M^)^]dt (7.1.6) 
TT J-oo \ ^ dx 
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The use of the above identity and of the following fact 
a'^^fix) = / (x + Aln(a)) (7.1.7) 
allows to conclude that the polynomials Hn{x,y\n{a)) satisfy the integral 
representation 
Hn{x,y\n{a)) = - ^ | " exp L e + 2^^y ln(a)^"j x^d^ 
Vvr .l-oo \ ^ ox J 
or 
1 f°° I 
if„(x,?/ln(a)) = ^ / exp(-e')[.x + 2ev/?/ln(a)]X. (7.1.8) 
The above example shows 
(a) it is possible to define polynomials by means of an operational identity, 
(b) such operational identity can in turn be used to derive integral represen-
tation. 
1(a). Particular case: The substitution a — e, into the eqs. (7.1.1), 
(7.1.2), (7.1.3), (7.1.4), (7.1.6), (7.1.7) and (7.1.8) reduce to the results (1), 
(2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) due to Dattoh [37]. 
Methods employing the combined use of generahzed exponential operators 
and integral transforms provide a powerful tool for the solution of P.D.E. of 
evolution type. An appropriate example follows from the equation associated 
with the Black-Scholes financial model [210] 
A = S'^A + \S^A-\A {\n{a)fdT dS^ OS 
A{S,0) = f{S) 
(7.1.9) 
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which can be rewritten as 
1 fl.^= (sA + ^ V ^ - f ^ V . 4 





' 9 A - l V /A + l V iln{a)fA = 0 (7.1.10) 
which is a Unear differential equation in A. 
whose Integrating Factor is 
exp ^ i , s A , ^ V - f ^ V H.nW)V dS 2 J V 2 
and which admits the formal solution 
A{S,r{\n{a)f) = exp :4^^)'^-m^'^<'"<«')^ fiS) 
exp 
'A + r (ln(a))^ xexp 5 ^ + ^ ) Wln(a))V dS 2 
(7.1.11) 




exp - ? ^ + 2 ( 5 ^ + ^ ) v ^ l n ( a ) e f{S)d^. 
or 
A(5,r(ln(a))2) 
exp - ^ r(ln(a))^ 
TT 
(-00 
X / exp 
-oo 
~e + (A - l)Cv^ln(a)] exp f 2 v ^ l n ( a ) 5 ^ ] fiS)d^, (7.1.12) 
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by the dilatation operator, we have 
a 8:^f{x) = explAhi(a).T 
from the eqs. (7.1.12) and (7.1.13), we have 
dx 
= f{xa^ (7.1.13) 
A{S,T{\n{a)f 




X / exp 
-oo 
- ? ' + (A - l ) e ^ l n ( a ) ] /(exp(2ev/^hi(a))5)rfe 
(7.1.14) 
A{S,r{Ha))') = 
exp - ^ r(ln(a))^ 
TT 
fOO 
X / exp 
-oo 
-e + iX-mV^Ha)]f{a'^^^S)d^ (7.1.15) 
This last result shows that methods employing operational techniques can 
be used in fairly wide context and allow noticeable flexibility. 
In this chapter we introduce new families of special polynomials starting from 
a suitable definition. We shall show that the concept we develop is useful in 
different variety including the theory of fractional derivatives. 
1(b). Particular case: When we put a = e, into the eqs. (7.1.9), (7.1.10), 
(7.1.11), (7.1.13) and (7.1.15) reduce to the results (7), (8), (9), (10) and 
(11) due to Dattoli [37]. 
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7.2 Fractional Operators and a New Class of 
Special Polynomials 
As we know from the theory of fractional operators, i.e. operators raised to 








" - Ha] c>..2 
1 /•°° 
.fix) = 7 v ^ / exp 1 ii') Jo a-l„(a)^]}( f-'!(x)dt 
1 f^^ 




a — ln(a] 
' dx- m 
1 /'°° 
r(z.)., e''^T-'a'^f{x)dt. (7.2.2) 
In the case in which f{x) = e ^ and using the eq. (7.1.5), produces 
a — In a dx^ 
1 /'°° 
r(,y) ./o 
s i 2^ 
e-'^'f-'a'l^e-^ dt 




TT , /-oc exp 
f + 2v'tln(a)e 
dx 
e-^ d^ 
1 /'^ ^ 
A/TT . / - O O 
exp -e exp 2Jtln(a){ 9x e-^ rfe 
(7.2.4) 
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since under the brace is the shift operator, therefore, from eqs. (7.1.7) and 
(7.2.4), we have 
tJt- _^ 2 1 r~ 
a Bx'i e = -^= / exp e exp[-(2Jtln(a)e+.xf]de 
1 /'°° 
TT J - o o 
exp - f exp[-(4thi(a)C^+.x'+2-2Jtln(a)^a-)]^C 
~^ too 





/ (2 {2^tln{a))x 
+ At hi(a) exp 
At ln{a)x'^ 
1 + At ln(a) (^ e 
exp l+4t ln(a) 
TT 
exp l + 4tln(a))^ 
2Y'tln(a)a; 
l + 4Un(a) 
2n 
^e, 
let us suppose that 
{Jl + At\n{a))^ 
2^t\vL{a)x 
l + 4tln(a) 
therefore 
toL __^2 exp 
a sx'' e 
l+4 t ln((x) 1 /'°° 




exp l+4t ln(a) l+4 t ln(a ) 2 r r 21, "^"P 
7= / exp[—2 Ja^ = —^ 
l + 4thi(a) V7r./o J l + 4tln(a) 
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finally, substituting this value into the eq. (7.2.3), we have 
a — ln(a^ 1 r°° e-'^H 
Tiv) h 
atxv—l 
1 + 4t ln(a) exp 
X 
1 + At ln(a) dt. 
(7.2.5) 
Let us now consider the simpler case 
f{x) = x'^. According to eq. (7.2.2) and eq. (7.1.1), we have 
1 - y \n{a] 
dx'^ X 




substituting the value of the under-brace from the eq. (7.1.1) into the eq. 









r(^) ^ . = 0 
(yln(a))T.T"-" 




r\[n — r ! 
T{u + r-l) ,^ (y ln(a) ) ' -x ' 
r=0 r(i/) r r ; ri[7i-r} 
„ , f ; ( % M ^ = „ff„(., „„(„)). 
where {u)r is the pochhammer symbol. 
(7.2. 
2(a). Particular case: If we put a = e, into the eqs. (7.2.2), (7.2.5), 
(7.2.7) and (7.2.8) lead to the eqs. (13), (14), (15) and (16) due to Dattoh 
[37]. 
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By introducing the notation (see[[37], p.154, eqs. (17),(18),(19)]) 
{uyY = {v\f (7.2.9) 
and the operators Yy and Vy^ y 
such that 
K[(^y)1 = [yvV\ (7.2.10) 
^.,.[('^?/n = rivyr'- (7.2.11) 
It is not difficult to reahze that the polynomials (7.2.8) are an umbral image 
of the ordinary Hermite polynomials and that satisfy the recurrences 
— (,F„(x, yln(a))) = — ^, '^(^)r( l / ln(a))V-2 ' -
r=0 r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
Ufa n/f^ '( ' -)^(^ln(a))- .»-^-^-
^ \ ^ o H ( n - l - 2 r ) ! UyHn-iix, yln(a)) 
or 
dx 
yHnix, yln{a))) = n yHn-i{x, ?/ln(a)). (7.2.12) 
and 
X + 2 ln(a)l^. ,i/n(:!-•, ?/ln(a)) 
n! 
[ ^ 
y - (^?/ln(a))''^„+i_2r 
r=0 r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! ' 
+21n(a)n! 
[ ^ 
^ ^ y.(z.y)'-(ln(a))- ^,_,_,^ 
r=0 ( r - l ) ! ( n - l - 2 r ) ! ' 
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n! 
rj7 + l 
I 2 y . {iyy\n{a)Y{n+l-2r)^^_^^_2r 
r=0 r!(n + l - 2 r ) ! 
+n! 
\ r + l 
h r\{n-l-2r)\ 
= nl 
•n + l 
I 2 y - Nln(a))"(n + l -2 r )^^^ i_2 , 
r=0 r\{n + l-2r)\ 
+n\ 
[^1 2r(z.y)'^(ln(a))'-^„+i_2, 
r=o r!(n + l - 2 r ) ! 
= (n+l)! 
; ^ i 
E (iyyln(a))'^ ^ r!(n + l - 2 r ) • X ,n+l-2r -n! 
n+l 
• 2 y - 2r{uy\i\{a)Y ^n+i^2r 
^ j r ! ( n + l - 2 r ) ! 
+n\ 
[ ^ ] 2r(z/yln(a));;^ 
2r)!' 
)),+l-2r 
= ( n + l ) ! 
I n+l 
I 2 V- (J^yln(a))'' 
r=o r ! ( n + l - 2 r ) ! ' 
or 
a 
x + 21n(a)y^— ^iJn(a^, yln(a)) = „Hn+i{x, yln(a)) (7.2.13) 
and the following differential equations as well 
^Hn{x, yln(a)) 
2ln(a) n: 
( ^ 1 
E 
r=0 
y;(t^?/)"(ln(a))'' a:'^ -2-2r 
H (n - 2 - 2r)! +x n 
[ ^ 1 
'E 
r=0 
(i^)r(yln(a))'" r n-l~2r 
r\ ( n - l - 2 r ) ! 
-n 
,i^(;yyln(a))'- x"-^'-
n! } ^ 
r = 0 r! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
2n! E 
r=0 
(r + l)(;/y)'"+i(ln(a))''+i x r + l „ j i - 2 - 2 r 
r + 1^  ( n - 2 - 2 r ) ! -n! 
r = 0 
n-2 r (z^yln(a))'' (n - 2r)x 
H ( n - 2 r ) ! 
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—n n. 2_^  • 
r=0 r! (n —2r)! 
= 77,! E 
r=0 
r ™n—2r 2r(i^yln(a))'' .x 
r! {n — 2r)\ +n\ 
i 2 J 
E-
r=0 
[i'y\n.{a)y [n - 2r)x'^ ^'^ 
r! (n - 2r)! 
-n n !E 
r=0 
r ,„ji—2?-(z^yln(a))'' :c 
r! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
= n! 
^ (/yyln(a))'' x""-^' 










r! (n —2r)! —n 
,^(/yyIn(a)) ' ' x'^ -^^ 




uHn{x, ylnia)) = 0. 
(7.2.14) 
and 
Vy^^[^Hn{x,y\n{a))] = n! 
; ^ r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! -X 
= n! 
,Vr(^y)-^( ln(a)) ' - ,, ^^^^ i ; r n in ( a ) rV^„_2 . 
r^ r!(n - 2r)! r 
111 ajn! > ~, -777 ;;-7ra: 
,t^ ( r - l ) ! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
(i/?/ln(a)) r - l 
= ln(a)n! V 7 -77 
2r) -.T 
n—2r = ,„(„)„! ± NlnW);^^,.-.-.. 
r=0 r ! ( n - 2 - 2 r ) ! 
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ln(aj ,^ g 0MyH^))\n-2r 
r=0 r\{n — 2r)\ 
^^Ao)^r^[uHn{x,yhi{a))] 
or 
Z\, [ ,H4x,yln{a))] = l n ( a ) ^ [ ,Hnix,y\nia))]. (7.2.15) 
It is worth noting that the uHn{x, yln(a)) can be derived from the opera-
tional rule 
y, - 2 - n 
a "dx'^x = exp Ha)Y, dx"^ X E 
r=0 
?^  [Ha)Y.i^] _^„ 
r! 
,4^ r! dx^-" ^Q r! (n-2r)! ^ 
^!^{uyln{a)Y .^"-^r 
r=0 r! (n —2r)! n'-E 
(u)riy\n{a)Y x r „n—2r 
r=0 ( n - 2 r ) ! 
or 
G^^ 'S r^c'^  = ,H,,{x, yHa)). (7.2.16) 
Analogous results can be obtain for a new family of polynomials, which can 
be viewed as an umbral image of the Laguerre family. 
We consider indeed the operational definition in the following manner 




= 7T7^ / e- 'r^^exp 
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1 rC30 rj o 





the tmder-brace has been determined in eq. (1.2), therefore 
1 /•°'-' 
r(;y) .Jo e-H^'-^Lnix, ty\n{a))dt 
1 Z""" 
r(/y) ./o e-*r-i 
^ " ( - l )V( tyh i ( a ) r - ' -
r=0 (n - r!)(r!)^ 
dt 
Tiu) n r=0 
-l)'-.T"(|/ln(a))' 








{n-r\){r\)^ = ^L„(x,?/ha(a)). 
or 
'+^^^^^"^^"1^ f-D'^ x" n! = ,L„(.T,i/hi(a)). (7.2.17) 
The use of the same operators as before ahows the derivation of the foUowing 
as well 
Py,^[ ^L„(.x,|/ln(a))] ^ (-1)'-P,,.(^y)—(ln(a))"- ,^ 
r=0 (r!)2(n — r)! 
ln(a) -l)' '(n-r)(zyy)"-'-i(ln(a)) 
n—r—l/l^/'„\\n—r—1 n - 1 (_-! \r 
I V ^ I ^) V" • i\~ a/ V""v^/y r 






(r!)2(?7. - r - 1)! -X' 





-lY+\uy\n{a)Y~''-\r + lf 
((r + l ) ! ) 2 ( n - r - l ) ! 
-ln(a) ^, ^ {-lY{yyHa)f-W'^^_, 
r=l {r\f{n-r)\ 
-\n{a] dx 
" , " (-ir(z/yln(a))"-V , 
""•.t^ o ( r ! P ( n - r ) ! ''' 
ln(a)7—-x 
ox 
^, ^ (-l)-(^^yln(a))—r^,,, 
r = l (r!)2(n U 
n! f ^~ .^)'"i::^ ^"^^^?r'"a:'-' 
r = 0 r!)2(n — r) 
or 
and the use of the following 
operators we find that 
d d 
ln(a)—X— [ uLn{x,y\n{a))\ 
(7.2.18) 
\n{a)Y„x—^ + (In(a)y^ -x)-— + n 
ox^ ox 
^Ln{x,y\n{a)) 
\i\{a)YjyX , J^(- i r ( / . ) ._ , (yln(a)rV(r- l ) ^_, 
h {rinn-r)l 
+(ln(a)y,-a:) 
. 'it. (r!)2(n-r)! -n 
^, ^ (-l)-(/.).^_.(yln(a))--'-^. 
r = 0 [r\)''[n — r) 
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= ln(a) , " {-lY%{uyr-^{ln{a)r-W{r - 1) ^^, 
r=l iri^in- r \ 
n 
^^^^^ ^  {-lYUuyr-^{Ha)r-W^,_, 
r = l (rl)'^(n — r 
,^ ^ {-lY{i.yr-^{Ha)r~W^^ 
r=0 {ririn — r 
+n 
r=0 fr!)2fn-r)! 
, ^ {-lY{uyY-'+\\n{a)Y~'+'r{r - 1) ,_ ; 
r = l r\)'^(n — r)\ 
+ 
• » (-i)^-(^yr ' '+Hln(a)r '-+^r ,_ ; 
""•^t^ ( r ! )2(n-r ) ! "^  
^,^(-irM'^"''(M^)r-v^, 
r=0 (r!)2(n — r)! 
-n 
-l)''(z/yf^''(ln(a)y n 
^ f^ lV2 r=0 r ! r rn, — r) 
• , " (-l)''+J(t/y)"-'-(ln(a))"-'-(r + l)r , 
''•.=0 ((r + l ) ! ) 2 ( n - r - l ) ! "" 
+ n 
^ (-l)^+i(;yy)'^-''(ln(a)f-''(r + 1) 
r=0 ((r + l ) ! ) 2 ( n - r - l ) ! 
-X 
.""•.t^ o ( r ! ) > - r ) ! 
+n 
;-i) '-(^y)"- '(in(a))-n 
r=0 (r!)2(n — r)\ 
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" ( - i rK,„ , ( t / In(a))"- ' - ( r + l)7 
"'•;^o ((r + l ) ! ) 2 ( n - r - l ) ! -X 
• ^ ( - i r (^ ) . - , (y ln (a ) )—(r + 1) • ^, " {~inu)^.riyHa)r-W^^, 
r=0 (r!)^(n — r)! 
+n 
r=0 (r!)2(n — r)! 
n 
^ (-l)'(i ')„-,(t/ln{a))»-'(n - r)(r + 1)^  
r=0 ((r + l ) ! )2(n- r ) ! 
X' 
•^,y(rir(^)-'-(?/Ma)rv 
r=0 (r!)^(n — r)! 
+n 
^^ , ^ \ (-l)'-(z.)._,(yln(a))—^, 
r=:0 (r!)^(n — r)! 
' , ^ ( - i r ( / ^ ) n - r ( y l n ( a ) r - ' - ( n - r ) 
w! 2^ , .,„, -T:^  X' 
r~0 (r\)'^{n — r) 
nl 2_^ r-rrrr. X 
r=o 





(r!)2(n — r)\ -X' = 0 
or 
ln(a)y^a:— + {\n{a)Y^ - x)~ + n ^Ln{x,yln{a)) = 0. 
(7.2.19) 
A particularly interesting case arises when the highest order of 
the derivative appearing in the fractional operator is 1, namely, when 
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l - y l n ( a ) ^ x" - ^ I exp{-t)t'"Uy'^^x''dt 
r{u) .Jo 
for the value of the under-brace we 
use the eq. (7.1.7), we have 
l - y l n ( a ) | 1 f°° x" = — - / exp(-t)r-^(.x + ynii(a))"c/t, (7.2.20) 
1 [u) ,/o T{u) ,/  
it is evident that the corresponding polynomial 
.^«(^...Ma))=n!E<'''""<""''^" 
r=o r\[n-ry. 
^ " ( . ) . ( , l n ( a ) ) - . -
is an umbral image of the ordinary binomials. 
The above example provides an indication of the imphcations offered by 
the method we have proposed. In the next concluding section, we will discuss 
further examples aimed at proving that the combined use of operational 
rules and integral representations may provide unsuspected links between 
apparently disconnected fields. 
2(b). Particular case: Substituting a = e, into the eqs. (7.2.15), (7.2.16) 
leads to (20) and (7.2.14), (7.2.15), (7.2.16), (7.2.17), (7.2.18), (7.2.19), 
(7.2.20), (7.2.21) produce the results (21), (22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27), 
(31), (32) determined by Dattoh [37]. 
7.3 Concluding Remarks 
One of the advantages offered by the use of the integral representation in 
deahng with differential operators is the possibility of giving a meaning to 
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apparently meaningless operations. This is indeed the case of the Riemann 
Liouville definition of fractional derivative (see [188]; see also [[199], Chapter 
5]). 
By taking the advantage from the definition of the Euler F function (see[[37], 
p. 153, eq. (12)]) with a = 1, Dattoh determined the results (see [[37], 
p. 156, eq. (34),(35)]). The use of the identity (see[[37], p. 153, eq. (12)]) 
allows to conclude that 
,T ln(a) d 
dx 
1 f°° 
-tx \n{a] d 
dx f-'f{x)d.t 
1 /"fo J 




f-\f{exp{-tln{a) + ln{x))dt 
a:ln(a)-— 
dx T{u) ./o 
If we set f{x) = (YZ;;:) in ^q. (7.3.1) we 
find that 
(7.3.1) 
X In(a) A. 
dx 
X 




r(^) Jo to dt 
1 /-oo °o 
use of the eq. (7.3.1), yields 
^*^.T"dt 
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rOO ° 0 
/ f~^Y.^xa-'y'dt 
1 oo i-oo 
1 oo /-oo 
1 ~ .x'T(i^ OO 71 E 





SHf(;^  = '^^ '^ '- |xi < 1. (7.3.2) 
According to the previous result, it becomes clear that fractional forms of 
the operator x-^ can be used as an operational definition of the Riemann 
(•—function [1]. A further example in this direction is provided by 
a + X ln(a) d_ 
dx 
fix) = 1 
r(;.) Jo exp{-at)f-'a-''=-^f{x)dt 
or 





— / exp{-at)f-^f{xa-')dt. (7.3.3) 
and if f{x) = exp(a:), we end up with 
a + xlniaj—-
ox 
exp(.x) = -—- / exp(-at)t ' '" ' a""'-''a^  exp(.T) dt 
Tiu) .10 ' v ' {  
1 /'°° 
Tiu) ./o 
exp(-ttt)t'' ^ exp(;ra ^)dt 




exp(-ai)t^-^ 5 : -^^dt 
n = 0 n! 
1 J ^ 'T*^ '' /'OO 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ " /"OO 
Y.~ ^"'^ exp[-(Q; + nln(a))t]dt 
ri^^) ^ 0 " ' "'o 
.T" E r (^ ) ;^o[« + «in(a)]-n! r(^) 
or 
= E x" 
^ [Q' + nln(a)]''77,! 
a + a:ln(a) d_ 
dx 
exp(a;) = J ] a-" (7.3.4) 
^ [a + nln(a)]''n! 
eq. (7.3.4) suggests further consequences too. By replacing f{x) with L„(a:, y hi(a)) 
in eq. (7.3.3), we find that 
a + xmia)—-
ox 
1 /'OO F, 
r(7.) 70 exp[-af]r"'a~*^5=L„,(;r, y hi{a))dt 
Tiu) .Jo 
"• ^ ^\^fo,]r^f^\\1l—''' 
e x p ( - « t ) r - n ! r , I l f f l ^ M ^ , - ^ , . - r f , 
r Q (r!)^(n —r)! 
— - / exp - a t r -^n! V ^—^ ^ „ , / ^^  , ^^—rfi 
r(i^) ;r^ ( r ! )^(n-r ) ! ./o 
1 ,^(-l)'-a;'-(^/hi(a))"-'^ r(/.) 
r(z/) -^ t^ o ( r ! )2(n-r) ! [« + rln(a) 
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L„(x,?/ln(a)) = n ! j ] •lYx'{y\n{a)y 
^[a + rln(a)]'^(r!)2(n-r)!' 
(7.3.5) 
Denoting the polynomial Ln{x,yln{a);a,u) on the right hand side of the 
above eq. (7.3.5) we find the following recurrences 
^L (r uMaya .) = , / y ' {-in'v"-'-'{Ha))' 
n - 1 
n hi(a)(n-l)! Y: 
-lyx'lxjlnia)]''-^'' 
r=0 a + rln(a)]' '(r!)2(n- 1 - r)\ 
nLn-i{x,y\n{a);a,iy) 
or 





d d , ^ 
-x~n\ 2^ 
-lYx'{y\n{a)y 
dx dx ' ; ^ [a + r \n{a)Y{r\y{n — r) 
-lYrx'{yln{a)y-' 
dx f^Q[(x + r \n{a)Y{r\y{n r ! 
" ( - ! ) ' • ( r )V-i(yln(a) )'*-
r = ] [a + r\n{a)Y{r\Y{n - ry. 
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— nin ^ly-T. 
r-l^r-lr,,]„f^\\n-l-r+l [~lY-'x^-\yln{a)) 
f^i [a + Ha) + (^  - 1) ln(a)]'^((r - l)!)2(n - 1 - r + 1)! 
7 1 - 1 
n{n-l)\j: -lYx'{yln{a)) 
n~l—s 
s=0 'a + ln(a) + s \n{a)Y{s\y{n - 1 - s) 
or 
d d 
--—x--Ln{x,yln{a);a,u) = nLn-iix,y\n{a);a + ln{a),u). (7.3.7) 
Again by replacing f{x) in the similar fashion as above with Hn{x,yln{a)) 





1 r°° d 
- - / exp(-at)f'^a-'''9-^HJx,yln(a))dt 
(u) .Jo 
' '-"^ e x p ( - a t ) r - n ! t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ . - - dt 
FM ./o ^ r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! -
' -n^-E^^^^!^^^ T{u) \t^o r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! ./o 
^ !^ E ^ ^ l I z ^ ^ ^ S ^ /. exp[-(a + (n - 2r) \n{aW-'d.t 
-n ^(^') •;eo r!(ra-2r)! .Jo 
1 /ji{ylnia)Yx''-^' r(^') 
r(f^) "^ =0 r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! [a + (n - 2r) In(a)]'^ 
or 
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a + X ln{a] d_ Hnix,yln{a)) = nlJ2 {y\n{a)Yx 
r„n—2r 
Z^ [a + (n - 2r) ln{a)Yr\{n - 2r)!' 
(7.3.8) 
Denoting by Hn(x,yln{a);a,i') the polynomial defined on the right hand 
side of eq. (7.3.8), we find the recurrences 
d d 
--i/n(a;,?/hi(a);a,i^) = — nlE 
{yln{a)Yx r ^n—2r 
^ [a + (n - 2r) \n{a)Yr\{n - 2r)\ 
n 
(Vi 
[n 1)!E (yln(a))'".'r' 
r^n—1—2r 
r = 0 [a + ln(a) + (n - 1 - 2r) ln(a)]'^r!(n - 1 - 2r)! 
or 
dx Hn{x,yln{a);a,i>) = ni?„_i(x,?/ln(a);ci; + In(a), t^ ) (7.3.9) 
and 
—Hnix,y\n{a):a,u) = — nlE 
{yln{a)Yx r„n—2r 




,"^ 1 [a + {n- 2r) ln(a)]'^(r - l)!(n - 2r)! 
ln(a)n(n—1) n - 2)!E {yln{a)Yx 
r ^n—2—2r 
r=0 [a + (n - 2 - 2r) ln(a)]^r!(n - 2 - 2r)! 
or 
dy 
Hn{x,y\n{a)]a,u) = ln(a)n(72 — l)ii/'„_2(a;,?/hi(a);Q!, z^ ). (7.3.10) 
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We consider, therefore, the differential equations of the type 
W(ahi(a))2— + lf{x) = S{x) (7.3.11) 
where S{x) denotes a known function. 
The formal solution of eq. (7.3.11) can be cast in the following form 
fix) - ^ ^S{x). (7.3.12) 
V ^ l n ( a ) ) ^ S + l 
By recalling from the theory of Laplace transforms (see [46]) 
1 f°^ 
^== = I Mt)e-''dt. (7.3.13) 
or 
'{\n{a)Ay + 1 
and on replacing A with a ^ , we find that 
(•OO 
/ Jo(t)a-^*dt, (7.3.14) 
Jo 




aln(a) | :)2 + l 
oo 
S{x) = / jQ{f)a-'''--S{x)dt 
•Jo 
Jo{t)S{x — at\n{a))dt, 
I.e. 
oo 
Qt-f(x) = / Jo{t)a-"'^:S(x)dt 
•Jo 
/•oo 
/ Jo{t)S{x - atln{a))dt. (7.3.15) 
/o 
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The solution of eq. (7.3.11) in the form (7.3.15) holds only if the integral 
is convergent and can be viewed as a kind of convolution of S{x) on the 
O '^^ -order cylindrical Bessel function. 
As a final example, we will consider the solution of the fractional diffusive 
equation 
f ijfi^^yHa)) = -\n{a)£^f{x,y\n{a)), r7^lfil 
I .f{x,0) = g{x). • ^^-^-'^^ 
Which can be treated using an identity valid within the framework of the 
Laplace transform theory [46], that can be written in the following form 
2 
00 p-(tr)~*'n('',)rf 
2^/^^ Jo ty/t 
- V / r—dt. 7.3.17 
2^ Jo ty/i ^ ' 
a n H I 
dx 
By replacing d with ^ and by proceeding as before, we find the solution of 
eq. (7.3.17) as 
This result can be viewed as the analogue of the Gauss transform for the 
solution of the heat diffusion equation. In this paper it has been shown that 
methods of operational nature can provide a fairly useful tool to solve a large 
body of problems including fractional propagation equations. 
3. Particular case: The substitution o = e, transforms the eqs. (7.3.1), 
(7.3.2), (7.3.3), (7.3.4), (7.3.5), (7.3.6), (7.3.7), (7.3.11), (7.3.12), (7.3.15), 
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(7.3.16), (7.3.17) and (7.3.18) to (36), (37), (38), (39), (40), (41), (42), (43), 
(45), (46), (47) and (48) due to Dattoli [37]. 
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Shift Operators on the Base a{a>0, ^1) and Monomial 
Tjrpe Functions 
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Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of Engineering, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh - 202002, India 
ABSTRACT 
The aim of the present paper is to introduce and use the generalized 
exponential shift operators, operators on the base a {a > 0,^1), to deal 
with the formalism of quasi monomiality for introducing new families of 
funcltions with peculiar properties, recalling those of quasi monomials, 
given by Dattoli et al. [6]. We show that these functions can be exploited in 
the solution of wide classes of differential equations, including cases of 
fractional type. 
Keyiivords : Hermite-Kamp'e de F'eriet polynomials; Bessel functions; 
Monomiality principle; Shift operators; Differential equations; Fractional 
calculus. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 2003, extensive uses of exponential operators, operators on the na tura l base e were 
used by Daittoli et al. (2003). We introduce and use the exponential shift operators on the 
base a{a>Q,^l), which would play an important role in problems concerning pure 
and applied Mathematics. The properties of the generalized shift operator 
A = a^«A (11) 
dx 
are similar to that of discussed in Dattoli et al. (1997) and their importance for the 
solution of generalized difference equations are similar to that of stressed in Dattoli and 
Levi(20(X)). 
* Coniesponding author; E-mail: mumtaz ahmad khan 2008@yahoo.coni 
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The action of on a given hinction /(x) has been shown to be provided by 
A/(x) = f[¥-\\\n{a) + F(x)], ....(1.2) 
where f(x)= f"-^ ....(1.3) 
defines the associated characteristic function of the generalized shift operator and 
f (-) its inverse. 
It is evident that for q{x) = 1, A reduces to the ordinary shift operator, while for q{x) = x, 
we find f(x) = ln(x) and F"^(x) = e ' , thus finding 
A = a''^'^'''i—f(x)^Ha^x) ....(1.4) 
dx 
within such context, the operator 
3 , := ^(x)A ....(1.5) 
dx 
can be viewed as an ordinary derivative, so tfiat the following commutation relation 
holds true 
[t ,F(x)l-l . ....(1.6) 
Although F(x) is a function, [F(x)]" behaves, imder the action of Tj, as an ordinary 
monomial (DattoU et al., 2003), we obtain indeed 
fM^)T =n[F{x)r-\ ....(1.7) 
we can tal«! advantage from this fairly naive property to discuss the rule associated 
with the use of operators like 
A„: . f l^x)" , ....(1.8) 
and make a brief comment for the extension to non-integer m. 
Particular cise: The substitution a = e into the eqs. (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) and (1.8) reduce to the 
eqs. (1), (2), (4), and the last equation on the page no. 122 due to Dattoli et al. {m)3). 
2. SHIFT OPERATORS ON THE BASE a {a > 0,^1) AND PSEUDO POLYNOMIALS 
Arbitrary order Hermifie-Kamp'e de F'eriet (H.K.d.F.) (or Gould-Hopper) polynomials (see 
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1984). 
r=o r!(«-mr)! 
are known to satisfy the identities 
....(Zl) 
x + myln(a)\^ Hi'")(x,yln(«)) = « ! l (n +1 - mr)x"*'-""{y ln(fl)/ 
+ ni 
r=o (n +1 - mr)! r! 
^^^lm]^n+l-m(r+l)^^ + l ) ( y ln(fl))^+^ 
"•,to (« + l-»«(r + l)!{r + l)! 
n+l 
/ | , J(n +1 - mr)x"+^-'"^(y ln(fl))^ 
r=o (n + l - mr)! r! + m 
B + 11 
U J;t:"+^-"'^)r(yln(fl))^ 
0 (H +1 - mr)! r! 
m 
r=o r!(n + l -mr ) ! 
or x + m y l n ( a ) j ^ HW(x,yMfl)) = H„(™'(x,yln(fl)) (2-2) 
n+ll 
(yln(fl))^r r „n-l-mr 
and f H('")(x,ylii(fl)) = n(n-1)! ^ 
OT r^ r!(«-l-mr)! 
ax 
Hi'")(x, y ln(^ )) ^  « H 2 ( X , y ln(«)) 
We define Hermite polynomial through the operational identities, the exponential 
operators defined on the base a{a>0,^l), as follows 
V—:r y ln(a)—^ dx yW)\_.2 ) ^• n_J"l^HyHi)yx' r„n-2r 
r=o ri r=0 '•!(« 2r)! 
a^-
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The first two relations (Zl) and (2.2) ensure the quasi monomial nature of H.K.d.F. 
polynomials, while the third, consequence of the identity 
dy dy dy 
dx'" 
--Hji'"\x, y ln(fl)) = In(fl) f^H(" ' ) (x , y Ma)) ....(2-4) 
dy dx"" 
and Hi™>(x,0) = r", 
provides us with their operational definition, while its inverse can be written as 
a ^^J HJi'"\x,yln{a) i )^x". ....(2.5) 
According to the conclusion of the introductory section and to these last relations, we can 
introduce the "polynomials" 
h('"\x, y In(«)) = H,["'\Fix), y hi(a)) .. ..(Z6) 
which satisfy the recurrences 
[F{x)+myhi(fl)(tr^]/ii'")(x,yta(fl)) = ?i,H(x,yln(a)), ....(1.7) 
t\hi"'\x,yhia))] = n/i,H(x,yIn(fl)) 
It is therefore evident that the /i,|'"'(x,y ln(fl)) are functions satisfying polynomial type 
identities and will be therefore called pseudo H.K.d.F.. 
It becomes also evident that identiti^ of the foUowing type 
" (n^ 
5=01*7 
[F(r)+2yln(fl)(r,)l" = SJ H„_,(F(x),yhi(fl))(2yta(fl)(r,)f . ....(2.8) 
We show tiiateq. (2.8) follows from the Weyl identity. Note that since f(x) and 2y]n(a)(t^) 
do not coimmute, therefore the use of the Newton binomial formula is not allowed. 
t" Multipl3Tng the left-hand side of eq.(Z8) by — and summmg over n, we find 
w! 
'^ F(x) + 2yln(a)(r,) ^"^gf(F(i-)+2yln(flKTx)) 
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by using the Weyl identity, where P = tF{x) and Q = 2yt ln(a)Tj. since 
iuid noting that 
[P,(y[ = PQ-QP = - 2 y l n ( a ) ^ and e^*^ =e^ e^ e'^'''^^ 
Therefore we can write 
By expanding the exponential function, we obtain 
f~H„{F{x),yH«))t~{2yHa)if,)r 
= i i^H„(F(x) ,yta(a))(2yIn(a) t r 
Setting fc =:« + s and inverting summations, we find 
i=ok!^ ^ ic=o'f's=o 
jJr 
Therefore, (2.8) foUows from the comparison of the coefficients of — in the last equation. 
By using the eq. (2.6) we find the following result 
[F(x) + 2yln(fl)(t)]" = i ( 2 y l n ( « ) ( t ) r f " J 4 - U ^ . y M « ) ) ( t r -(2-9) 
and ay<^^>'"/(f(x)) = e^'"(''>(^->'"/(F(x)) = f{F{x) + my in(fl)(fj'"-^)ay(^->'" ....(ZIO) 
which realize an extension of the ordinary Burchnall and Crofton identities valid for q(x) = 1. 
It is evident that all the wealth of properties of H.K.d.F. can be extended fairly 
straightforwardly to the functions h^"''{x, yln(a)). The use of the previously discussed rules 
may greatly simplify the application of different types of exponential polynomials. 
To give some examples, we note e.g. that 
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and since 





yln(fl) I {x") = e ^ ^^ {x") = x"ey^'^"'" = xV^" ....(Z13) 
It is now evident that if f{x) is specified by any analjrtic function {f{x) = S„c„x"), then 
a ' " 
yA--
a^^J f{x)^J^c„x"a yn" ....(114) 
provided that the last series is convergent Further comments on this last result wiU be 
presented in the concluding section, 
A further exiunple of exponential operator is provided by the case 
rx d£, _ 1 qix) = ix-b)\F(x)=f 
a-b) (x-b) 
for which we find 
ylix-tr- x-b 
-e 









5=0 V X hi 
Let 
x-b 
t, therefore — = 
dt 1 d B 8t I d d 
and — = — or ~ = {x-bY dx {x-bf dx at dx (x-bf dt dt ' ' dx 
ylii(fll 
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or fl ^ * x-b : f ; ( b f H i — ^ , y l i i ( f l ) j ....(Z15) 
Particular case: The replacement of a with e into the eqs. (2.1) to (2.15) give raise to the eqs. 
(8) to (21) due to Dattoli et al. [6] respectively. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the previious section we have seen that the theory of exponential operators can be 
conveniently complemented by the use of functions satisfying recurrence of quasi monomial 
nature. 
In these concluding remarks we will discuss the introduction of a family of functions which 
can be viewed as a fairly natural consequence of the so far develojjed formalism. 
We consider indeed the case of logarithmic Bessel functions, whose Generating function can 
be cast in the form 
G{x,G) = x'"*^") = X e'"^}AHx))' --(3-1) 
where ]„{x) denote the first kind cylinder Bessel functions. 
It is evident that we can take advantage from the discussion of the previous sections, to 
consider the foUowing problem 
The exponential can be decoupled by means of the Weyl rule 
where, [P,Q] = PQ-QP, 
by setting indeed 
P = isin(e)ln(x) 
Q = 2iyhi(a)(sin(e))r— (3.3) 
Bx 
we find 
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-.1 
/ V a i J j^jsm(e)^^isin(e)^-yln(fl)(sin(e))2 ....(35) 
which is the generating function of a two-variable Basse! function, namely 
ysm(e)^-yM«)(sin(e)f ^ j ^ <?'"8 J„(x ,y ln(a)) ....(3.6) 
„/„(-.yln(«)) - I - .„::'T'T'- -(3-7) y (~^)'^^n+2r(la(j), y ln(fl)) 
, V 2"+2rr!(n + r)! 
It is evident that we ended up with a Bessel type function generaUzing those of Hermite 
nature discussed in Dattoli et al. (2001). It is worth emphasizing that the above equations 
satisfy a pariial differential equation of the type 
a _ _ f df 
— hJ„{x,yHa)) = Ha)\x—\ J„(i,yhi(fl)), 
,,/„(x,0) - /„(ln(x)). 
It is evident that tfie above considerations can be extended to any generating function of the 
type 
^F(i)s!n(e) ....(3.9) 
Before concluding we will show how the combined use of integral transform and the 
previous formalism allows the derivation of further important relations. According to the 
identity (Wilschel, 1985) 





<1 V s^2 
= T - r . ^ ' ^ ' [ f W + 2 # L ^ ^ l " d ^ . ....{3.11) 
Going back ixj eq. (2.14) and specializing for m-2, the use of the above relations allows to 
state the following identity 
- (-i)«fl-y"' « (-lye-y"^")"' 1 ,«, a -COS12M) , • .-, r . u ^ t 
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Finally since Dattoli et al. (2004) 
1 Jit 
e-y'i =-yrJ^e' 4/ e-'i^^dt ....(3.12) 

















4f ^-yM.)rj ^ ( ^ ) ^ _ Z ^ J - _ 1 ^ , - / / (F- l ( f (x)-f hl(fl)))dL ....(3.13) 
which realizes the transform providing the action of a fractional generalized shift operator 
on a given function, the validity of both (3.11) and (3.13) is limited to the case in which the 
integral converges. 
Particular caise The substitution of a = e into the eqs. (3.1) to (3.13) give raise to the eqs. (22) 
to (34) due to DattoU et al. (2003). 
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